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3. 
Wincenty Okoń The Real Member  
of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
The Honorary Editor  
of The New Educational Review  

Message 
directed to the Members  

ot International Editorial Board and Authors  
ot the articles published in The New Educational Review  

During the period of my scientific youth I dreamt of undertaking the initiative of 
creating a scientific journal of an international range, but the political situation of that 
time was not conducive to it. However, making good use of the limited opportunities of 
those days I managed to co-operate with scientific journals from Great Britain, Bułgaria, 
former Czechoslovakia, Japan, Germany, Russia, Romania, Sweden and Italy, i.e. all 
those countries where my articles and translations of my books appeared. I mention it 
because those activities made me realize how significant my contact with the world was, 
in fact, how deeply it influenced the development of educational sciences and 
implementing of educational virtues. It can be assumed that our journal, being a great 
achievement of the representatives of three universities, will make it easier for scientists 
from many countries to present their own scientific accomplishments and compare them 
with their colleagues' ones. Thanks to publishing it in English, the range of this scientific 
exchange may have a chance to be deeply international.  

As an Honorary Editor of The New Educational Review I would like to express my 
hope that this journal has been called into being not only to create an international 
discussion forum for educational sciences but, first of all, to put all the efforts in order to 
concern for the high quality of education in all the countries concerned.  

The programme of all those endeavors and efforts will be a kind of decision-making 
process of the Editorial Board itself. However I believe it will be focused on those 
changes in the world which make philosophers and pedagogues re-evaluate existing 
educational patterns, protect humanistic values in school education, e.g. against 
technology prevailing the man, and finally overcome the barriers between people due to 
their nationality, social status or physical condition.  
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Diagnostic and intervention competences of a teacher 
regarding the work with students with CAN syndrome  

 
Abstract  

 
The paper discusses some problems of teachers' pre-gradual preparation and 

practice in the area of teachers' competences forming. The primary attention is paid 
to diagnostic and intervention competences in education.  
 
Key words: teachers' competences, CAN syndrome, CAN child at school  
 
Introduction  

 
Information about various socio-pathological phenomena is spreading out more 

often these days. News about parents disregarding, abusing, molesting, tormenting 
or even killing their children are in the centre of media attention. On the other hand, 
the media are also discussing displaced reactions of children, including suieides. 
Not only Slovak periodieals and electronic media are preoccupied by this topie; also 
foreign media reports provide sufficient proofs that the problem is an international 
one. Publishing such news often reminds one of a sensation; it probably also carries 
commercial purpose. Apart from this fact, we shall perceive the positive effect: 
highlighting the problem for wide public. Prom this point of view, spreading the 
news about tormenting the children can also be prophylactic (P o k r i v  ci k o v ci, 
2000, p. 38).  

Experts in legal, medieal, psychological, sociologieal or educational branches 
view the problem of tormented and abused children differently. This problem 
vitally affects people in a:ffiliated professions; such as teachers at all educational 
levels and types of schools. Apart from the fact that solving out this problem 
belongs to ethical codex of teaching, it is reflected in professional competences of 
teachers. Therefore pre-graduate teacher training programme should provide 
efficient preparation.  

In Europe there are 2 models of teacher training programme: so-called 
minimum professional model and high expert model. Regarding the mod-  
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ern school, the high expert model should be applied. The high expert model 
presents: "a teacher being self developed and self reflected personality, a person-
ality that is able to analyse his own activity, identify learners needs; to respond to 
them and evaluate results of his interventions" (N e zv al o v ci, 2001, p. 19).  

Changes in concept of teachers training programme and 
teachers competences  

Being a teacher - an expert with pedagogical, psychological and sociological 
aspects - is tightly connected to everything that happens in the school environment; 
especially in social sphere. The characteristics of actual but also anticipated micro, 
mezzo and macro conditions of school environment are transformed into fading or 
arising functions or competences of a teacher. There are, at least, two fundamental 
circumstances reflected in a teacher's competences:  

The first one exposes the relationship of society - family - school; changing 
socio-political and economical conditions and the overall change oflifestyle affect 
families. Contemporary families are facing new, unknown and unexplored 
phenomena. Statistics shows that majority of learners grow up in families en-
dangering their education and healthy development.  

The second condition can be perceived in the following relationship: society - 
school - family; gradually, we acquire the philosophy of school being a kind of a 
service for inhabitants: parents and learners being the clients; they pay for the 
provided services via the tax system. This service also requires accurate competence 
of teachers.  

Issuing from new facts that were revealed by psychological, pedagogical and 
sociological research on fuli health and personality development of children, we are 
able to state the concept of teachers' competences and their content:  
- regarding a child as an individuality,  
- regarding a class as a specific organism,  
- regarding lo cal educational potential,  
- regarding teaching staff as a team,  
- implementing parents into educational endeavours.  

Competences and standards of teachers are very often discussed these days. 
Issuing from the new legislative norms regarding the universities, we can conclude 
the following: changes have affected university educational system as well as 
teachers training programme. We are not going to analyse the changes in system 
organisation (ECTS, credits, subjects' information sheets and programmes); we 
want to highlight inevitable changes in the field of education; focusing teachers 
training in particular. Questions of teachers' competences in elementary and 
secondary schools are discussed in many publications, e.g.  
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I.Turek, D. Nezvalova, M. Zelina, V. Spilkova, A. Gogova, G. Porubska, E. Petlak, J. 
Komora, and many others. According to V. Spilkova (2003, p. 6), the two basic areas of 
competences can be defined: a) subject-based competence area and b) pedagogic-
psycho1ogical and psycho-didactic competences. In the first one, the change in the 
teacher's priorities is considered. The priorities shall follow from what to teach to whom 
to teach it and how to teach it. In the second area, diagnostic and intervenient 
competences are stressed together with the re1ated advisory and tutorial competences. 
According to the aforementioned, a teacher shall be ab1e to analyse 1earners' actions, 
their reasons and prob1ems and deliver an appropriate solution as well as to carry out 
communication with 1earners' parents.  

Teacher seen as analyst, advisor and co-operator  

Identification process and therapy of aCAN child is delivered in the fo110wing 
phases: detection ~ diagnosis ~ therapy. The aforementioned suggests teacher's 
"obligations" towards the child; especial1y in the two initial phases. Teacher identifies 
the diagnosis, e.g. the tormenting (mo1esting, mistreating) of the child. To deliver 
accurate diagnosis, it is necessary to be familiar with the basic criteria defining the CAN 
syndrorne (S e i d l er, 1997). At the beginning of diagnostic process, teacher asks 
question, such as: Why do I think the child is tormented?': "What made me think so?" 
and the 1ike. Then, his opinion is confronted with other teachers invo1ved in the 
teaching process of the chi1d. Professional ethic binds the teacher to abso1ute reticence 
regarding the schoo1 type and its 10cation. It is also necessary to keep 10ca1 customs 
and regu1ations. These can differ according to the urban or rural1ocality.  

To the diagnostic and intervenient competence  

When providing the diagnosis, the teacher takes into consideration actual symptoms 
of the child. Symptoms that have a1ready been menhoned in the above text can initiate 
teacher's suspicion. He can suspect the child being exposed to any kind of abusing or 
tormenting. Sometimes, the actual symptoms can be of post-traumatic origin; the 
particu1ar trauma could have happened, years ago but never has been healed. The 
teacher could have reopened it by his enquiry. That would be the crucial moment in 
which teachers' competence  
 should be stressed.  -  

As the research proves, trauma caused by mo1estation and mistreating can be 
revealed many years after actual experience (Van der Kolk, Mark Katz and others). The 
most dangerous traumas are those experienced in the early child-  
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hood, up to 3rd year of age. Very interesting is the research examining the brain 
functions and various chemical reactions during the tormenting or abuse. These 
reactions irreversibly damage the brain. The damage connected with insufficient 
nutrition, physieal punishment, pain or emotional neglecting can be far more 
dangerous than brain diseases - those can be cured by medical or surgery means. 
The research shows that the children that lived in fear and stressful environment 
chronically suffer from high level of hormone cortisol in their bodies. Comparing to 
normal children, abused or tormented children suffer from delayed mental 
development in cognitive and sociallevels as well as mobility dysfunctions.  

Problems in concentration, difficulties in the learning process, aggressive 
behaviour or inadequate reactions (child is annoyed or scared even in emotionally 
safe environment) might indieate unpleasant experiences in the past.  

Furthermore, the research of traumatised children indicates higher probability 
of psychiatrie diseases in the years of adolescence and adultery. Regarding the 
frequency, strength and length of child's exposition to trauma, one half of the 
children undertake the risk to develop neuropsychiatrie symptoms. The longer 
diagnostic process in the more serious damage can be expected. Symptoms exposed 
in adultery might be the following:  
- higher probability of alcohol and drug addietion,  
- defencelessness,  
- delinquent and criminal behaviour,  
- physieal and mental health problems.  
- copying behaviour of adults: repetitive mistreating and molestation of own  

children the latest being extremely important.  
In such a case, empathic and sensible teacher is able to find the way out of the 

vicious circle - it is generally known that victims of home violence continue the 
violent practises of various forms (at horn e, in school, among children of the same 
age group aimed towards weaker children, towards animals or material values).  

Counselling and advisory competence of teacher seen as an expert suggests 
particular level of counselling for parents. Services providing various educational 
programmes for being parents are delivered in many countries. These courses 
concentrate on "parents already" counselling, not "parents- to-be" advisory services. 
Unfortunately, these serviees are not delivered in Slovakia.  

Experienced teachers with broad knowledge and sufficient practise shall deliver 
the courses. We were able to attend one of these courses on handling the anger and 
expressing emotions towards the child. Parents could learn how to communieate 
effectively with their children and were able to comprehend the danger of 
tormenting and cruelty.  
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p. O n d rej k o v i C (2000, p. 96) suggests very tentative therapy. He calls it 

"protective-therapeutic approach". The main role is to deliver therapy for all the 
family. The aim is to improve mutual relationship and living conditions of the 
family. Therapy is effective only if mistreating of the child was more or less 
accidental and the parent feels guilty and fears what may come in the future of the 
child.  

lIIustrative empirical findings  

Theoretical starting points will be complemented by the data from practical 
teaching. The research was carried out with help of students who in their diploma 
theses dealt with the issue of CAN (H u d e c o v ci , 2003; K u l a c s o v ci , 2003). 
The aim was to find out the level of teachers' familiarity with this problem. The 
research sample was made up of 88 teachers, 78 of them teaching at basic schools 
and 10 at special basic schools, and, as far as gen der is concerned, 74 being female 
and 14 male teachers. As for the professional experience, 39 teachers had a shorter 
teaching practice than 15 years and 49 have taught more than 15 years. The research 
methods consisted of an interview, questionnaire, observation and the study of 
school documents. Since the survey was focused also on other partial tasks, we will 
not present detailed results here, but just single out the ones which illustrate our 
theoretical starting points.  

In the humanistic education, it should be taken for granted that pupils' con-
fidence to teachers plays a significant role. We think that a child communicates with 
the teacher always when there is problem - at school or at home. Our survey, 
however, has not proven this hypothesis, since the results showed that only 16% of 
pupils who have problems come to see their teacher. Almost 79% of teachers have 
said that pupils come to see them rarely, 5% said that pupils would not com e at all. 
When pupils have problems they more often turn to women than men. Interesting 
were teachers' answers to the question of whether during their practice of a class 
teacher they came across a case of a tormented child. The answers showed that 30% 
of teachers were often confronted with such cases, 70% only sporadically. This 
raises a question whether the sporadic occurrence was caused by the fact that they 
did not have such a child in their classroom, or because they are not familiar with 
diagnostic symptoms and thus they could not identify a pupil with such problems. 
We find the second alternative rather true. The research further showed that the 
most frequent of childhurting behaviour is the neglecting, than physical torment and 
abusing. Most of these children came from incomplete families, though the margin 
between the complete and incomplete families was smalI (60%-40%). As most 
frequent signs pointing to such a child were, first of all, hygienic-cleanliness defects 
(not  
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properly dressed, dirty, smelly, and neglected children - 71 pupils), than physical 
signs (bruises, bums - 53 pupils), suddenly worsened marks (46), apathetic 
behaviour - a type of"who cares" attitude (36), and aggressive behaviour (35). 
Moreover, there was an informal sexual behaviour (if compared with the behaviour 
expected from a child of that age); in 18 cases there was even an attempt to commit 
suicide (E 11 i o t t o v a, 1995).  

As far as the cooperation of the family with the school is concemed, there 
always occurs a dilemma as to what extent the teacher should take interest in 
various (including sensitive) issues of his/her pupils, especially when it is evident 
that a problem was caused by the family. Within our sample, 95% of teachers think 
that to care about various difficulties pupils go through at home or at school belongs 
to professional responsibilities of teachers. However, as much as 80% of teachers 
also think that they should have more competences in dealing with the CAN 
syndrorne. 20% of teachers think that they do not have any competences with 
regard to this matter. This holds true especially for teachers with a shorter teaching 
experience.  

The greatest problems in dealing with CAN are related to the difficulties of 
cooperation with parents. Experience shows that this cannot be even considered 
cooperation, but a totallack of contacts between a problematic family and the 
school. Some published cases show that even attacking teachers physically is not 
rare at all. The cooperation of school and institutions of public order (police) is 
sometimes very complicated. lnterviewed teachers stated that it is quite common for 
the police to be non-interested, even ignorant when it comes to dealing with the 
issue.  

The teacher should know that if symptom s of tormenting or abusing are 
detected, he/she should contact first of all the school's headmaster. It is naturai that 
the headmaster, as astatutory representative of an educational institution, should be 
informed about the problem so that adequate measures benefiting the child can be 
taken in cooperation with parents. It is striking that almost 45% teachers from our 
sample reported their suspicions to the parents! There is a reason to expect that the 
results would be the same even if the research was done with a larger sample.  

What seems to be emerging from the research results is the fact that the 
cooperative function of teachers should be strengthened, not only with regard to the 
family, but also to institutions and facilities involved in dealing with prevention and 
therapy of the CAN syndrorne (such as, for example, SLONAD, Slnieeko, etc.). 
Moreover, teachers themselves perceive insufficiency of their own level of 
knowledge about the CAN; 43% of them evaluated their level of information as 
good, 57% as moderate or weak. Only one teacher (a man with over 15-year long 
teaching experience) said that he does not know anything  
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about the issue and one female teacher said that she is perfectly familiar with the 
issue (she dealt with it in her rigorosa thesis). The increase of all teachers' interest 
in further study and in the cooperation with the above (as well as other) institutions 
can be considered as positive phenomenon.  

Conclusion  

In the introduction it was noted that a transformation of study programmes in 
the field of teacher education is currently under way and that this opens space for 
addressing the problems as outlined in the paper. Pedagogical and psychological 
disciplines may significantly influence further directions of teachers' training, 
especially within the framework of the discussed model of teachers' wide 
professionalism. This is important, because the expected EU enlargement may 
bring a greater migration of population resulting in an increased gravity of the 
above problems.  
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Improve communication ot an autistic child - 

research into improvement ot therapy  

Abstract  

The author concentrates on the problem of autism defined by most diagnostie 
classifications as a disturbance in development - it embodies the domain of sodal 
and communieative activity.  

The best known classifications (L. Kanner, M. Rutter, E.R. Ritvo, Diagnostic 
and Statistic Manual of Mental Disorders - IV) give some information about 
etiology and methodology in the research of autism.  

The author pays his attention to the methods of improving communication with 
autistic children.  

Key words: autism, development, speech  

Introduction  

Autism is defined by most diagnostic classifications as a developmental dis 
order affecting sodal relationships, communication and active sodal participation. 
AlI the major diagnostics based sources of classification point out that 
communication disorders and their nature seem to play a key role in recognising the 
illness and the proper treatment strategy (R u t t er, H o l w i n, 1992, p. 22). Lack 
of homogeneous diagnostie description of autism is also visible in the 
characterisation connected with communication.  

Among the most popular classifications are L. Kanner, M. Rutter, E.R. Ritvo (K 
o n s t a n t a r e a s et al., 1992, pp. 28-29), classification of mental illness in 
children and young people according to DSM-III-R (Klasyfikacja dziecięcych i 
młodzieżowych chorób psychicznych według DSM-III-R, 1992, pp. 6-9) and the latest 
DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistic Model oj Mental Disorders, 1995; P i sula, Rola, 
1996, 1992,p.28; Bogdanowicz, Budzińska,1996,p.1). They present various 
approaches detailed· in another paper (B ł e s z y ń s ki, 1998). Because ofthe scope 
of the subject this paper will focus on the aspects  
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describing an autistic child's communication disorders which may influence choice 
of therapy which should be understood as a multi-directional and multisensorial.  

Table 1. Different autistic communicative disorders 
presented by various authors  

 
Characteristic autistic  

No  
language features  

L. Kanner  M. Rutter E.R.Ritvo DSM-
III-R  

DSM-
IV  

1.  A lack of speech  
development  +  -  -  +  +  

2.  Underdeveloped speech  +  +  +  - +  

3.  Misuse of pronouns  +  - -  +  - 

4.  Echoing  +  - -  +  +  

5.  Non-verbal disorders  -  -  -  +  +  

6.  Articulation anomalies  -  -  -  +  +  
7.  Conversation disorders  -  -  -  +  +  

Language characteristics in autism  
4. Delay in speech development  
5. Incorrect use of pronouns  
6. Echolalia  
7. Non-verbal disorders  
8. Articulatoryanomalies  
6. Inability to enter into and maintain conversation  
Based on the presented data we can characterise speech of the people suffering 

from autism as a developmental dis order manifesting itself mainly in delay or lack 
of speech development. When speech occurs, disorders may be noticed both in the 
segmental and suprasegmental spheres.  

It is ditficult to describe precisely speech of an autistic person for four reasons. 
Firstly, we cannot relyon one method only for collecting the data. Secondly, we 
lack a single precise diagnostic system. Thirdly, it is hard to distinguish precisely 
between autism and other, so-called autistic features. Lastly, there is the occurrence 
of more than one disorder in some children.  

1. Description of the. ex:amined group  

Research conducted from 1999 to 2002 covered northern Poland with a special 
focus on the area of Mid Pomerania. Initially a group of ninety eight people were 
examined. Out of this group fifty five people between the ages of two and  
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twenty four were seIected. The people in this group had already been diagnosed, 
either by paediatricians or by specialists in psychological/pedagogical centres, as 
people suffering from autism. Extra examinations were conducted by the Centre for 
Autistic People in Gdańsk and its branch in Gdynia (26 children), by San Diego 
Institute for Child Behaviour Research, Autism Research Institute (24 children), by 
The Children's Health Centre in Warsaw-MiędzyIesie and by the Psychiatrie and 
Neurological Institute in Warsaw (8 children). In all these cases autistic speech 
behaviour was already defined.  

AlI the children, with one exception, came from two parent families with 
sibIings. Most of them were the eIdest children in the family. The analysis of the 
files, survey and, after condueting an interview, a conclusion was arrived at that 
during their foetal and infant lives there had been no specific deveIopmental 
abnormalities which might point towards certain crucial, recurring eIements in their 
deveIopment.  

2. The characteristics of the examination techniques  

The objective of the research was to define both an autistic chiId's com-
munication preferences and his/her dynamics of speech development. American 
attempts to heIp deveIop an autistic child's Ianguage through so-calIed non-verbal 
channels, with the heIp of sign Ianguage, are worth mentioning at this point (Z im b 
a rd o, Ruch, 1988, pp. 173-176; Ka ufm an, 1994, pp. 66-68; Gałkowski,1995,p.18; 
Grandin, Scariano, 1995, pp. 15-16; C a rr, 1993, pp. 193-203; Ko n s t a n tar e a s 
et al., 1992, pp. 133-151). Apart from this, there also have been attempts to deveIop 
other means of aiding communication by the so-called Facilitated Communication 
(B a c ker et al., 1992; Haskiew, Donneland, 1993; Błeszyński, 2003). Picture usage 
has also been empIoyed in the process of improving communication, e.g. the 
DeIavale Autistic Program - DAP (B o n d y, F o r s t, 1995, pp. 311-333).  

All the above forms of aiding Ianguage deveIopment and especially com-
munication deveIopment have been proved to be effective, although only to some 
limited extent and in a marginal group of children who underwent the above 
discussed stimuIations. Among other problems are a Iack of research concerning 
the choice of the communication channel and programming of the communication 
preference therapy. The communication preference therapy is understood in this 
paper as a combination of psycho-physical conditions which enabIe an autistic child 
to master and use communication of a verbal and/or a non-verbal character.  

Four research techniques were used in order to determine preferences and to 
show a given communication approach. They were as follows:  
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1. The non-verbal behaviour evaluation whose authors are K. Krak o w i a k 

and M. P a n a s i u k (1992). It was designed to evaluate the development of deaf 
children and children suffering from hearing disorders, as well as those with 
difficulties in speech development due to hearing disorders. This technique was 
used because of the fact that autistic children also have hearing disorders such as 
lack of sound perception, oversensitive reaction or heterogeneous reaction.  

2. The non-linguistic behaviour evaluation (P a r o l, 1989, pp. 49-52) the aim of 
which was to help the treatment of children suffering from alalia (Latin audimutias) 
- inability to acquire articulated speech.  

3. The interviews with the parents of autistic children involved in this research 
constitute one of the elements of the whole research with the specific aim of 
characterising speech of autistic children resulting from family conditions.  

4. The analysis of the files collected by the parents and therapists regarding the 
diagnosis, treatment and changes which were observed afterwards. The files were 
mostly psychological, medical, pedagogical and speech therapy observations.  

3. My own research  

a) Attitude towards verbal communication  
Not only do volitional factors influence the speech development, but also 

family, environmental conditions and malformation of the speech organs which 
influence and enable speech development. The research deals with the attempt to 
communicate and with the attitude towards conveyed information. The interview 
designed to look at forming of linguistic abilities looked at these issue.  

Table 2 illustrates the attitude towards communication displayed by parents and 
therapists. The displayed attitude shows characteristics of appraisal of volitionally 
engagement of an autistic child in establishing contact, conveying information, etc.  

As shown in the table and the chart among the examined children - forty six 
(83.6%) showed positive attitude towards communicating which reveals itself in 
frequent attempts at articulating sound, first in the form of inflexion and play, and 
then by putting them into action. Parents stressed the difficulties in articulation, 
which was very often responsible for the first unsuccessful at-' tempts to 
communicate.  

The remaining nine were either unable to speak, or stopped speaking some time 
ago (regression, muteness). The difficulty encountered during attempts at producing 
sounds was a discouraging factor. Nevertheless, what is to be emphasised is the fact 
that the number of children with a negative attitude towards the  
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Table 2. Attitude towards verbal communication  
 

 

No  
4-7years of  

age  
Over 7years 

O fage  Total  

 

Attitude  
towards  
verbal  
communication  

Boys 0-3 
years  
of age  

Girls  Boys  Girls Boys Girls Boy Total %  

1.  Positive  1 4  9  10  22 14 32 46  83,6 

2.  Negative  -  l 2  4  2  5  4 9  16,4 

Total  l 5  11  14  24 19 36 55  100 

process of communication was much smaller than the number of children who 
definitely preferred the verbal contact. This was due to the verbal communication 
between the environment and the child, and the constant positive stimulation 
through sending verbal messages to him/her.  

b) Communication preferences  
Since the 1960's there have been attempts at teaching autistic children the non-

verbal communication (Carr, Konstantareas, Bobriliano). These authors tried to 
help improve the communication in specific cases, as J. C a r r when there was a 
complete lack of a positive effect as far as the child's verbal communication was 
concerned. The Evaluation Card of Communication Behaviour was used to 
describe an autistic child's communication preferences. In this case thirty four 
children were chosen whose preferable communication channel could not be dearly 
determined.  

Children with communication difficulties whose phonic and gesture prefer-
ences were not yet formed participated in the research. Four children did not 
participate in the research through absence.  

Table 3. The number of children examined  
with the Evaluating Card of Communicative Behaviour  

 
No  E.C.C.B.Research  Number %  

1.  Total number examined  55  100  

2.  Those examined with E.C.C.B.  34  61.8  

3.  Those who did not take part in research  21  38.2  

Further twenty one children whose phonic communication preference was 
dearly established did not undergo an extra examination, the results of which could 
be easily foreseen. Furthermore, these children did not suffer from hear-  
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ing disorders of any type: physiological hearing disorders, phonemic hearing 
disorders, auditory memory disorder, problems in associating the sounds with 
concepts, or difficulties in decoding the received messages at sentence level. No 
problems with the hearing process were observed. The phonic communication of 
these twenty one children gradually improved.  

The group examined with the Evaluation Card was divided into the three age 
groups according to the stages in speech development.  

Table 4. The division of the group according to a kind of communication  
 

No  Speech development stages of  Girls  Boys Total 

1.  Peculiar speech  2  7  9  

2.  Over 7 years of age  8  13  21  

 Tota!  10  20  30  

Four out of thirty children (aged 7,7; 9,9; 10,6; 12,0) preferred communication 
through gestures and mime rather than the phonic communication channel. One 
child aged 5,5 used both of the communication channels equally. The remaining 
twenty five children preferred the phonic channel.  

Four children used gesture 10% of the time in comparison to the phonic 
channel. Nine children used phonic channel1O% of the time in the comparison to 
the gesture channel. One child used both equally. In total there were fourteen 
children examined who required the support in communication through both 
communication channels. Such multi-sensorial activities help the general func-
tioning and combining of the work of hearing and sight. What is visible after this 
examination is the fact that there has been no obvious preference (more than 10%) 
of either of the communication channels.  

The examined group was fu1ly capable of understanding the verbal messages 
concerning the daily family routines. Only their expression was affected.  
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c) the survey of non-linguistic behaviour  

According to U. Z. Parol (1989, pp. 49-51) speech is accompanied by 
movements and gestures whose task is to aid this activity. According to W. Hamner 
(P a r o l, 1989, p. 50) communication process involves all the body movements 
both conscious and involuntary, the aim of which is to send the information about 
the speaker's emotional state. lhis form of expression is partly used by the children 
with alalia.  

The prepared survey comprises manifestation of behaviour relating to ex-
pression of emotions in a way that can be clearly understood. The behaviour shown 
in the survey includes gesture and behaviour which socially may be classified as 
either positive, negative or neutral. The table shows forty analyses of the survey 
divided into three age categories according to speech development, as well as sex, 
in order to show the possible dependencies between sex, age and particular non-
linguistic behaviour.  

Table 6. Autistic children's non-linguistic behaviour  
 

Up to 7years 
of age  

Over 7years 
of age Total  Total  N

o   Behaviour types  
Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boy  

a  WHOLE BODY MOVEMENTS         
1.  

 whole body swinll'  3  3  1  7  4  10 14  

 b  the head nodding- YES  1  3  2  7  3  10 13  

  the head nodding-NO  2  4  5  8  7  12 19  
hand movements   

 c  delicate touching of the thumb  
with the forefinl!:er  

3  7  1  9  4  16 20  

  shaking the index finger at  O  2  2  7  2  9  11  
someone

  stretching both hands  3  4  3  7  6  11 17  
  palm upwards  2  6  2  7  4  13 17  
  palm downwards  O  O  2  5  2  5 7  
  palm forwards  1  4  2  5  3  9  12  
  raising the fist  1  1  l l 2  2  4  
 leg movements         

 
d  

starnping  2  4  5  8  7  12 19  
  swinging  3  1  6  8  9  9  18  

THE BODY POSITIONS         
2. a  

attracting-scaring ąway  3  7  6  11 9  18 27  

 b  parallel  1  5  2  10 3  5 18  

 c  approving or disapproving  4  6  8  11 12 17 29  
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3. a  FACIAL EXPRESSIONS         

smilinQ 4 8 7 13 11 21 32
 b  sticking the tongue out  2  l O  4 2  3  7 

 c  raising the eyebrow  3  5  4  4 7  9  16 

 d  frowning  3  5  7  9 10  14 24 

  THE EYE PLAY         
4.  a  the look  l  4  6  11 7  15 22 

  compassionate look         

  fearfullook  4  6  7  11 11  17 28 

  menacing look  3  4  3  11 6  15 21 

  rapid, short (autistic feature)  4  7  8  10 12  17 29 

 b  scrutinizing  4  9  8  14 12  23 35 

 c  avoiding eye-contact  4  6  5  8 9  14 23 

 d  sudden eye widening  3  4  6  5 9  9  18 

  Tota!  64  116 109  211 173  32
7  

50
0 

  Tota! in age categories  180  320  500  50
0 

The survey proves that the number of contacts made, and particularly social 
contacts, increases with age. However, in many cases information concerning 
behaviour different from that described in the survey was also found. These dif-
ferences dealt with the objectives of a given type ofbehaviour. This information had 
been given by the parents and later confirmed in the survey. An individual code, 
readable only to mothers and the people closest to the child, consisting of gestures, 
and movements used in order to express basic physiological needs, such as hunger, 
was established. The most readable type of non-linguistic communication was the 
eye movement with regard to forty examined children (average 25, 143) and body 
positions (average 24,44). The ability of the eye to scrutinise or focus on a given 
object, or its elements, was noticed. In most cases "quick turning away of the eye" 
was observed, which points to a lack of contact with the surroundings. There also 
appeared in the eyes an expression of fear. The most readable body positions were 
of an approving-disapproving nature (29), and attracting-scaring away (27). The 
least occurring types of behaviour were hand gestures (average 13,83) including 
those gestures related to a stimulus and body and head movements (15,33) related to 
sending messages connected with volitional sphere.  
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After the analysis in the divisions made according to the child's sex, the average 

age in the given age categories is shown in Table 7. These differences seem not to 
be very significant as far as linguistic forms of behaviour development are 
concerned.  

Table 7. The average age of autistic children in the presented research  
 

Sex / average age  From 4 to 7 years  
of age  

From 7 to 11 
years  
of age  

Girls  10.6  13.6  
Boys  10.5  14.1  

Conclusions  

At the end of this paper I would like to list a number of conclusions and 
proposals which may prove to be both useful and helpful while planning and 
preparing detailed stages of an autistic child's therapy. As it has been suggested, the 
multi-sensorial treatment, in which speech is one of the elements of the child's 
development, seems the most effective. Therefore these points are worth analysing.  

l. Because of a lack of a homogeneous diagnostic description of autistic speech 
one element of this problem, i.e. communication channel preference, has not been 
referred to. Too general a description of an autistic child's linguistic behaviour did 
not allow for a deeper analysis of the structure of the development of the 
communicative process.  

2. The examination of the preferences based on the three techniques showed 
dependencies, which proved the correlation of the chosen techniques. The mimic-
movement code may be included in the non-verbal forms, or the forms 
strengthening the verbal contact. Gestures, especially regarding precise movements, 
and sending of the multi-sensorial information were least preferred by the examined 
children. Similar conclusions were made by B. R i m l a n d (1993) in his review of 
Facilitated Communication method. He believes that only 5-10% of people with 
autism are able to use this technique while communicating. The results of the 
research described here were similar (point 6).  

3. Relying on the research, it may be said that autistic people possess a chosen 
communicativę channel. The most common is the verbal one (46 children out of 51 
preferred the verbal channel representing 90% of the examined children).  

4. According to the assumption concerning the planning/forming the therapy, 
the most important information strictly relates to the communicative preferences 
and their development. Their evaluation will give us a chance to  
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individualise and optimise the therapy programme which should encompass 
development of the child's social functioning.  

5. What is visible here is the correlation between age and the choice of the 
communication channel. We may observe the changing of the channel from gesture 
to the verbal one, and from the optical to the auditory as the child gets older. There 
is no evidence that the developmental principie depends significantly on the child's 
sex, however, it appeared earlier and more often with girls than boys.  

6. Psycho-motor over excitability making most autistic children unable to 
concentrate may be the reason for difficulties in gaining social skills, including 
communication. In many publications it has been stated that tranquillisers given to 
children do not achieve the expected results. Moreover, children's susceptibility to 
tranquillisers was lower. It is important for the therapists to work on children 
speech, but also, at the same time, to work on their concentration which is the basis 
for any learning, and the condition of developing their speech skills. An autistic 
child's communication difficulties are mostly present not at the listening 
comprehension level (understanding the message sent to achild), but at the level of 
self-expression.  

7. While organising the therapy for psychotic, mute and especially autistic 
children one channel-oriented communication should not be used. What is crucial 
for the therapy process is to establish contact with a child that awakens in him/her 
the need to communicate his/her primary needs during the interaction.  

Further research on children speech development should deal with the 
devełopment of the communication preferences which depend on the child's age, 
intellect and the scale of influence of autistic disorders. It will allow us to 
investigate this process during the therapy and ref er to the speech developmental 
stages characteristic of autism (M i n c z a k i e w i c z, 1994, p. 91; B ł e s z y ń s ki, 
1994, pp. 107-122), and refer especially to the ones which słow down and regress 
the very process of communication.  
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The place of anthropology in the 
philosophy of education  

Abstract  

The study tries to define the anthropology of dialogue as a specific way of 
thinking on human being; it grounds mainly in Tzvetan Todorov's findings. It 
comments basic theses of Buber, Levinas, Bachtin, Habermas and Todorov while 
underlining their mutual interpretability as well as similarity. Because of possible 
significance of this anthropological conception for professional teacher training, it 
recommends to reserve some space for the anthropology of dialogue in the area of 
the philosophy of education thus enabling it to come out of the shadow of more 
influential anthropological conceptions.  

Key words: anthropology, dialogu e, philosophy oj education  

Tzvetan T o d o r o v, well-known perhaps mainly among philologists as a 
French literary scholar, in his remarkable essay called Spolocny zivot [A corporate 
life] (1998) made a journey far behind his disdpline onto a territory which he has 
called "general anthropology". Its place he sees on the dividing line of sodal 
sdences and philosophy but he uses literary sources as the dedsive ones.  

It is the prospective work he approached to put various initiatives under one 
roof; those who can be, as analogical and mutually interpretable, identified as one 
special trend in anthropological thinking, and a distinctive dialogical paradigm 
which arises "often on the edge of philosophy in dissimilar authors like Martin 
Buber and Michal Bachtin, Emmanuel Levinas and Jiirgen Habermas" (T o d o r o 
v, 1998, p. 52). Todorov at the same time has identified himself with this tradition; 
he not only presents himself as a historian of its ideas but also as its continuator as 
well as propagator. We have to admit our similar orientation in our attitude to iti the 
aim of this study is to draw the attention of university workers who are responsible 
for teacher training to this direction for a while.  

There are several reasons for it. The said anthropological trend is understood 
often as peripheral also in latest surveys of the history of philosophy as  
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well as of the philosophy of education, "classics" are more emphasized, against 
those the said trend is specified as opposing; its representatives are not described in 
one framework (unlike innovatively done by Todorov), they are moreover divided 
through still almost leakproofbarriers, e.g. it is difficult (and wenote that not fully 
meaningful too) to decide whether M. Bachtin is more a philosopher than a literary 
scholar - T. Todorov is in a similar position. There emerges a question: Which 
subject community is addressed by their texts? Situation is complicated by the 
formulation of thoughts through sometimes extreme abstract expressions as well as 
through the use of various remote and, seemingly, mutually untranslatable 
vocabularies (Heideggerian gloomy notions of existentialism - E. Levinas; 
psychoanalytic terminology - J. Lacan; linguistic structuralism - Bachtin; theology - 
Buber). We may add that a relative newness of this dialogical paradigm is 
responsible for a life in the shadow of more influential anthropologic conceptions.  

An elegant as well as worthy-to-be-followed way of how to lead dialogical 
anthropology out of the shadow and how to present it as one of the key directions 
for thoughts on human being was found by Todorov himself in his book Life in 
Common. His "man of letters" approach suffices without a complicated jargon; he 
interprets mutually analogical thought initiatives, formulates them in a condensed 
form; his book can be read as a quality introduction into the problems' area. A 
reader involved in professional teacher training will certainly disclose many reform 
initiatives in Polish, Czech and Slovak school system to have various points of 
encounter, an analogical direction, and that they perhaps "swim" in the same lane in 
frame of which it is possible to exchange applicable argumentation.  

The basic thesis, which makes up the spine of a dialogical paradigm on human 
being, is: "The need that someone notes us is not only one of human motivations; it 
is the basis of other needs" (T o d o r o v, 1998, p. 26). The need of recognition, 
honor, and of existence-forming attitude I-you is not involved into an 
undifferentiated line of other desires - of well-being, power, homage; it is perceived 
as their ground to be derived of. As Todorov writes: "The most powerful motives of 
human doing are neither called delight, interest, lust (polemics with influential S. 
Freud anthropology - author's note) nor generosity, love to humanity, self-sacrifice 
on the other hand (polemics collectivistic anthropologies - author's note), but 
yearning for glory and appreciation, shame and guilt trip, worries of honor. 
deficiency, recognition need, calling for other's look. .. " (To d o rov, 1998, p. 31).  

In context of this incurable need Todorov talks on human constitutive in-
completeness. As its outspoken incarnation he considers the fact that independently 
was noticed by Russian M.M. Bachtin and American G .H. Mead (anthro-  
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pologist - a representative of so called symbolical interactionism) - namely, that 
physically we never can see ourselves completely; we need someone else as a 
"mirror" to establish our self- understanding and thus our existence. Todorov 
mentions as an apt illustration of this incurable need the idea of a great seclusio n 
lover ].I. Rousseau: "Our most fragile being in relational and collective, and our real 
I is not complete in us. Such is, after all, human equipment in this life; we never 
succeed to rejoice over ourselves without someone else's part" (T o d o r o v, 1998, 
p. 175). A man, unlike animals living in flocks and appreciating contiguity of the 
same species only, has moreover an inherited bias to like someone looking at him, 
some identical being, and to affirmatively watch him. Todorov presents 
phenomenology of this need over a collage of literary works' passages. A short 
illustrative extract is offered here: "( ... ) no better devil's punishment could be 
invented than to be thrown into society and remain unnoticed from people who 
make it up ( ... ) We recognize it through the situation of a foreigner, a marginalized 
one, or an outcast ( ... ) Poor are those neglected ones who did not succeed to live in 
the eyes of their fellow-citizens ( ... ) A poor comes in and out in such a way that no 
one sees it; and he is as unknown in the middle of a crowd as if he lived confined in 
his hovel ( ... )". "Invisible - such is an Afro-American (or, we can add, a Slovak, 
Polish or Czech Roma - author's note) in a classical exposition by Ralph Ellison - 
Understand, I am invisible simply because people do not want to see me ( ... ) Or 
you often doubt whether you exist at all ( ... ) You take great pains to persuade 
yourselves that you really exist in a real world ( ... ) you swe ar, you curse and you 
implore yourself to force them to see you" (T o d o r o v, 1998, p. 76).  

The phenomenology of old age is even more illustrative; the old age brings, 
besides lessening oflife strength, the dwindling of existence too. "Through lone-
liness my death began': Victor Hugo wrote. Existence can fade away earlier than 
life fades away. The usual givers of appreciation disappear one by one, the sodal 
being of greybeards is step by step being disconnected for various social nets, 
hospitals and old people's homes take care of their organs, not of their being, they 
take very effort to prolong their life, not their existence. "Greybeards die lonely: 
their existence finished earlier than their life" (T o d o r o v, 1998, p. 77).  

If we bear in mind phenomenology of childhood (it interests us most of all) 
presuming the need of appreciation is not only one of many child needs but their 
queen, we can proceed symmetrically - a child's life begins earlier than its existence 
(relationally understood), its existence does not begin and grows stronger until it bit 
by bit enters sodal network. The keys from this process are hold by the relational 
persons - parents, teachers, and peers. Existence is not necessarily a parallel 
process; it means it can, for instance, not begin, temporarily stop, and function with 
various defidts and so on. The need of recognition  
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can gain quite paradox appearances that make it really difficult to "re ad" the 
original motive. "Let us consider a school class. A child can draw teacher's attention 
on itself through its being the best. But what happens when that fails, when the 
child considers it to be a clearly impassable way? At that time there appears another 
possibility how to also successfully draw both teacher's and friends' attention: it 
provocatively disturbs preventing others to listen too, and in this way since it did 
not become the best pupil, it will be the worst one ( ... ) lnstead of official 
appreciation, another is permissible to be reached ( ... ) This strategy, close to 
Dostoyevsky's man from "underground" who better accepts others' reprehensions 
than to suffer of their indifference, is very com mon in life, not in the classroom 
only; it aptly clarifies the "extravagant" behavior as well as "hysteric" situations in 
everyday human cohabitation" (T o d o r o v, 1998, p. 118). The pupil-
troublemaker, quite familiar type for teachers, is therefore interpreted within 
dialogical paradigm setting as a solution of existential deficit, a specific regard-
claim, a strengthening of existence feeling even through admonitions and 
punishments.  

In the presented considerations a very important role is played by the notion of 
existence that associates us with Heidegger's as well as Sartre's "my being": lonely, 
anxious, worrying being to death. We have to add that the strategy of the notion use 
by Levinas, Buber, Bachtin as well as Todorov is profoundly different. It is possible 
to demonstrate right at this anthropological notion that we approach an absolutely 
different (new) way of thinking about human being.  

According to Bachtin, "the other" is the ontological condition of an existence of 
every'T'; for Buber the basic expressions are not single words but pairs of words - 
out of which the key position is hold by the pair I - You. In this way, the object of 
existential analysis is both changed and enlarged. For Bachtin, the subject inside, its 
I itself, is a dialogue, a relation of the I to the other; not only communication is 
dialogical but also the ground of consciousness, the ground of human life itself. 
Similar Levinas' conception is characterized as the "philosophy of encounter': These 
findings gave a ground to build on for so called relaxation psychoanalysis which 
was developed in opposition to S. Freud's individual "classical" psychoanalysis that 
claims the libido does not primarily look for delight but for an object - in fact, for 
another subject. That one becomes the target of human activity and there is no more 
any reason to calI it "libido"; more adequate seems it to be Buberine (Buber's) 
"You" or Bachtinine (Bachtin's) "the other".  

If we understand the two dimensions of child's education - personalization and 
socialization - on the background of this anthropology, they do not appear basically 
conflicting any longer (opposed to how S. Freud understood them). Humanistic, 
personality centered pedagogy takes every effort to involve, in a  
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similar intention, both aspects within the frarne of personal and social education in 
such a way that they do not stand against one another (K o s o v li , 1998, p. 8). It 
must specify itself against very influential anthropological paradigm which explains 
human relationships mainly through the category of fight.  

Classical philosophers focused the period of childhood when a child starts to 
fight rivals. Beginning with Hobbes over Hegel to Nietzsche, all of them exalted 
fight to a constructive feature of human society. Alexandre Kojeve summarized 
Hegel's conception in a bombastic stylization: ''A man was bom, and through his 
first fight to enthrone the Lord and the Slave, history begins" (T o d o r o v, 1998, p. 
34). Human history is nothing else but a development of the relationship among 
lords and slaves; this predication dominated in our countries for a long time and it 
remained in the "folk" everyday anthropology until now. Everyday life is viewed by 
a multitude of people in our region as a fight; they approa.ch and live it as such, of 
course, hoping in a victory.  

Todorov's polemics with this anthropology proves that such victory cannot be 
reached, and the "post of a Lord is but a blind alley of existence" (T o d o r o v, 
1998, p. 33). In an interesting way he interprets a farnous passage of Hegel's 
Phenomenology of Spirit dedicated to the dialectics of the lord and slave. This 
interpretation presents fight motivated by appreciation. One of the fighters came out 
of the quarrel as victor; the other was defeated becoming asIave or a servant. But 
through that he denied his specifically human position. The victor "is immediately 
frustrated: sure, he reached appreciation but it was not the appreciation of another 
man, that is, not that one he longed for. His desire is tragic in its essence: he either 
gets no appreciation because he is defeated, or he gets it, but it is worthless since it 
is an appreciation by an overpoweringly. The lord is appreciated by someone whom 
he do es not honor" (T o d o r o v, 1998, p. 33). The victory does not satisfy because 
it cannot be crowned by appreciation, admiration. It results in a community of 
frustrated victors as well as of even more frustrated losers.  

Such "assault" understanding of life in common is not a former eastern block 
countries specialty (it crystallized there around the category of class combat); it was 
promoted and enforced by such persons as Hegel, Nietzsche or Freud. Todorov 
points even deeper into the history of thinking to "non-social traditions': e.g. the 
Stoic ide al according to which a contact with others is "a burden that is to get rid 
of; the appreciation of others is a guilty vanity only that would never a sage accede; 
a sage longs for autarchy, for self-support" (To d o r o v, 1998, p. 10). The influence 
of stoicism on Christianity is known enough. Levinas sets a mirror to a certain 
Christian tradition (out of Judaism which is more "social" in this way). He points to 
the medieval ide al of monkish autarchy, celibacy as well as collective seclusion - in 
opposition to it, accord-  
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ing to the more "social" Jewish tradition, for example, a believer must answer a 
question before the gate in heaven: "Did you fulfili your duty to have children?" (S t 
o r i g, 1993, p. 449). This tradition is carried on by a renaissance figure, humanist 
Michel de Montaigne addressing people the following advice: "Let us do so that our 
satisfaction depends on us, let us remove all fetters binding us with the other, let us 
win ourselves to live alone and happy at the same time" (Todorov,1998,p.10).  

A teacher, which would be to tell this advice to pupils in a class, would have 
found himself in a difficult situation. Against the need of appreciation he would 
offer them one of the well-tried palliatives - a means to diminish pains that do es not 
remove the source of disease. The specialists in human soul even invented apt 
expressions for similar means - compensation (Adler), sedatives (Freud), and 
balsams (Sartre), defensive mechanisms (Anna Freud). However, as long as mutual 
schoollife looks like a boxing match or a knight tournament in which some are 
eliminated in their battle for school marks while others are placed on the victory 
rostrum (and all together are frustrated thanks to the unsatisfied need of 
appreciation), a teacher would equip them with a quite useful tool for life-battle.  

If we imagine the evaluation of pupils in school as a steady, institutionalized 
state of appreciation distribution to smalI fighters which are to be ready for a hard, 
competing world of job, in which they will be divided into the winners and losers 
based on individual performance, then we have to consider the ever prevailing 
single way of evaluation in today's school as the only possible and right one.  

However, if the mutuallife in school is motivated through different regulative 
idea, e. g. the idea of a life-dialogue (Todorov considers its paradigm to be the 
relationship of a mother and child, child's claim of a glimpse and mother's answer - 
a behavior that developmentally precedes peer scrimmages), we better have to look 
for alternative models of evaluation. In this spirit, for instance, Kosova refused the 
traditional model of evaluation as representing"pedagogenic menace of achild" (K o 
s o v a, 2002, p. 10), e.g. through its "constant menace of a child in school; it can 
cause enmities as well as dis trust to teacher, it does not provide a pupil with feeling 
of success, appreciation and value (K o s o v a , 2002, p. 9); since it evaluates 
"immediate performance only neglecting other, especially emotional characteristics 
of child doing, or of human values (help, teamwork)" (K o s o v a, 2002, p. 10). If 
we understand distribution of appreciation not as one of possible "fight" results but 
as an integral part of any dialogue, or, freely formulated in Kant's categories, as an a 
priori condition of any encounter of a man with another man, the said critique must 
be familiar to us: the syndrom e of an unsuccessful pupil in a broad anthropological 
perspective  
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represents a similar matter as the syndrome of a greybeard or the syndrom e of a 
marginalized group member (for instance Roma) whieh also is signed by the deficit 
of appreciation that endangers existence.  

If the need of appreciation is a basie (not "superstructural") need of a chiid, 
equal to e.g. the need of food, its basic minimal satisfaction should not be con-
ditioned by school performances. During appreciation distribution we should better 
base on the argumentations of so called theory of righteousness according to whieh 
ethical norms are to be valid only upon the condition that they are favorable for all 
those participating - and out of this point of view we should again look at the 
evaluation system in today's school.  

As a part of broader considerations concerning the evaluation of pupils there is 
a question what type of society we prepare them for. In this sense the idea by J. 
Habermas deseribing the change of paradigm from a society of work to a society of 
communieation is interesting; he criticizes "the reduction of selfproducing act of 
mankind into work" (H o r s t er, 1995, p. 11), and later he composes his famous 
discourse (dialogue) ethies counterparts of two types of doing: strategie, success-
centered with no respect to all involved people's agreement, and communieative, 
understanding-centered that tries to coordinate one's own plans with plans of others. 
The basie theme of his discourse ethics is: Communicative doing deserves 
normative priority before strategie doing (A n z e n b a c h er, 1994, p. 231). He do 
es not derive from performance either ethically higher estimated communieative 
doing that implied dialogues or appredation distribution; he understands them as a 
self-evident condition and a necessary part of communication. Like for Bachtin, 
Buber or Levinas, in Habermas' theory of communicative doing, "the aspect of 
creation of interpersonal relations is central" (H o r s t er, 1995, p. 25).  

In a similar way Tzvetan Todorov deals with the problem of the goals that 
society features for its development (and, of course, out of those it derives the goals 
of education and training). He asserts that hidden anthropologie conceptions "are 
also behind the claims the goals of existence to be the development of an individual 
(self-realization) on one hand; or the development of society on the other hand, 
although individual's advantages are made vietims in its development. (The same 
problem is reflected by the theory of personal and sodal education already in its 
name - author's note.) But these two variants ofhuman ide al are both participating 
in the same conception of man which presents him antagonistically in relation to 
social environment where choice becomes inevitability: either an individual or 
society. It therefore is always necessary to come back to what we have already said; 
there is no in advance constituted I, like any inherited capital to be either wasted 
through distribution among others or to be squeamishly hidden into one's own 
fitting room and use it according to one's  
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own will. The I exists only in relationships with others as weli as through them ( ... 
) The goal of existence cannot be the first or the other, more of self or more of 
society, but, in "miraculous moments': to explain it in Saint-Exupery words, certain 
quality ofhuman relations" (T o d o r o v, 1998, p. 176). Based on this ar-
gumentation, if we find a fitting synonym for the theory of personał and social 
education, we could experimentally use for example the name "the theory of 
education centered in human relations':  

As we consider the foliowing considerations to be essential, we dare quote 
longer once again: "While scientific theories do not reflect hedonistic principie of 
maximal pleasure or utilitarian ideal of maximal weli-being for maximum of people 
- not because the one or the other is amoral but because they poorly involve real 
human experience - these principles and ideals, covered by anonymous cliche or by 
evident necessities, permanently fili our sociallifeand militantly direct our political 
(and also pedagogical - author's note) endeavors. If the final goal of political forces 
in any country is to only reach maximal consumption as weli as maximal 
production, if the question as to what influence will have these successes on 
interpersonal relations is not raised, there threatens a cruel awake: we cannot 
venture to hide the essential. If we consider that the goal of human desire is not 
pleasure but the relationship among people, it helps us reconcile with situations that 
would look displeasing measured by different criteria, and at the same time to act in 
such a way that the life of society improves more persistently and widely" (T o d o r 
o v, 1998, p. 177). If we want to take seriously this important cali applying it under 
our conditions, in the conditions of countries that find themselves at the door of the 
European Union, we have to try to equip young generation with necessary 
competencies in order not only that they hold competencies to reach desired salaries 
but also that they are able to reach certain quality in human relationships. Thus we 
can safe them from a "cruel awake': from a "status without You" - which as a root 
of psychic dis order and disease is identified by e.g. psychosomatic medicine of V. 
von Weizsacker (S t o r i g, 1993, p. 439). Since the said dialogical anthropology 
thematizes this matter especialiy urgently, it should find its place in study programs 
of pedagogic faculties, for example within the province of the philosophy of 
education - it is the basic intention of our contribution. The supporting consteliation, 
which could representatively introduce it, might mainly be the foursome suggested 
by Todorov: Buber, Bachtin, Habermas, and Levinas.  

The content of their anthropological conceptions could be centered on mutual 
thesis: Human existence is not endangered by material shortage only; it is 
profoundly endangered also by certain forms of communication. Buber 
characterizes them as a tendency of relations such as I - You, into which both sides 
put the fuliness of their being, and their examples are great friendships  
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and loves, to falI into less desired as well as non-adequate relations such as 1- It; 
these are characterized by similar relations typical for human relation to things; 
from within their frame we look at another man "from a distance as well as coldly 
like at a thing, a piece of the surrounding world, like a part of causal chains" (S t o r 
i g, 1993, p. 439). Levinas speaks in a similar way on "openness for the other': 
whom we must not neglect in his dissimilarity through our "self-serving thinking"; 
his dissimilarity deserves attention and answer. "Whoever creates a finished picture 
of the other, he degrades him to be a thing - which can be removed from the way in 
case of necessity" (S t o r i g, 1993, p. 449). Both continue to develop well-known 
thesis of the philosophy of existentialism saying that a man as a subject is not given 
us in the same way as the thing-being; it can be analyzed, disintegrated, and 
observed. However, to a man we speak, relate to him as an existence but in dialogue 
only. Levinas in his philosophy of encounter adds that the relation the other need 
not and should not be ontological in its nature (it is the relation of I to a thing, to an 
object as well as to the Other which is understood as being only, not as existence). 
A typical effort in an ontological relation is to appropriate, to identify (e.g. in school 
evaluations), that is to deny distinctiveness of The other which thus becomes a 
completed, foreign, and monological word. The act of existence as well as 
knowledge is then an act of violence towards another being; it is a war (Levinas 
understands it as an ontological status which in its best can be relieved to 
"commercium': to any kind of armistice.). This kind of relation crosses a "non-
violent face resistance" of The other, ontological violence can experience a 
breakdown through it when it hears its demand for attention and answer; that means 
to convert this relation to an ethical one, to recognize The other as existence, not as 
being. The ethical relation is more essential than the ontological one; it is no longer 
a relation of being but a relation of language. A relation without violence is 
therefore possible in a talk, in a dialogue. Ethics is "optics" which helps this 
condition "see". For Levinas, not ontology but ethics is the first philosophy. We will 
not paraphrase Levinas' extreme abstract philosophical argumentation any longer; 
we better bring forward the reception and development of his philosophy in our 
countries - in Poland, J. Tischner's philosophy of solidarity comes out of it, its echo 
can be heard in the way how we built ethical grounds of our society after 1989 in 
Czechoslovak Federative Republic as well as in the successive states (V. Havel: 
Dopisy Olze) (N i d a R li m e l i n, 2001, p. 272).  

Habermans thinks quite similarly. As a regulative idea, in his ethics of discourse 
he introduces the notion of "ideallinguistic situation': or "non-violent 
communication" from which position the real ongoing discourses, dialogues are 
appraised.  
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Bachtin, coming out of first of all from literature and excited by polyphony as 

well as by Dostoyevsky's novels, reached the same outcomes through a different 
way. He refused the idea of"a man whatsoever" which governed for a long time in 
the history of culture, and let us add, in pedagogie imaginations as wen. According 
to him, a Philosophy of literature speaking in the name of the I or of The other can 
be called monologism, and monologism is a denial of equality of mind in relation to 
truth (Vo r o p aj, 2002, p. 662). For Bachtin, truth is eventrelational and it arises on 
the point of encounter of different minds. Bachtin shows the openness of mind, the 
fact that it cannot be fixed to only one L The ontological condition of the existence 
of every I are relational persons as wen as "a dialogue" with them.  

In many respects analogical to Bachtin's position of a literary scholar and 
philosopher (or e.g. to the relation of writer Dostoyevsky to his figures) is the 
model ofhumanistic evaluation of pupils in school (K o s o v a, 2002) which 
"dialogically" combines evaluation with self-evaluation, preferring word (which 
can be a question or answer in the dialogue teacher - pupil, "in a talk"), to a number 
of a mark (which do es not hold these potentions, expressing - using the language of 
Levinas more the relation to being than to existence of The other, which 
predominantly is "an ontologie al" relation of being - wars as "ethical" relation of"a 
talk" - dialogue; or - using Buber's vocabulary - through which a teacher looks at a 
pupil "from distance" and "coldly" as if it is a thing).  

The book by Tzvetan Todorov Life in Com mon (original printed in France 1995, 
Slovak translation in 1998), through its summarizing, developing and demarcating 
the "multi-stream" and hard-to be-grasped dialogic anthropological thinking can 
mean a very valuable navigational tool for the philosophy of education.  

At the same time, in our view this is one of the key books on human being 
recently published. Since it came to existence (like many Bachtin's works) in a 
broadly understood literary science frame, or more correctly in a very expansive 
culture studies' scope (which came originally out through an application of literary 
analysis techniques to other areas of culture and that programmaticallY do not 
honor interdisciplinary boundaries), it is not by chance that in Slovakia it was 
published by the "literary" publishing house SlovensIcy spisovatef so that it can 
happen that it remains unnoticed by experts from different areas. That would be a 
great loss especially in regard to the philosophy of education. Our main intention 
was to help the featured book overcome the boundaries of social sciences whose 
discerning logies, by the way, gets weaker, and to enable both T. Todorov and his 
predecessors standing behind author's back and which are "dialogicaliy" present in 
his (and in our) testimony, that they are heard in the area of professional teacher 
training as wen. This commentary, aiming to make  
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the transfer of dialogical findings to philosophy of education easier through an 
exposition of possible points of encounter as well as of inner relationship of various 
initiatives in general anthropology and pedagogy) was written in hope that the 
opening of a broad supranational Polish - Czech - Slovak dialog area is an 
exceptional opportunity to lead the dialogical anthropology out of the shadow of 
classical anthropological conceptions.  
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Abstract  

 
The reform of education has always been an essential issue because it affects 

almost each element of the area. The paper discusses reforms with regard to the 
tasks schools will face in the future, including the position of teachers and pupils. 
The author considers basic tendencies of reform, emphasising the changes in 
teacher's work. The question of the school reform is seen as a permanent process 
that is connected with complex social, scientific and technological changes.  
 
Key words: educational reJorm, school oj new thinking, twelve pillars oj educational 
reJorm, communication and social aspects oj education, organization oj learning, 
cooperation oj schools with practical training, teacher's competences  

 
Introduction  

 
To discuss changes occurring within schools me ands to talk about reforms, that 

is, about the adjustment and rebuilding, the new school, the "school of new 
thinking': It is obvious that among teachers as well as in the general public, a 
"permanent verbal reform of the educational system" is carried out - by discussing 
what our schools are or what they should be like. The topic thus seems to be, on the 
one hand, very up-to-date, on the other one, very complicated and wide ranging. If 
one takes into account the fact that· several decades of the last century could be 
labelled as "periods of educational reforms': then it has to be admitted that the 
reforming education is not only a permanent process, but, at the same time, a 
process increasingly affected by a multitude of factors.   

The paper focuses on the areas which I find crucial for the reforming of 
education.  
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Our schools and society have been, once again, undergoing a significant 

reforming efforts, sparked by a new"Conception of the Development of Education" 
and the "National Programme of Education in the Slovak Republic". The 
documents outline a programme of the reform of our educational system for the 
coming 15-20 years.  

It is a common knowledge that with the search for and designing of new 
regulations and changes there always come tendencies of retrospection - pointing to 
positive or negative aspects of new ideas. Retrospective as well as modern views of 
education are typieal for their double perspective on the issue. Such a perspective, 
or evaluation, is both old as the schools themselves and, at the same time, modern, 
identifiable nowadays as well. Let me give you a few examples:  

Saying that in the last several years our school system has changed for the 
better, would, I am sure, bring many professionals within the field to oppose, 
arguing that it is not true, that the re ality is different. On the contrary, saying that 
the changes are slow would bring another group of experts point out to many 
important ones already implemented into curriculum, to alternative approaches 
introduced into education, etc.  

If one says that our schools are dominated by verbal and not sufficiently 
creative methods, one may expect an avalanche of teachers' opinions bringing 
attention to their creative teaching. On the contrary, however, any discussion of a 
creative work makes one aware of the fact that the work could be even more 
creative, if adequate textbooks and teaching aids were available.  

Those of us who take an active part in the training of future teachers could also 
be divided into two groups; one of them would be satisfied with the content of the 
curriculum, the other one would criticise it, its lack of balance, etc. One group 
would argue that it is sufficient if teachers get practieal skills in their jobs, the other 
one would say that good teachers must get practieal skills already during their 
study.  

As far as the pedagogieal practice is concerned, let me then add the following:  
a) one could bring several examples of a dual perspective on the necessity of 

pedagogieal practice;  
b) by the above examples I would like to illustrate the complexity of evalu-

ation, or of the judging of individual pedagogieal field;  
c) finally, the above documents objectively evaluate the post 1989 reform 

period of our educational system, clearly outlining its future trends. One should hop 
e that the planned changes will be carried out as prognosticated.  
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Taking into account the complexity of issues, I will not be concerned, in my 

paper, with a simple listing of tasks to be carried out by reformers, but rather with 
stressing certain pedagogical aspects.  

Reform of educational system - the school of new thinking  

Before analysing selected fields of the reform of educational system, I would 
like to draw your attention to Z. O b d r z a l e k ' s (1997) ideas reminding us of the 
fact that re ality in the new millennium fascinates and irritates, provoking many 
questions about survival or perishing, happiness or unhappiness,love and hate, 
understanding and disputes, progress and reactionism, revolution, and evolution. 
Many of these ideas fully relate to the field of education: we are fascinated by many 
inventions, technologies, etc., and, at the same time, irritated, disconcerted as well 
as provoked by problems they cause: whether at aU and how students, schools and 
teachers "corne to terms" with them, whether our schools will really be places of 
progress, whether the process of changes ought to be evolutionary or revolutionary, 
whether education in the present world can manage to be really humane, etc.  

Let me briefly dwell on some ideas expected to change the nature of our 
educational system. According to M. Z e l i n a (2001), they involve 12 pillars:  

1. To be in the world, with the world, and keep one's self - this thesis do es not 
need to be commented on in detail. It express es an effort to take part in the 
European integration in the widest sense of the word, and, at the same time, to build 
and develop education on national traditions and culture.  

2. The theory of creatively-humanistic education has become a philosophical 
basis for the transformation. It anticipates such conceptual changes which will 
create conditions for the manifestation of freedom and creativeness of teachers and 
students. In this theory, pupils and students occupy first place.  

3. To reduce the amount of information, carry out curricular transformation, 
prepare standards and create competitive environment. It seems that the third pillar 
is the most significant and complex, because it expects a 40% reduction of current 
teaching content. This is supposed to open space for a more personal relationship 
between pupils and teachers, creativity, new methods, etc. I find the "pillar" very 
important and sensitive, because many teachers and parents are, in a way, afraid of 
a possible decrease of knowledge. Instead of this approach, they support decreasing 
the number of pupils in classrooms, availability of teaching aids and various 
alternative textbooks, teachers of spare time who would informally work with 
children and develop their interes ts, etc.  
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4. Diversification of ways, methods, and forms of education. This issue is a 

continuation of the ideas of creative-humanistic pedagogy; it draws on the 
development of non-state and alternative schools.  

5. Increase in the level of citizens' education is to be achieved by intensifying 
the pre-school education and prolonging compulsory school attendance. Greater 
attention is to be paid to managing education through total quality management and 
control not only of education, but upbringing as well.  

6. Professionalization and decentralisation of management. This involves 
increasing confidence and transferring several competences directly to schools, 
parents, and local community as well as enhancing the professionalization of 
management and personal policy in schools.  
7. A teacher is a decisive factor in education. This field requires increasing the level 
of pre-gradual training and life-long education of teachers as well as improving 
their working conditions, including their moral and financial reward. 8. Financial 
costs of transformation require to increase funding from public sources from 
current almost 4% GDP to 6.3% GDP by 2006 as well as to use multi-source 
financing of schools.  

9. Supporting services for schools - it is expected that schools will be more 
affected, in the positive sense of the word, by other fields (advisory psychology, 
medicinal science s, technical sciences with their services, for example, in the 
computers area, etc). A special attention ought to be paid to educational activities in 
extracurricular time. Moreover, an essential revitalisation of pedagogical research, 
which was in re cent years very non-systematic and almost eliminated, is expected.  

10. To be able to face information technologies - could be nowadays labelled as 
an imperative of the present times. It means that all schools and pupils should learn 
how to use information technologies, schools should be connected to the internet 
and, by 2004, every secondary school graduate should be able to work with it.  

11. Command of foreign languages is a condition not only for the educational 
reform, but also for our accession to the EU. It is expected that learning one world 
language will be compulsory as early as from the third grade.  

12. Vocational and further lifelong education provides graduates with better 
opportunities to find jobs in the labour market. The lifelong education should 
become animportant issue for the whole society. The present 10% of economically 
active population with higher education is expected to increase within the next ten 
years up to 18-20%.  

The sketched out "pillars" clarify and explain the future of education in Slo-
vakia. It may be said that they refiect not only national, but European and world 
trends as well.  
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Reforms seem to be, on the one side, very simple because it is possible to say that 

any element or area can be reformed (content of education, methods and forms of 
educational activities, etc.). On the other side, if we go back to the ideas and efforts of 
E. Key, G. Kerschensteiner as well as our educators of a pre-war period, which have not 
been fulfilled, one may become almost sceptic, thinking that schools are affected by a 
permanent stagnation. Pedagogical literature, for example in the works of D. G l i n e s 
(1988), T. H u s e n (1988), A. T o f fl e r (1992) as well as of our authors, e.g. M. B e n 
o (1997), M. Tu m a (2001), L Tu rek (1999), M. Z e li n a (1999) and others, points to 
several obstacles and problematic aspects, or the slowness of reforms. What seems to be 
worse is the fact that we tend to criticise mostly schools, teachers and educators for the 
slow progress of reforms, although we know there are also other "culprits': especially 
economy and, last but not least, politics. Nowadays it is possible to find enough 
examples to support the statement. This should not be taken to mean, however, that 
efforts to reform should not come from schools themselves as well. In the introduction 
to Dalin's work Towards Schoolingfor the Twenty-First Century,H.G. Rolff claims that 
there is nothing more unclear than the future of education, saying that the paradigm of 
schooling may be changed not only by institutional activities, but by teachers in 
cooperation with pupils and parents as well. Here one could contemplate on whether 
teachers are or are not interested in reforms, why they are rather not interested than 
interested in innovations, etc.  

To reflect on the reforms means to speak about schools of a new thinking.  
Before that, however, one has to dwell, at least for a while, on the characteristic features 
of current schooling on the national as well as internationalievel. The following issues 
must be taken into account:  
- the curriculum is overloaded and thus exerts a heavy burden on pupils;  
- in spite of teachers' familiarity with many pedagogical-psychological aspects  

of education, pupils are still viewed as objects rather than subjects of teachmg;  
- majority of pupils perceives schools with their current methods and forms of work as 

an inevitable badness;  
- content and methods of teaching find little application in real life.  

I do not pretend that the above list of problems is "innovative" - one can go through 
textbooks of the history of pedagogy and find out that they have been attempts to deal 
with them at least from the beginning of modern times. Naturally, with an increasing 
amount of information produced by educational as well as other sciences, discrepancies 
between schools with their methods of work and the possibilities offered by the sciences 
get wider, or at least persist. Reading articles and essays on revolutionary changes 
facing schools in the 21 ,t  
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century, I keep asking a question: Are the prognosed changes really going to take 
part, especially in the near future? The question should not be taken, however, as an 
expression of skepticism, but rather of a necessity to compare the present with the 
past, or even to call for the changes to be wide-ranging and more penetrative than 
they had been so far. With regard to this, in one of my studies I have noted that 
efforts to significantly change education are not new at all. One can, for example, 
go back to the times of pragmatic pedagogy to find similar activities issues 
(educators of that period would be definitely surprised that even today we are 
struggling with the problem they had criticised).  

As a Swedish educator T. Husen has put it, "During the last century the 
productivity of labour in the field of material production has increased by 1400%, 
while in other fields only by 120%. The increase was especially slow in education. 
The production forms of schools are on a pre-industriallevel. The mediation of 
knowledge and formation of habits is done basically in the same way as 50 or 100 
years ago, irrespective of all progressive movements in methodology innovations as 
well as rationalisation of teaching" (Turcenko, 1977).  

In an interview about education in the future, A. B jer s t e d t and D. G l i n e s 
(1988) gave the following evaluation of schools in the USA: "Dur schools are in no 
way focused on the future. Only one example - curriculum for the seventh grade in 
the USA is horrible ( ... ) It is not open to the demands of current young generation 
at all. If I think of the times when I attended my lower grades of secondary school, I 
must say that I find them better than nowo The curriculum was then essentially the 
same, though there were fewer funds and therefore the programmes were shortened, 
the building is 40 years older. Textbooks are exactly the same, only enriched by 
different colours and several new chapters. That is really tragic! Such medieval 
curriculum for the 7th grade does not train young people for possible futures. 
We need atotal reorganisa. tion, new equipment for all our schools and the 
educational system as a whole. Some people are beginning to be aware of 
this fact, but not the majority ( ... ) In the past, the changes were not so 
dramatic, or rapid. If you look back at the history of American elementary 
schools, you find out that no real development has been there along the last 
200 years. We have more modern buildings and stereopticons, and, 
nowadays, computers. But students still come to schools, enter their 
classrooms where they sit and re ad, count and learn history in the groups of 
thirty. The system may have been very good for some time in our history. 
But it is not sufficient any longer. What is necessary now is to make a major 
change in institutions called schools in a very short time ( ... ) The changes 
carried out in schools and society remind me too much of the moving of 
folding deck-chairs on the deck of the Titanic. We should stop a permanent 
moving of  
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the deck-chairs and, instead of this, change the course of the Titanic, to avoid the 
icebergs which, as it seems, stand in our way".In his reflection on what German 
schools are and should be like, including higher schools, H. M ark l, the president 
of the Max Planck association in Germany, has remarked that he finds them to be 
"in the Sleeping Beauty's sleep': despite significant changes occurring in the sodety.  

Not to be tOG pessimistic, however, I would like to stress the following: Dur-
ing the last ten years the changes that have occurred in our country have been of a 
more significant nature than what happened in the past, and therefore the problems 
of education have been perceived more intensively - as a certain crisis. Not only 
schools themselves want to be reformed; the pressure comes from the sodety, 
institutions, parents as well as pupils. It may be said that everyone wants a reform, 
but it seems that no one knows how to do it.  

To speak about the reforms of education may seem, at first glance, to be simple, 
because, as I have noted above, everything connected with schools and education 
may be reformed. However, the issues are comprehensive and an author, and this is 
my case as well, is faced with a dilemma what to choose from a large number of 
areas which should be reformed, what to concentrate on, how to synthesize a lot of 
particular problems, etc. In the following, I will focus on the issues which should be 
de alt with first.  

Function and objectives of education. Large amounts of information, a 
multifaceted and changing style of life, penetration of information technologies into 
our life as well as, for example, break-up of the families or a longer dependency of 
children on their parents, etc. - this is just a moderate list of problems with which 
schools have to com e to terms. It shows, however, that in addition to their 
educational function and objectives, schools must be much more concerned, if 
compared with the past, with sodal and communicational aspects of education. They 
have to give students opportunities to fulfil their emotional and sodal needs, to 
acquire sodal and communicational experiences as conditions for their future life 
and cooperation. If nowadays one speaks about the humanisation of schools and 
sodety, then the sketched out areas deserve our attention, since they can 
significantly contribute to the reforms. It is no coincidence that in the last years, not 
only in this country, there has been a search for various curricular transformations 
which ought to ensure proper selection and functionality of knowledge, and, at the 
same time, strengthen the educational function of schools. Many contemporary 
phenomena fadng young generation (lack of respect to each other, intolerance, if 
not even arrogance among pupils as well as with regard to teachers, values of 
contemporary young generation, lukewarm stance to work, drugs, etc.) really calI 
for a strengthening  
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of pedagogical aspects of schools. However, this brings a question of whether 
objectives may be fulfilled, whether it is possible, without a certain systematic 
approach, to acquire if not a change, then at least a remedy. By this, as a matter of 
fact, I would like to say that every reform should be systematic, because partial 
changes are ineffective.  

To reflect about educational reforms also means to reflect about the concept 
and, especially, content of education, because even today it is characterised as "a 
summary of knowledge, skills ( ... )". Although content is a basic pedagogical-
didactic concept, its deeper analysis from the perspective of future 20 or more years 
makes it immensely problematic. Nowadays we already know that, in the near or 
more distant future, its material and formal sides will be mutually complementary, 
even if proper assessing their future mutual proportion is more complicated. If one 
today is confronted with theories saying that future pupils, future generation, will 
have to be very creative, fu1l of initiative, flexible, independent, etc., then we get 
another, may be even quite vague view of the content of education. Or let me say it 
differently: Is it possible now to dearly imagine or answer the question of what a 
sodety will expect from its dtizens in 20-30-40 years? Are we already able to 
provide such education that would equal the future tasks?  

In many works dealing with the above issues one becomes aware of the fact 
that Less may be more - that is the fact that less content may allow to develop 
logical and creative thinking in a more consistent way, and thus make it easier for 
pupils to learn independently. Since there is no space for a detailed analysis of the 
above idea here, let me just note that schools. will definitely not be able to indude 
into its content all rich and rapidly increasing potential of human knowledge. Thus 
instead of that, they should rather prepare pupils how to better organise their 
learning. I do not mean just methods of independent learning, self-education, but a 
whole complex of organising pupils' activities - planning of various free as well as 
learning activities, selection of methods and forms of learning - independent work, 
group work, pair work, etc. Or, to put it differently, the new, innovated or reformed 
schools must more intensively "draw in" the pupils to the organisation of the school 
work as well as to the organisation of their own work. Again, reforms should 
significantly change the position of pupils, from objects to subjects, despite the fact 
that it still requires a very long way to go.  

This is dosely related to the cooperation of schools with life. Pupils should be 
given opportunity to "leave" the dassroom and move to the understanding of the 
world, to communicate with institutions, etc. Even if this may seem quite distant 
now, it will definitely become an integral part of teaching. Just giving a note on the 
margin: how many of us 10-12 years ago believed or supposed that  
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they will be able to "list through" literature and journals by means of the internet, 
including the foreign ones, and exchange messages by e-mail. It became natural for 
many of us (to such an extent that when there occurs a technical problem, we 
become "uneasy': missing the contact with the world).  

lhe teacher as a significant factor of reforms, of educational changes.  
Even if it may seem that to speak about teachers with regard to reforms is some-
thing like "carrying coals to Newcastle", it is nevertheless necessary to stress that 
they have always been and will be a main pillar of changes. In its report entitled 
"Education for the twenty first century", an international UNESCO commission 
states the following: "The reforms can in no way be successful without cooperation 
and active participation of teachers. This is one of the cases why the Commission 
recommends considering sodal, cultural, and material status of teaehers a priority".  

Recent pedagogical-psychological literature contains a lot of typologies, 
characteristics, or requirements for teaehers. It seems, however, that many of them 
are not suffident, or they do not reflect eurrent changes and therefore it is neeessary 
to emphasise and develop such competenees that would allow teaehers to contribute 
more significantly to the innovation of educational process. Z. H e l u s, r. p a vel k 
o v a (1992) claims that they include:  

1. Paedo-psychological competence - a qualified orientation on educational 
conditions of pupils and their optimal realisation in teaching and learning. This 
means, among other things, an ability to manage diagnostic operations, projeet 
effeetive methods and effeetive pedagogie interventions. These questions have been 
discussed by G. P o r u b s k a (2000) (with regard to pedagogical differentiation) or 
P. S e i d l e r (2000) (with regard to integration of talented pupils into common 
type schools).  

2. Professional-didactie competence - a qualified orientation on the teaehing of 
a particular subject, with regard to, however, a eonerete classroom, a concrete pupil. 
It requires not only a good knowledge of the subjeet content, but a didaetic 
creativity as well.  

3. Pedagogical-organisational competence - involving a qualified management 
of relations and aetivities in a classroom (in a school) and ereating an effective 
educational environment. This competence indudes strategies of work with parents, 
their participation in the classroom and school activities, cooperation and 
interaction of teachers with education in family, etc. Some incentives for such 
activities may be found in V. Kur i n c o v a' s (2001) work.  

4. Competence of qualified pedagogieal self-reflection - it requires not onlyan 
analysis of one's own work and the work with children, but an ability to project 
one's lifelong education.  
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5. Competence for introducing students to independent work within information 

spaces - meaning to provide pupils with skills of communication, efficient work 
with literature, using information technology and other media. Moreover, here one 
can include teaching critical thinking (for more on critical thinking, see A. P o k r i 
vc ak, S. p o kr i vc ako v a, 2002), clarification of one's own opinions, correct 
reasoning, arguing, and reaching a consensus.  

6. Competence for introducing pupils into the area of value orientations that is, 
cultivating their perception of the good, b e aut y, truth, ethical stances, personal 
responsibility, etc.  

7. Competence for introducing pupils into the area of responsibility to their own 
selves - to help them get inspired for their own self-improvement, to guide them in 
the possibilities offered by life, guide their self-realisation, foster their good attitude 
to the development of physical fitness. This is also noted, for example, by V. Sutka.  

It is no coincidence that in recent years there have been increasing calls for a 
more essential improvement of teacher training, which would give students not only 
knowledge, but create in them a positive approach to education, to their peers, 
because this is what most of them lacko Let me stress again that nowadays we do 
not want a unified curriculum. On the contrary, we need, as I. Turek, Z. Obdrialek, 
M. Tfuna, M. Zelina as wen as other authors dealing also with the issues of 
pedeutology claim, to focus the training not only on subject content, but on 
pedagogical skills as wen, that is, on how to teach, why to te ach, how to diagnose, 
etc.  

Conclusion  

Let me conclude by returning to the paper's introduction in which I noted that to 
reflect about the reforms of education is not at all simple and easy, especiany 
because of the complexity of issues as wen as a certain double view which is 
connected with educational reforms.  

I aro aware of the fact that my paper has addressed only a tiny part of the 
problems. Let me, however, reiterate them briefly again:  
- change of educational paradigm in the widest sense;  
- constructive approach to all pedagogical-didactic and educational worki  

I _ permanent lifelong study of teachers as wen as those whom they educate;  
- permanent innovation and reorganisation of education on the basis of analyses of 

work carried out at every school;  
- permanent innovation of the content of education;  
- permanent cultivation of relationships within a school (teachers - pupils,  

pupils - pupils ... );  
- precise planning and evaluation of achieved results;  
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- limiting state leadership and strengthening auto nomy of teachers and schools;  
- focusing attention on the future in order to keep pace with international 

competition.  
One more idea with regard to the change of education. Some time ago I read 

that during the development of the species on Earth many of the lower ones had 
disappeared, to be substituted, later on, by the higher ones. In schools, the chaIk is 
disappearing to be substituted by a "higher technology". Let us only hop e that this 
will bring also a higher pedagogical-didactic, organisational, and managerial 
activity of schools.  
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Quality in school  

Abstract  

The paper deals with the problem of quality in school. There is a great im-
portance devoted to the improving the quality in school. The educational insti-
tutions have gained on one side more freedom but on the other side the more 
responsibility either. They have to demonstrate they are able to offer quality 
education to their customers - pupils.  

Key words: quality in school, pupil, total quality management in school  

The management of quality has emerged as a key development issue for 
education in 1990s and beyond. In spite of this fact, there has been little agreement 
about what quality denotes and even less agreement about how it can best be 
achieved and managed. Various attempts of introducing quality standards to 
educational context have raised numerous questions and caused serious problems of 
translating "hard industrial products" into "soft educational processes". 
Simultaneously, a decent number of research about school effectiveness as well as 
about school improvement practice have been published. It seems that this body of 
knowledge has been and can be used "to direct the development of schools toward a 
desired level of performance" (S t o n e, 1997).  

If quality was an easy term to define then it would not engage authors for so 
many years. One of the reasons that a unique or a universal definition cannot be 
relied on lies probably in the fact that it is "difficult or not at all possible to meas-
ure': S a 11 i s (1993) has produced a very broad definition namely that quality is 
"what makes the difference between things being excellent or run-of-the mili". In 
searching for a thorough definition we could agree with Pfeffer's denotation of 
quality as a slippery concept whieh means different things to different people 
although we agree that it is indispensable for successful organisation. Such am-
biguity is connected to many important concepts whieh are mainly dealt with at the 
practieallevel. Quality is. definitely one of them. Quality is a dynamie phenomenon; 
therefore a precise definition would not contribute to realise its  
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whole complexity and its consequences on the practicallevel. S t o n e (1977) 
provides three broad approaches: a) customer-centred, b) standards-centred, c) 
professional assessment.  

Customer-centred approaches are more or less successful adaptations from 
industry and commerce. They imply that customer perception is the key to 
understanding quality. It is customer satisfaction which counts and defines when 
the quality is achieved. In this context quality is considered as a relative concept. It 
is defined and demonstrated by a producer having a system known as a quality 
assurance system. The notion of keeping the customer satisfied goes along with a 
market driven approach. Linking quality to customer expectations has been 
criticised on a number of grounds. One of the most serious prejudice is related to 
the question of the customers' professionalism. What, for example, might happen if 
parents or students chose to specify professionally not acceptable solutions or 
products?  

Standard-centred approach can be seen as an alternative approach which 
attempts to define quality in terms of an objective framework of per-determined 
standards. It is not about absolute concept but about "quality in facl" (S a 11 i s, 
1993). As long as products conform to their manufacturers' specifications and 
standards exhibit quality - two issues must be considered: What or who is the 
produet? Who sets the standards? In education the pro duet however defined cannot 
be produced to measurably consistent standard without considering the process. 
Student was defined as a product during the initial attempts of introducing the 
existing standards like ISO to schools. Another view arguing that the student is the 
primary customer not the product led to the understanding that the programme 
and/or the process of teaching and learning may be qualified as products because 
the interaction between the customer and the supplier alters the quality of service. 
The second question about who sets the standards is a more political one. If the 
standards are set at the nationallevel supported by the Ministry of Education then it 
is elear that their introduction may be perceived as just another type of control.  

There are several advantages of introducing standards: they provide elear goals 
and targets for the organisation, attention is focused on outputs which are easier to 
monitor and evaluate than the process. On the other hand, it may become a threat 
for the same reasons since too strong concentration on achieving targets may 
distract attention away from each school's teaching and learning. This approach is 
regarded as a less flexible than the customer-driven model "particularly as the 
customers view changes as a result of the educational process itself" (S t o n e, 
1997).  

Professional assessment is the traditional mechanism for quality management in 
education based on inspection. In spite of the general trend in industry  
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and commerce to dispense with inspection it is in favour of total quality man-
agement approaches. There are numerous advantages of this approach (S t o n e , 
1997): inspection/assessment concentrates on quality issues, the results allow a 
level of comparison between standards in different institutions. Institutions are held 
accountable for the standard of service they provide and observations are mad e by 
people trained outside whose perspective may be new. However, there are also 
numerous limitations related to it: management and staff attention may be diverted 
at the expense of other developments, attention can focus on grades, head-teachers 
may feel obliged to adopt a style based on inspection and audit against the best 
interests of the institution, responsibility for quality improvement maybe moved 
towards the inspectors themselves especially among less committed staff.  

Total Quality Management in school  

One possibility how to control quality in schools is total quality management 
(TQM). TQM is becoming increasingly used to describe a variety of different 
initiatives in organisations. It refers to the systematic management of an 
organization's customer-supplier relationships in such a way as to ensure 
sustainable, steep-slope improvemets in quality performance. Total quality means 
what it says. All aspects of the organizations have to be dedicated to the goal of 
achieving the highest possible standards of performance as required by their 
customers (internal or external), given the strategy they are pursuing. According to 
D e m i n g (1986), the problem of quality is connected with the management. The 
main problem is based on the fact, that the management is unable to plan on time.  

There are 14 principles for the transformation of management, which represent 
the connection of new philosophy of quality with the necessity for management to 
change their attitudes.  
1. Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of product and service, with 
the aim to become competitive and to stay in business, and to provide jobs. 2. 
Adopt the new philosophy. We are in a new economic age. Western management 
must awaken to the challenge, must learn their responsibilities, and take on 
leadership for change.  

3. Cease dependence on inspection to achieve quality. Eliminate the need for 
inspection on a mass basis by building quality into the product in the fint place.  

4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis of price tag. Instead, 
minimize total co st. Move toward a single supplier for any one item, on a longterm 
relationship of loyalty and trust.  
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5. Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service, to 

improve quality and productivity, and thus constantly decrease costs.  
6. Institute training on the job.  
7. Institute leadership. The aim of supervision should be to help people and 

machines and gadgets to do a better job. Supervision of management is in need of 
overhaul, as well as supervision of production workers.  

10.Drive out fear, so that everyone may work effectively for the company.  
9. Break down barriers between departments. People in research, design, sales, 

and production must work as a team, to foresee problems of production and in use 
that may be encountered with the product or service.  

10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for the work force asking for 
zero defects and new levels of productivity. Such exhortations only create adver-
sarial relationships, as the bulk of the causes of low quality and low productivity 
belongs to the system and thus lies beyond the power of the work force.  

11. Eliminate work standards C quotas) on the factory floor. Substitute lead-
ership. Eliminate management by objective. Eliminate management by numbers, 
numerical goals. Substitute leadership.  

12. Remove barriers that rob the hourly worker of his right to pride of 
workmanship. The responsibility of supervisors must be changed from sheer 
numbers to quality. Remove barriers that rob people in management and in 
engineering of their right to pride of workmanship. This means, inter alia, abol-
ishment of the annual or merit rating and of management by objective.  

13. Institute a vigorous program of education and self improvement.  
14. Put everybody in the company to work to accomplish the transformation. 

The transformation is everybody's job.  
Prom an analysis of high performing organizations and those that can be 

described as permanently failing CM y er, Z u c ker, 1989), there are 5 critical 
features of successful TQM organization that are required to achieve sustainable, 
steep-slope quality improvements. These are:  

1. Structure within the organization C everyone pulling towards the same 
strategie ends) and commitment to the shared vision.  

2. An extended understanding of the customer-driven and process-oriented 
basis for quality.  

3. An organization designed around teams, with investments made in team 
development and changes made in performance management systems to reflect 
teamwork as the basisJor the organization's activities.  

4. The setting of particularly challenging or outrageous goals, whieh commit 
the organization to significant increases in performance outcomes.  

5. The systematic daily management of the organization through the use of 
effective tools for measurement and feedback.  
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The description of the effective TQM organization has hinted at some implicit 

qualities (so-cailed soft qualities); it will be useful to make these explicit. They can 
be thought of as the 3Cs of TQM.  

The first C in the soft side of TQM is culture - the implicite rules, assumptions 
and values that bind organization together (O t t , 1989; M i 11 s , M u r g a t r o y 
d, 1991). A successful TQM organization is one that has created culture in which:  
a) innovation is valued highly;  
b) status is secondary to performance and contribution;  
c) leadership is a function of action, not position;  
d) rewards are shared through the work of teams;  
e)development,learning and training are seen as critical paths to sustainability; f) 
empowerment to achieve challenging goals supported by continued devel-  

opment and success provide a elimate for self-motivation.  
This culture minimizes the control role of those in leadership position and 

maximizes the power of the employees nearest to the customer. It gains energy 
fromachievement and a sense of ownership of the problems and future of or-
ganization.  

The second C of TQM is commitment. Successful TQM organization engenders 
such a sense of pride and opportunity for development among its people (staff and 
customers) that there is a great deal ownership for the goals. Commitment extends 
to take a risk so as to achieve goals, as weil as working systematically to keep 
others informed of the opportunities that exist for development and innovation. 
Teachers are very committed to their own subject and to their work in their 
departments, but the extend to which they are committed to shared goals for the 
whole school is problematic, unless they have become committed by the sort of 
processes TQM advocates.  

The final C of TQM is communication. A successful TQM organization is one 
in which communication within and between teams is powerful, simple and 
effective (for example 10 minutes updating session in the staff room, a newsletter 
distributed to every teacher, etc.).  

Successful TQM implementation depends (M u r g a t r o y d, M o r g a n , 
1993) on five key features (vision, strategy, teams, outrageous goals, and to ols for 
daily management). The first, shared vision is often the result of compromises 
among a staff concerning competing and different interests. Many are not inspiring, 
but are rather mixes of statements that match the interests of various groups within 
a staff.  

The second strategy focuses on process quality and process alignment, and 
assumes that outcomes will foilow. The tenet and elear experience of TQM is that 
improvement in the detail of the process leads to enhanced outcomes. In  
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the case of school it means enhanced learning achievements for students. By 
dedicating energy to process improvement, and looking at how processes can be 
improved between one process owner and another, the organization can me et its 
performance requirements.  

The third component of TQM are teams as the focus for organizational design. 
Most schools are hierachically managed. There is a strong tradition of what S c h e i 
n (1984) refers to as an organization, where:  
- Truth comes from those with positional power (usually the oldest and most 

experienced but not necessarily the wisest).  
- People need to be directed in the carrying out of instructions and supervised  

to enact committments.  
- Relationships are basically linear and vertical.  
- Each person has a niche in the organization that cannot be invaded.  
- The organization is responsible for taking care of its members.  
- By the early 1990s (M ~ s s - K a n t er, 1991), organizations had changed  

their organizational design to revolve around self-managing work teams 
responsible for key processes within the organization. Teams are seen to be 
desirable because:  

- They maximize the creative talent within an organization and promote learning.  
- They are learning units in that they encourage the transfer of knowledge and 

skills.  
- They promote problem ownership.  
- They encourage a wider range of problem-solving than can be tackled by a  

single individual, especially when the teams are cross-functional. - 
Team work is more satisfying.  

The TQM approach do es not simply establish teams. The team is empowered 
to determine how it will achieve the goals it has been given in a context of a shared 
vision and understanding - in a climate of trust.  

The fourth component of TQM are outrageous or challenging goals. The goals, 
set up by top management and responded to by teams across the organizations 
concerned, have a number of features in common:  
- For success, teams have to undertake a great deal of new learning so as to make 
the achievement of the goals possible - simply doing the old things faster or 
working harder are not appropriate responses to the challenges set. - The goals 
focus primarily on process outcomes (increasing percentage of  

pupils meeting a particular performance target, new learning activities, new 
modes of teaching, etc.).  

- The goals apply to all in the organization, not just some.  
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- The goals are directly measurable on a frequent basis (weekly, monthly, daily).  

The fifth component of TQM are to ols for systematic daily management.  
When the organization has two or three outrageous goals and a strong collection of 
teams working systematically to achieve them in their own process areas, the 
organization can be highly energized - a great deal is going on. The danger is that no 
one keeps track of what is happening and how of the organization as a whole can learn 
from its experiences.  
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Historiography and the revolt history teaching  

Abstract  

This presented study deals with the basic grounds for historiography espeeially 
with regard to the historie awareness and the revolt history teaehing under present 
eonditions of so ealled postmodern period in development of Slovakia. The author 
briefly glosses the fundamentallevels of the Slovak revolt history presentation in 
eontext of the national, regional, and of the researeh of so called dailiness history, 
of prospeetive resouree base as well as of their relevanee for both the edueational 
proeess and the presentation in public.  

Key wore/s; historiography, history, historie awareness, revolt history teaehing and 
historiography  

No serious refleetion of our theme ean be considered apart from some basie 
notions whieh undoubtedly include the eategory of historie awareness. Present 
postmodern time foregrounds also the attitude of traditional positivistie under-
standing of the role of both historiography and history of philosophy, namely in its 
broad time dimensions of the Slovak history. While aeeepting the basic 
methodologieal approaeh to "historie awareness as a structured eomplex of history 
opinions" (K o r m a n , 2000, pp. 55 ff), we eonsider it produetive to also diseern 
prospeetive individual, group, national and globallevels of the historie awareness 
with respeet to standing differentiation of history as world, national and regional. 
We presume it possible to assign also loeal as well as individual (personal, private) 
histories to this basie differentiation whieh, however, remain to be "zero tillage" in 
the historie writings, Slovakian in partieular.  

Neither world nor national history has in faet any task or duty linked up to the 
historie awareness and, in spite of that, they provably influence it. They do it most 
signifieantly through mediators of these historieal events and phenomena, e.g. 
through professional historie pub lic whieh eannot be limited to historians only, 
sinee it means a broad diapason of aetivities beginning with basie historie researeh, 
through arehives, museums, the area of eonservation, teaehing  
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of history in schools, interdisciplinary background and glacis of historiography, the 
measure of plurality, "the degree of democracy and life quality in society" (K o r m 
a n, 2000, p. 55,) and so on. Therefore, if we agree that history itselfhas neither 
formative nor utilitarian tasks, there are many for historiography. The said problem 
was quite felicitously described by Czech scholar Vaclav Veber having written: 
"The time has come to ponder what history is all about, how to expose, explain and 
present it; even ifhistory does not make sens e, we must give it any" (Ve b er, 2001, 
p. 16).  

He properly notieed that, wrongfully, the politieal history continues to be the 
forefront of historians' interest and the 20th century historiography was most 
negatively marked by two Europe-centric visions, namely the extreme nationalistie 
Nazi as wen as internationalist communist visions. He also defined two key 
problems for the European historiography:  

l) to write the history ofEuropean civie society as wen as the development of 
democracy,  

2) and to free the European historiography from so called captivity of national 
history (especially in Eastern Europe).  

In accord with N. Davies (Európa - dejiny jednoho kontinentu, Praha 2000, he 
rigorously criticizes the ally understanding of history, a very subjective perspective 
of the 20th century big wars victors, which is in Western Europe traditionally 
frequent (V e b er, 2001, pp. 16 ff). Its ground is the faith in the uniqueness of 
western (Euro-Atlantic - V.K.) civilization considered as the top of human history. 
It is why, in connection with the processes of European integration, the primary 
task is to engage in Euro-history including European history teaching as wen as 
writing of basie textbooks of European history.  

Those facts and starting points must be taken into account when reflecting the 
history of the anti-fascist revolt as well as Slovak National Upheaval (SNU), their 
teaching in schools, public presentations, scholarly discussions and the like. Let us 
consider the given topie from the three-basie-Ievels point of view, namely: the 
world (European) history, national history and regional (or local) history.  

Let us start with indisputable fact that the base of almost all the discussions and 
polemies on the Slovak anti-fascist revolt history is their hanging ideologization in 
both units of opinion, namely, within those glorifying as wen as within those fully 
rejecting it. The reliable guideline for polemies against both extremes is to 
understand the close relation between anti-fascism and democracy, and especially to 
understand that anti - fascism was the democracy of the given epoch. According to 
my opinion, we have to discern the basic and central meaning of both histories of 
anti-fascist revolt and Slovak National Upheaval in that idea. In case that the 
legitimacy of such opinion fails to prevail in the pub lic historie  
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awareness, the confliets of views will continually shift from professionallevel to 
either ideologieal or politieal (utilitarian) levels.  

The tendency of the dominance of politieal revolt history is methodologically 
wrong because by applying it, the human dimension of historieal event is lost, 
namely its social and culture aspects, since "cultural and social backgrounds 
produce politieal events" (Kanovsky, 1997, p. 33), not viee versa. This fact, too, 
opens the way both to limit the scholarly discussion and to displace it towards 
politicization of the problems. This note do es not apply to the basic geopolitieal 
context of anti-fascist revolt in the Pan European as well as world frarne because 
geopolities was the decisive frarne for the territory of the then Czechoslovakia in 
the years of the Second World War, what we quite often do not manage or do not 
want to admit. The hanging views of the importance or even exceptionality of this 
territory for both war events and international political situation belong to the 
category of pious desires because the lines of force of world as well as European 
polities must be traced in different strategie development dominants.  

Integration, or more properly, no integration of the Slovak history into the 
Central European, Hungarian and Czechoslovak context remains to be an important 
issue. Another words, Slovak national question was not bom as late as in the years 
of the Second World War, therefore the revolt history as well as the SNU cannot be 
viewed in the close connectedness to the history of the Slovak Republic in the years 
1939-1945 and their mutual contradictory interaction. The continual understanding 
of the Slovak history is quite closely related to this problem as the life of a man, of 
human beings as well as of the whole nations is sucho It is, therefore, necessary to 
thoroughly end that way of both presentation and teaching of history whieh favors 
the introduced slogaq: "revolutions are the locomotives of history" as if extra them 
nothing important happened.  

Certain unjust underestimation of the revolt and SNU can be experienced from 
a certain part of the historie community when integrating them into the context of 
Slovak national history. It can be obviously seen in the problems of Slovak 
statehood wherein the "rudak concept" (Eudak was a member or sympathizer of 
former Hlinka's Slovak folk party) is posed against the "upheaval concept" of the 
Slovak statehood solution. In this context, it is necessary to mention the 
unsatisfactory processing of the theory and applieation of Czechoslovakism, Slovak 
nationalism and politieal Catholicism whieh are joint vessels in the Slovak history 
ofthat period.  

The next problem comes with certain elusiveness in the relation between the 
all-nation revolt history and the regional revolt history. This question comes 
especially forward in the region of Banskci Bystriea and its surroundings because in 
the times of the revolt and SNU, the most important events took place  
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there, top authorities resided there, but also, the historical events had their own 
local development as well as specifics similar to other places.  

The revolt historiography also suffers of certain thematic unbalance. Together 
with so called "old myths" such as the leading role of the Communist Party or the 
overestimation of the guerilla movement role (of Soviet troops with their 
commanders), there is unsatisfactory processing of both civic revolt history (from 
its differentiation aspect especially) and socio-democratic revolt stream (lingering 
archaic fractioning into leftist and rightist socio-democrats), as if new myths were 
born, including purpose-built presentism exalting the Western help to the SNU, the 
newly introduced myth of the Democratic Party leading role (this party did not even 
exist in the revolt and the SNU times), the insufficient differentiation within the 
guerilla troops (both Slovak and Soviet), and it goes as far as the thesis on domestic 
Czechoslovakian revolt in Slovakia which is an artificial utilitarian construction. 
Historians pay just minimal attention to the "history of the SNU history" as well as 
to the revolt participants fates after the year 1945 in particular, but also to the echo 
es ofthe SNU in the international press as well as to the whole context and meaning 
of the SNU with the decisive military formations' operations in the Second World 
War years or to the conviction pluralism among the international revolt and SNU 
participants. They have made only first pioneer steps in the research ofboth so 
called dailiness history and the civic life history of the revolt territory with its 
historical connection to the societal situation in the Slovak Republic; we have an 
acute lack of empirical analyses in the area of social stratification of the population 
(cooperation with relevant scientific disciplines such as sociology, politology, 
ethnography, philosophy, demography, statistics, psychology and others).  

We discuss on these problems because they immediately touch not only his-
toriography as science but they do it in the same manner to the teaching of the 
revolt and the SNU history in all kinds of schools. The sinking level of populari-
zation of this history in both mass-medias and in public generally surprises as well. 
However, the question can also be raised in the following way: What about the 
attraction of the revolt themes worked out in mass-medias and in public; to what 
extent didactic validity is attractive in the educational process in both educative and 
educational institutions. How many historians, research workers and teachers 
(university, high school and basic school pedagogues) do professionally and 
scholarly give time to these problems and how frequently they do it especially for 
young people? To what extent are we able to accept (if at all) the idea that "( ... ) the 
role of an historian (and let me add, of the educator in the broadest sense of the 
word too) is to raise questions, to burden rather than give complete answers to 
questions" (K a m e n e c, 1997, p. 37). In this context I state the remaining black 
and white, non-conflict evaluation and appraisal of  
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the revolt personalities, the use of the developmental view absents. For instance, 
neither Jozef Tiso, the most controversial personality of that period, is the same 
person (in sense ofhistoricity) before the year 1938 and in period ofhis being the 
prominent representative of the martial Slovak State.  

The relatively complex source basis for the research and studies of the Slovak 
revolt absents. This basis must be elaborated at all times since life continually 
brings new, until now unknown documents and testimonies whieh help to complete 
the varieolored mosaie of this historieal period. A publieation of a document edition 
is not foreseeable yet. Therefore no wonder those working with documents lacks in 
the educational process as well as ways of interpretations are quite often different or 
even conflieting. Pupils and students must study the given historie textual source 
themselves with the help of the teacher what helps them, so to say, to become a part 
of the action. In the professional historiography, the polities of the action-
originative subjects of the given time is often derived from the declared aims of 
basic program documents only, what is absolutely wrong because there is no plastie 
image of the consequences and impacts of their polities in everyday life. Human 
testimonies, their utterances, so called oral history, they are very important for the 
revolt hiśtory because they broaden our knowledge of the civie history, the history 
of everyday life. The differentiated and complieated martially cataclysm, so 
difticult to understand for an ordinary man, included both heroes - actors and "non-
hero es" those who worked but never gain attention of the historie writings' and 
history textbooks' authors. They are a part of the past too, the history also worked 
around them, in them as well as together with them. "Feelings and reflections of 
people in the rebellious region are until now not yet credibly reconstructed, mapped 
and explained': to quote Ivan K a m e n e c (1999, p. 30), the historian of the revolt 
and the SNU, who called this phenomenon euphemistieally but aptly as "the history 
hidden in heads':  

The European context of the anti-fascist revolt in Slovakia should thematically 
and methodologieally become significant area of interest in the suggested relations. 
While relevant states with a strong revolt tradition (e.g. France) have overcome the 
period of discussions on "revisionism or negationism" seeking to define value 
parameters of resistance and its place in both national and world histories aiming to 
help present day, the unemotional "non-ideologieal" polemics in Slovakia is late 
from various reasons. This is quite difficult to understand in this time ofbroad 
opinion pluralism. The Polish experience that "the national memory is sometimes 
explained instrumentally, state governments manipulate it and misuse it for its own 
political goals" (D r y n k o, 1994, p. 25) is being confirmed through Slovak reality. 
In this period of integration effort of various European countries, there is an urgent 
task for the Slovak historiography to  
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complexly work out the international aspects of the anti-fascist revolt, too. In 
context to it, and especially in connection with the teaching of history, the re-
flection of the problems of Slovak revolt at least in the Central European milieu 
remains to be an important task.  

The view of the revolt and the SNU history in the textbooks of our neighboring 
states gives no reason to contentedness. While the authors of textbooks in the Czech 
Republic give proportional place to the revolt history in Slovakia as well as they 
positively appraise the Slovak National Upheaval, in the Austrian textbooks it is a 
taboo theme despite the fact that there are sections on the revolt in occupied 
territories of the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, France, Poland, Austria and Germany. 
Hungarian authors also pay alittle attention to the years 1938-1945 in Slovakia 
and,both Austrian and Hungarian textbooks present parsimonious historical events 
of this period mostly relatively tendentiously accompanied with factual inaccuracies 
(F r e m a l, 1999, pp. 434 ff). Following the Czech Republic in context of our 
theme, we may most positively value present Polish textbooks of history. In some 
European states (allied or satellite during the Second World War), the negative or 
fascisoid, or even fascistic picture of this Slovak history period is emphasized, 
while there is no mention of the revolt and SNU activities (F r e m a l , 1999, pp. 
434 ff; S u c h o fi s ki, 1999, pp. 428 ff).  

We note at the close: the presented considerations in our contribution besides 
their information goals and aims, they are also offered as a base for, or an impetus 
of, a possible broader discussion on questions of the attitude of historiography and 
revolt history teaching.  
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The relation of the cognitive style adaptation - 
innovation, creativity levels, intelligence as well as 

personality variabies  

Abstract  

The research study presents the results of observations on the relation of 
cognitive style adaptation-innovation, creativity levels, as well as traditionally 
understood intelligence and capacity factors of personality. Differences between 
adaptors and innovators are observed in relation to selected personality factors. A 
comparison of cognitive style among our candidates of teaching and other 
population files in the world is interested, too.  

Key words: eognitive style, ereative style, ereativity level, intelligenee, personality 
faetors  

Presented results are a part of widely shaped research project oriented toward 
solution of both theoretical and practical aspects of identification as well as 
development of creative dispositions among students of teaching.  

In context of our recent effort to develop creativity (e.g. S a b o l o v a, 1986) 
through application of various creative techniques, the least important seems to be 
the problem of following those variabIes that can influence effectivity of training 
programs. That is why we centered our attention to trace one, according to our 
opinion most important variable - the identification of cognitive style adaptation-
innovation in sense of M. J. Kir t o n' s theory (1987).  

Before we begin to comprehensively describe Kirton's cognitive style, we count 
it important to clarify the notion "cognitive style" itself.  

We encounter an attempt to specify cognitive style already with G.w.  
Allport who understood it as individual, habit-forming and typical way of 
perceiving, remembering, thinking and problems' solution. We also mention the 
understanding of M. T e n n a t (1988) who defined cognitive style as an individual 
feature express ing itself through a specific approach to information  
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organizing and processing. Interesting definition comes from Danieis (according to 
M a m m ar, B e r n a r d, 2002) in which he states that cognitive styles influence 
individuals so that they accept the same attitudes and behavior in various areas of 
their interests. A. Dufrenese (M a m m ar, B e r n a r d , 2002) elaims that cognitive 
styles correspond with personal preferred habitforming style of perceiving, 
remembering, learning, evaluating, deciding and solving of problems. About two 
tens of various cognitive styles were identified until now. Y. L i u and D. G i n t h e 
r (1999) give a survey of wel1-known cognitive styles.  

While evaluating various approaches to this personality dimension we agree 
with L S a r m ci n y' s opinion (1993) stating that the appel1ation cognitive style 
refers to psychological dimensions that represent the way how a man accepts, 
eventually gets, processes and uses information. Despite remarkable variety as wel1 
as extent of various descriptions of cognitive styles, it is basically possible to say 
that a style makes up personality invariant whose expressions can be observed in 
cognitive processes and later in positions, at grasping a problem as wel1 as its 
solution and concurrentiy, it quite elosely relates to affective area of personality. It 
is presumed that cognitive style as preferred style of behavior during encounters 
with situations or problems stabilizes relatively fast in ontogenesis. It concerns 
chiefly the dimension dependence on - independence from a field (Witkin et al., 
1962, according to S a r m a n y, 1993); other cognitive style s are shaped up 
through socialization influences of the eloser or farer environment (culture).  

The theory of cognitive styles is based on thesis that most people fol1ow one 
style while grasping as wel1 as solving a problem. R. J. S t e r n b e r g (1988) 
however asserts that the most successful researchers use a combination of various 
styles, e.g. impulsive or reflective one concurrentiy. In specified points of resolving 
process they act impulsively while in another ones (mainly those initial ones) they 
act first fol1owing a profound reflection. According to this author, a good 
researcher is characterized by a number and flexibility of employed differentiated 
procedures.  

It is of interest in context of our research to also examine the relation of 
cognitive and intel1ectual styles. In the center of both, there is a solution of the 
problem as wel1 as processes of decision making. Despite different types of styles, 
there are elear similarities. For instance Sternberg's legislative intel1ectual style 
(taste for creation, formulation and problems solution planning, a bias to make one's 
own rules, to think one's own way) is similar to cognitive creative style of heuristic 
versus algorithmic orientation (Groner R., Groner M., 1990, according to S a r m ci n 
y, 1993) or earlier outlined Kir t o n' s (1976) concept of adaptors and innovators.  
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The characteristie of Sternberg's exclusive intellect style (preference given to 

follow rules, to enumerate existing ways applieable for making a specified thing, 
main thought - to do a task precisely according to a directive) corresponds with 
algorithmie orientation, or adaptive cognitive style. An endeavor to solve prob-  

·lems through a fundamentally new way belongs to prevailing heuristie orientation or 
innovativeness put together with originality. Kirton, 1987 (according to K u b e s, 
1989) assumes existence of differences among people not only on level of or in 
capacity of creativity but also in the way how they solve problems, how they create 
as well as make decisions. He proved through research an existence of two different 
style s of creativity, adaptive and innovative style. These represent two extreme 
poles of the bipolar cognitive dimension.  

M. J. Kir t o n (1987) characterizes highly adaptive individuals as people 
producing sufficient amount of thoughts in accord with a defined problem. When 
processing information they proceed according to given rules preferring structured, 
stable as well as tabular situations. These are indispensable for institutions to make 
them run. Their approach he characterizes as an endeavor to "make things better': A 
description from year 1999 lists characteristics such as precise, trustworthy, 
cautious, "master of details': conform, methodieal, often looking for solution 
through well-tried as well as settled ways. He solves problems using rules, 
prescriptions and very seldom breaks them; he creates little relevant, reliable 
thoughts re ady for a quick implementation. When working with a group, he keeps 
its continuity, stability and group cohesivity.  

Highly innovative individuals are characterized by an effort to redefine a 
problem with no regard to general views. Innovators are inestimable for an in-
stitution in unexpected situations. Their approach is characterized by a tendency to 
"make things differently': non-conventionally, non-traditionally. They are marked 
out by divergent thinking, they approach tasks using surprising angles of view 
solving problems contradietory to rules, and they are breakers of regular stereotyp 
es often questioning them. They create a lot of thoughts including those seemingly 
irrelevant, "problematie': giving optimism and hope.  

Representatives of both types have their both advantages and disadvantages; 
mutual presence of both, however, is inevitable for a successful operation of any 
social system what is fully trlle for school system too.  

Taking the stand of our research, we were especially interested in results of 
proving the relation of creative style, capacity of creativity and intelligence. Coming 
out of the theory, the hypothesis of these three factors independency seems to be 
legitimate; however, the published results do not fully prove this presumption. 
According to our opinion, the problem can partly be linked to the validity of 
employed psychometrie to ols as well as on theoretieal level. Factor analysis of the 
results of KAI questionnaire constructed by M. J. Kirton  
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as a rate of cognitive style adaptation-innovation and of following creativity tests 
(sometimes considered as rates of capacity) widened two factors - a factor of style 
and a factor of level. The factor of style was represented, among others, by the KAI 
questionnaire and the factor of level mainly by Torrance's TTCT (Torrance Test of 
Creative Thinking). We were interested in the fact, that TTCT considered by author 
to be a tool to find out creative thinking abilities, saturated both factors what should 
mean that, besides the subtest of fluency, it measures level and partly style too (K u 
b e s , 1989, 1992). A. J. Cropley (according to Jur c o v a, 1991) also involves 
flexibility into style dimension creative - convergent.  

According to Kirton's theory of cognitive style adaptation-innovation differing 
creative style and level, there should be a different relation of IQ and creativity 
dependent on whether creativity is understood in sens e of style or oflevel. M. J. 
Kirton (1987 and other works, according to KubeS, 1992) affirms non-significant 
relation between the results of KAI and IQ, thus independence of creativity style 
and intellectual capacity. An interesting idea linked to the relation of IQ and the 
three factors (Originality sufficiency, Effectivity, Conformity), involved in KAI 
questionnaire, was presented by Payne (1987, according to Kub e s, 1992). He 
presumes that the factor O (Originality sufficiency) measures the level and both E 
(Effectivity) and R (Conformity) the style. In such case the scale O of KAI 
questionnaire should correlate to other rates of cognitive level. Correlations of 
prospective KAI scales with IQ (measured by means of Otis High Forma A and 
Cattel, factor B) mentioned in Kirton's studies (K i r t o n , 1978 and Kirton, De 
Ciahtis, 1986, according to K u b e s , 1992) refuse Payne's hypothesis considering 
KAI questionnaire to be a mixed rate of  
 style and level.  '  

Theoretical defining of the cognitive style adaptation-innovation (A-I) 
presumes the dimension A-I to be a part of personality because it represents 
relatively stable expression of behavior. There are many research works that clarify 
the linkage of the creative style A-I with personality characteristics.  

Research objectives and hypotheses  

Coming out of a theoretical working up of the problem, we have decided to 
answer the following questions:  

1. To find out basic parameters of our research sample in tests: KAI, TTST, 
Raven. To compare KAI parameters gained in our research sample with different 
(international) population files.  

2. We presuppose differences in all used KAI rates because our research group 
is made up by candidates of teaching and an important role is played by  
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variabIes linked to the choice of this profession as well as teacher's status and the 
like. A more precise specification of dissimilarities in this research is not possible.  

3. Are the exarnined variabIes: creativity level, cognitive style A-I as well as 
classically understood intelligence mutually independent?  

4. We expect the applicability affirmation of the hypothesis on independence of 
the said variabIes.  

5. Does the linkage of cognitive style A-I with personality variabIes of Freiburg 
personality questionnaire exist?  

We assume to be able to substantiate the lineage of cognitive style with per-
sonality factors of this questionnaire. F5 Fellowship - reserve, F6 Temperateness, 
serenity, self-confidence - provocativeness, hesitancy, F8 Reserve - spontaneity, FE 
- Extraversion, FM - Masculinity.  

Methods and research sample  

In our research we used Kirton's questionnaire of cognitive style adaptation-
innovation (KAI) to identify creative style, Torrance's figural test of creative 
thinking (TTCT) to diagnose ereativity capacity (level), Raven's test of progressive 
matrixes as a rate of "traditionally" understood intelligence as well as Freiburg 
personality questionnaire to find out personality dimensions.  

Kirton's questionnaire of the cognitive style adaptation-innovation (KAI) is a 
tool for loealization of persons for continuity that presents the adaptor-innovator 
dimension depending on the style they solve the problems, create as well as decide. 
It is possible to identify three factors in the dimension of adaptation-innovation 
frarne: the factor Sufficiency versus Originality excessiveness - O, the factor 
Effectivity - E and the factor Conformity - R.  

In the factor O frame we may characterize adaptors as those who are potentially 
able to produce original ideas in an equal extent as innovators but they foeus 
themselves as well as "make public" only "inevitable" number of original ideas 
whereas innovators "superfluously waste" original thoughts.  

In the factor E frame the adaptor unlike his counterpart innovator is a "bu-
reaucratic person" inclining to perfection, preciseness, reliability, emphasizing 
details development as well as detailed phenomena exploration.  

The factor R is understood as a phase of conformity with rules of a group while 
innovators hold a better ability as well as readiness to resist compulsions towards 
conformity. The values of the sum score as well as the values of subscales lower 
than average indicate adaptive pole and those above the average indicate innovative 
pole.  
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Torrace's figural test of creative thinking (TTCT), according to the author of the 

test, explores the constellation of generalized mental abilities which are usually 
supposed to be employed in creative outputs.  

The figural version of TTCT, which we used in our research, asks respondents 
to give picture-answers in three kinds of activities: l) picture construction, 2) 
incomplete figures, 3) circles. In the TTCT factors of divergent thinking are 
understood as follows (according to Jur c o v a, 1984a):  
- fluency - its gauge is the number of relevant (acceptable) answers;  
- flexibility - its gauge is the number of shifts in thinking of the number of  

diverse categories where the answers belong to;  
- originality - its gauge is the statistical infrequency of answers or the extent of 

answer's deviation from what is obvious, general;  
- elaboration - its gauge is the number of details as well as specifics involved in 

answer (in our research not evaluated).  
Raven's progressive matrixes - due to general knowledge as well as frequent 

occurrence of this psychodiagnostic method in researches - we do not explain it. 
During administration and results' evaluation we proceeded, as in previous 
instances,accordingtotestmanual's guidelines (F e r j e n c i k, H r o m y, 1989).  

Freiburg personality questionnaire is characterized as a multidimensional 
personality test good for diagnostics of some important personality features. In our 
research we used the shorter version - K form that involves 76 entries. The method 
makes it possible to observe 12 independent dimensions (more in Koll<irik, 
Poliakova, Ritomsky,1984).  

We realized statistic results' procession through t - test, correlation and factor 
analysis.  

The research sample was made up by 112 students of teaching of the Faculty of 
Humanities as well as Faculty of Natural Sciences MBU in Banska Bystrica, the 
principle of incidentality. 27 men as well as 85 women ranging 18 to 20 years of 
age made up the total number of research respondents. The research files unbalance 
as to the masculine gen der disadvantage is caused by their little occurrence in the 
teaching study programs. Research results therefore will prevailingly ref er to 
women; we take it into account during their interpretation.  

The results and their interpretation  

1. Table l presents basic noni1ative data in RAVEN, TTCT and KAI tests. We 
realized statistical comparison through t - test, but we did not find significant 
differences between men and women in any of the observed variables. Based on 
average score reached in Raven's prove (x = 55,19 - 83rd percentile) students appear 
as intellectually better-than-average.The evaluation of the whole research  
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sample from creativity level point of view is more complicated since we do not 
have a possibility to compare retrieved results with norms of age category of 
university students that are still missing.  

The comparison ofKAI with other population files is shown in Table 2. During 
a profound analysis of results it is possible to note that students of teaching MBU in 
Banska Bystrica are less innovative in comparison to other population files. We 
therefore may declare a proof of our presumption of the existence of differences in 
KAI gauges. An investigation of this phenomenon's reasons could be a subject of a 
separate study; in this place it is possible to ruminate over the difference being 
probably caused by the choice of teaching candidates as well as by specifics of this 
part of population in the Slovak Republic.  

2. The next problem, which we approached to clarify, is the independency of 
variabies: creativity level, cognitive style A-I as well as classically understood 
intelligence. Most of the findings presented in the initial part of the study point to 
their independency therefore our presumption is consequently formulated in this 
spirit and we used factor analysis to prove it.  

Table 1. Students of teaching, Faculty of Natural Sciences as well as Faculty of 
Humanities MBU in Banska Bystrica - basic normative data RA VEN, TTCT, KAI  
 

 M+W  M  W  
  AM  SD  AM  SD  AM   SD  

RAVEN   55,19  3,23  56,04  3,49 54,92  3,11 
ORIG.   18,78  6,70  18,48  7,72 18,87  6,55 

FLEX.  15,77  4,80  15,00 5,08 16,12 4,70 

T  
T  
C  
T FLU.   17,48  5,63  16,48  5,87 17,80  5,54 

 SCORE   92,29  13,5
1

92,30  11,17 92,28  14,23 

O  37,88  7,07  39,07  6,92 37,51  7,11 

E  20,52  5,91  19,56  5,43 20,82  6,06 SUBSCALES  

R  33,71  6,32  33,67  5,95 33,72  6,47 

K  
A  
I  

N   112   27   85  

Legend: AM - arithmetic average SD 
- decisive difference  
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Table 2. A comparison of basic KAI parameters 
retrieved from various population files  

 
Population  Country  N  AM  SD  Author  

Students of teaching  SR  112  92,29 13,5 Sabolova, Salbot 
(1992)  

Students of teaching  
- men  SR  27  92,3  11,17 Sabolova, Salbot 

(1992)  
SR  85  Students of teaching  

- women
92,28 14,23 Sabolova, Salbot 

(1992)
Students of teaching  
- humanities  SR  52  91,59 13,17 Sabolova, Salbot 

(1992)  
Students of teaching  
- natural sciences  SR  70  92,92 13,89 Sabolova, Salbot 

(1992)  
Normative file  SR  253  95,07 15,57 Ku b es (1992)  

SR  124  University student s  
- men  

98,73 16,35 Kub es (1992)  

SR  95  University students  
- women  

91,65 16,57 Kubes (1992)  

South   Pottas (not pub!.) 
243 91,2 9,3 according to K u b e s

University student s  
-  
lower grades

Africa   (1992) 
 Goldsmith, Mathereley 

U.S.A. 121 97,1 13,8 (1987) according to
University students  
-  
lower grades   KubeS (1992) 

 Prato, Previde, Carli 
Italy  216  98,7 16,4 (1987) according to 

University students  
-  
lower grades  KubeS (992) 

Great     Kirton (not pub!.)  
Teachers  182  95,4 18,1 according to K u b e s Britain  (1992) 

Pulvino (1979) 
U.S.A.  430  95 12,8 according to K u b e s Teachers  

(992) 
Teachers - women  SR  62  93  -  Furman (not publ.)  

Great  
General population  

Britain  
562  94,99 17,9 Ku b eS (1992)  

General population  Italy  835  94,07 17,7 KubeS (1992)  

General population  U.S.A.  214  94,98 16,57 Kubes (1992)  

Factor analysis results (Table 3) testify that the chosen psychodiagnostic tools 
realiy measure three various aspects of problems' solutions. In accord with other 
authors' outcomes we can cali them factors of cognitive (creative) style (KAI), of 
creativity level (TTCT) and traditional understood intelligence level (Raven). 
Factor 3 is quite highly saturated by subscale KAI-O what indicates its linkage to 
intelligence measured by RA VEN test. There remains a question to what extent the 
originality inquired through KAI questionnaire is a style characteristics only.  
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Table 3. Factor analysis of variabies RA VEN, TTCT originality, TTCT flexibility, 
TTCT fluency, KAI, KAI - subscale O, KAI - subscale E, KAI - subscale R (N = 
112)  
 

 FACTOR 1  FACTOR2  FACTOR 3 

RAVEN  -0,11067  -0,17463  0,81696 

TTCT O  0,75634  0,01661  -0,14732 

TTCT FLE  0,95514  -0,04475  0,03352 

TTCT FLU  0,94616  -0,07593  0,05856 

KAI  -0,04077  0,97059  0,20245 

KAlO  0,06321  0,52663  0,69123 

KAlE  0,17126  0,70335  -0,35923 

KAIR  0,03697  0,79503  -0,00645 

The ascertained independence of cognitive style factors and creative level 
(capacity) is also proved by the comparison results of two extreme groups of 
innovators and adaptors (- + 1 SD in KAI score) as to creativity level.  

Table 4. A comparison of adaptors and innovators 
identified through KAI in creativity tests (TTCT)  

 
Innovators   Adaptors  

(+ISD) N:; 16  t - test (-lSD) N :; 19  
AM  SD   AM  SD 

ORIG.  18,81  6,52  0,22  18,32 6,52 

FLEX.  15,12  5,96  0,43  15,89 4,45 

T  
T  
C  
T  

FLU.  16,37  6,21  0,59  17,53 5,25 

It is elear from Table 4 that there are no statistically significant differences in 
creativity level between adaptors and innovators. We therefore can state that both 
groups are marked by approximately identical level of creativity what corresponds 
to Kirton's theory of cognitive style A-L Presumption which we postulated in 
connection to the second problem presented in this study we consider proved.  

3. The last focus problem was to find relations of cognitive style A-I and 
personality variabies of Freiburg personality questionnaire whereas we presupposed 
existence of a linkage of style and personality factors without their profound 
specification. There are significant correlations of creativity style and personality 
factors in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Significant correlations of creativity style A-I and personality factors of 

Freiburg personality questionnaire (N = 112)  
 

 F5  F6  F8  FE  FM  F9 

KAlO  0,4550  0,3535  -0,3591  0,4857  0,3488 - 

KAlE  -  0,2076*  -  -  -  0,266
4

KAIR  0,2498  -  -0,2660  -  -  - 

KAI  0,3804  0,3811  -0,3147  0,3331  0,3364 -
Legend: * signmcant on p = 0,05  

other correlations are signińcant on p = 0,01  

KAI questionnaire results significantly correlate to various personalityvariables 
involved in Freiburg personality questionnaire. The scale KAł O correlates to 
factors F5 Fellowship - reserve, F6 Temperateness, serenity, self-confidence - 
provocativeness, hesitancy, F8 Reserve - spontaneity, FE - Extraversion  
- introversion, FM - Masculinity - feminine self-description. The scale KAł  
E correlates only to factor F6 as well as to factor F9 Openness - withdrawal which 
neither correlates to the overall score of KAI questionnaire nor to both remaining 
subscales. The scale KAł R significantly correlates to factors F5 and  

Table 6. A comparison of adaptors and innovators identified by KAł 
in personality factors (Freiburg personality questionnaire)  

 
Innovators   Adaptors  

(+lSD) N = 16  t - test (-lSD) N = 19 
Freiburg  

personality  
questionnaire  AM  SD   AM  SD 

F 1  2,56  0,99  0,62 2,84  1,53 
F2  2,37  1,26  1,01 1,89  1,48 
F3  3,68  1,57  1,58 4,57  1,72 
F4  2,31  1,48  1,06 1,68  1,92 
F5  5,81  1,18  3,86* 3,57  2,03 
F6  4,00  1,36  3,02* 2,36  1,75 
F7  1,87  1,61  1,30 1,26  1,16 
F8  3,12  1,31  2,71* 4,68  1,94 
F9  4,68  1,15  0,85 4,31  1,37 
FE  4,18  1,84  3,79* 2,15  1,30 
FN  4,12  1,61  0,88 4,63  1,75 
FM  3,50  1,06  4,03* 1,94  1,19 

Legend: * signmcant on p = 0,05  
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F8. All the mentioned personality factors, with an exception of F9, also signifi-
cantly correlate to the overall score of KAI questionnaire. Results, likewise other 
researches, point to connectedness of creative style and personality.  

We also consider significant the comparison of personality structure of both 
adaptors and innovators.  

Table 6 indicates existence of important differences between adaptors and 
innovators in factor FS - Fellowship, F6 - Moderation, serenity, F8 Reserve, FE - 
Extraversion and FM - Masculinity. Innovators are friendlier, more active, 
adventurous, and typkal by greater serenity, self-trust as well as optimism, theyare 
informal, easy-to-relate, more self-confident, and independent of other people when 
compared to adaptors. In the scale Extraversion - introversion, innovators are more 
extraverted than adaptors.  

Summary and conclusions  

The problems' solution of the creativity level and style is a subject of various 
contemporary researches. S. G. Isaksen, G. J. Puccio (according to Jur c o v ci, 
1991) state that the differences among these variabIes are not yet well examined. 
Gur research has proved independency of creativity levels (TTCT), of creativity 
style (KAI) as well as intelligence (RAVEN). Unanswered remains the question to 
what extent the originality scale in KAI questionnaire is style characteristic on1y 
because it quite highly saturated the factor that we called traditionally Ullderstood 
intelligence. We assume the answers to entries on originality scale of KAI 
questionnaire to be influence d by sociallonging what would indicate a link of this 
scale to the intelligence level.  

The next finding about our students of teaching as less innovative in com-
parison with other population files of teachers in the world evokes considerations 
over our system of education. We assume the differences to be caused by a lesser 
support of the characteristics typical for innovators (e.g. non-conformity) under our 
educational conditions as well as by selection specifics for teacher training that 
most probably do not honor typkal innovators' features. We assume that the 
realization of system changes in the school system would require more innovative 
teachers.  

Gur research results point to the linkage of creative style to personality. 
Adaptors and innovators show significant differences in some personality features. 
Innovators inour research were friendlier, more active, adventurous, independent, 
extravert, typical by greater self-trust and a higher self-confidence if compared to 
adaptors. Such characteristics of innovators are similar to personality descriptions 
that psychologists found through examinations of highly creative persons.  
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Possibilities of education through sport - 
critical reflection  

Abstract  

Year 2004 is established as the European Year of Education through Sport.  
Many people believe that participation in sport is beneficial to the process of 
education, indeed. But it has been also suggested that participation in sport may be 
detrimental for personality of young people. In this paper we would like to survey 
sport through the prism of pros and cons brought about by it to the process of 
education and to put forward some suggestions on how to release educational 
values from sport.  

Key words: sport, education, fair play  

Since ancient Greeks made sport an integral part of an educational process, 
caliing it, as Plato wrote, "the older sister of spiritual education' CWo ł o s z y n , 
1988, p. 3), the belief that sport possesses educational values has became deep 
rooted in western culture. An important contribution to the success of sport in this 
respect has been brought in by pedagogical achievements of Thomas Arnold in 
England CM ark o w a, 1983), and subsequently an intense activity of the reviver of 
Olympic Ideology, Pierre de Coubertin. Contemporary, a measure of the scale of 
this success is proclamation by the European Commission of year 2004 as the 
European Year of Education through Sport. At the roots of this decision lay not 
only the fact that the Olympic Games in Athens will take place in this year, but first 
of all a commonly shared opinion, that - as we can read in the final version of the 
"Proposal for a Decision of the European Parliament and of the Council 
Establishing the European Year of Education through Sport 2004": "C ... ) sport is 
an ideal instrument at the service of all education policies and all education 
measures. Sport is an integral part of the teaching curriculum and itself contains 
essential educational values. It is a vehicle for learning the rules of life in society, 
and is conducive to integration within a group. It makes it easier to embrace values 
as such respect for others, partners and opponents  
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alike, observance of rules, solidarity, a sense of endeavor, collective discipline and 
life as part of a group. ( ... ) Considering the extent to which it is embedded in 
sodety, sport is a factor which contributes to people's education':  

In this paper we would like to survey sport from the pedagogical perspective, 
through the prism of opportunities and dangers brought about by sport to the 
development of personality of young people. However, celebrating the European 
Year of Education through Sport 2004 we cannot forget, that although there is much 
support for the claims that the results of participation in sport are not limited only to 
the somatic dimension, the question of its real contribution to the process of 
education is not clearly-cut. While, on one hand, apologists of sport promote it not 
only as a means of developing one's physical fitness, but also as "the school of 
loyalty, of courage, of fortitude, of resolution and universal brotherhood" (Pope 
Pius XII, quoted after: K e a t i n g, 1988, p. 241), its critics wam, on the other 
hand, that - paraphrasing the title of one of the articles - "if we want to have well 
educated children, we shouldn't let them go in for sport" (O g i l v i e, T u t k o , 
1971).  

The dark side of sport  

The most obvious examples that sport may be not worthy to qualify as an 
"inherent factor of humanistic culture, which has ( ... ) by itself the highest 
educational value" (Wo ł o s z y n, 1988, p. 3), are delivered by professional and 
semi-proffessional sport. Remcation of sportsmen, frauds committed by themselves 
(doping, intentional breaking of the rules), as well as by the highest sports 
authorities (corruption scandal within the IOC, suppressing some results of doping 
controls by national and international federations, trafficking of the results of sports 
competitions), aggression on the fields and surrounding stands (consent for it in 
sport is sometimes excused by the argument of its commonness; see: P o z n a n i 
ak, 1995), manifestations of political chauvinism ... these are only some examples 
of pathologies which consume sport. The question is raised if we can believe in 
accomplishing educational goals in pathological environment - even if many of the 
pathologies penetrate sport simply from the surrounding broader social reality? One 
of the arguments to def end the idea that it is possible, is the propagating of the 
thesis about the distinctness of things happening in sport of the "highest level of 
performance': from things taking place on its "basic level". A good example of such 
kind of an argumentation is the statement of L Kania during discussion, which was 
held in May 2001 in The Doctor H. Jordan Center of Youth in Cracow - "( ... ) till 
the moment, when it [sport] will become a professional sport, it can function more 
or less according to the old prindples and carry on idealistic and pedagogical values  
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- that means to be the school of shaping character and developing some kind of 
discipline" (quoted after: a periodical Po lekcjach, no. 27/28; without date, p. 14). 
Unfortunately there are many examples, which show that making such kind of 
assumptions may be an optimism that has gone too far. First of all it is hard to "cut 
ot[" individuallevels of practicing sport, because famous sportsmen are important 
role models for many young people, and their influence is not only evident in the 
brand of most popular sport shoes worn by youth, but also in adopting similar 
behaviors, aspirations, motives, values etc., also - or maybe - the negative ones. A 
few years ago we had striking example of such kind of negative modeling when the 
admired baseball player, 1998 base run record hol der M. McGwire admitted that he 
was taking a performance enhancing drug - androstenedion. As a result abuse of 
this specific among young people incresed fivefold! (B i r c h a r d, 1999; Ye s a l i 
s, 1999).  

Much pedagogical concern is stirring up from results of large number of 
research which showed negative relationship between participation in sport and 
moral development (B r e d e m e i er, S h i e l d s, 1986a; B r e d e m e i er, 
Shields,1986b; Beller, StolI, 1993; Beller, StolI, 1995; Bredemeier, Shields,1995; 
Burwell, Cole,1999; Tones, McNamee, 2000; T o d, H o d g e, 2001). The most 
consistent data were provided by research of A. Rudd, T.M. Beller and S.K. Stoll 
from the Center of Ethics, University of Idaho and B.T.L. Shields and D.L.L. 
Bredemeier from the University of California. Both research teams for years have 
specialized in issues of relationships between participation in sport and moral 
development. The results of their research consistently reveal, that people 
participating in sport, including children and youth, have lower level of moral 
reasoning than their peers who do not participate in sport, and this tendency is the 
stronger the longer is the time of participation in sport. What is especially 
interesting, participants of team sports usually have been obtaining worse results 
than their peers going in for individual sports, calling into question commonly 
shared view that sports such as team games have special educational values. 
Mechanisms which are responsible for these differences are not quite known and it 
is supposed that they can be associated with less pressure from teammates and 
coaches to bend the rules in individual sports, more evident phenomenon of so 
called "gam e reasoning" in team sports, greater potential of individual sports to 
exercise moral reasoning etc. (B u r w e 11, C o l e, 1999; T o n e s, M c N a m e e, 
2000).  

The role of threats that sport brings to the process of education of young people 
participating in sport is extended by D.M. C o v r i g (1996) with such elements as: 
1) breeding intense interpersonal animosity, for example envy toward those who are 
better and at the same time contempt felt by the better on~s toward the weaker peers 
etc; 2) diminishing chances for developing ability of  
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taking other people perspective, because sport competition learns that success and 
satisfaction of an individual are dependent on failure and disappointment of 
another; 3) diminishing chances of developing empathy and bearing other people a 
helping hand; 4) promoting and rewarding cheating; 5) teaching children equating 
physical fitness with success.  

Even if the source of at least part of educational dysfunctions of sport could be 
associated with influence of"negative examples coming from the top" - which 
would offer a chance to put a stop to it, through creating different structure of 
competition for children and youth (for example, resignation of announcing 
winners) and intensive promoting of positive role models (for example, laureates of 
International Fair Play Committee awards etc.) - still there are opinions, that the 
real and unavoidable reason of these dysfunctions is simply the factor of 
competition itself, factor which has been an issue of criticism of educationists and 
educational psychologists (one of the most fierced contemporary opponents is A. 
Kohn, an author of a book under meaningful title: No contest:  
The case against competition). Because sport and competition are inseparably 
connected, sport cannot - according to its critics - be beneficial for education, and 
even - as G.B. Leonard dramatically stated: "if sport builds character, it is a 
character good for a criminal" (quoted after: S t o 11,1999, p. 98).  

In defense of sport  

Despite everything has been written above the answer to the question about 
pedagogical values of sport could be affirmative, "yet sport - as claims an 
outstanding Polish educationist S. Wo ł o s z y n (1988) - educates dozens 
thousands of magnificent sportsmen - as competitors and people; we may quote 
thousands of examples of good educational work in sport and positive character-
shaping influence of participation in it" (p. 21), and this is true even with reference 
to people, who, if not sport, would in alllikelihood go to the path of delinquency. 
(There is rich literature on re-socializing values of sport, reviewed by the author of 
this paper inthe book: S a s - N o w o s i e l s k i K., 2002: O możliwościach 
wykorzystania kultury fizycznej w resocjalizacji nieletnich. Warszawa: Wyższa Szkoła 
Pedagogiczna Towarzystwa Wiedzy Powszechnej.)  

Most frequently mentioned in the literature beneficial educational effect of 
participation in sport is shaping character. It is joined with sport to such a degree, 
that the saying "sport shapes character" is one of the most popular slogans 
concerning sport. af course, the question of precise qualification what traits of 
character they exactly are and to what extent they are transferred into other life 
situations still remains a challenge for science.  
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- that means to be the school of shaping character and developing some kind of 
discipline" (quoted after: a periodical Po lekcjach, no. 27/28; without date, p. 14). 
Unfortunately there are many examples, which show that making such kind of 
assumptions may be an optimism that has gone too far. First of all it is hard to "cut 
off" individuallevels of practicing sport, because famous sportsmen are important 
role models for many young people, and their influence is not only evident in the 
brand of most popular sport shoes worn by youth, but also in adopting similar 
behaviors, aspirations, motives, values etc., also - or maybe - the negative ones. A 
few years ago we had striking example of such kind of negative modeling when the 
admired baseball player, 1998 base run record hol der M. McGwire admitted that he 
was taking a performance enhancing drug - androstenedion. As a result abuse of 
this specific among young people incresed fivefold! (B i r c h a r d, 1999; Ye s a li 
s, 1999).  

Much pedagogical concern is stirring up from results of large number of 
research which showed negative relationship between participation in sport and 
moral development (B r e d e m e i er, S h i e l d s , 1986a; B r e d e m e i er, S h i e 
l d s, 1986b; B e 11 er, S t o 11, 1993; B e 11 er, S t o 11, 1995; B r e d emeier, 
Shields,1995; Burwe11, Cole,1999; Jones, McNamee, 2000; T o d, H o d g e, 
2001). The most consistent data were provided by research of A. Rudd, J.M. Beller 
and S.K. Stoll from the Center of Ethics, University of Idaho and B.J.L. Shields and 
D.L.L. Bredemeier from the University of California. Both research teams for years 
have specialized in issues of relationships between participation in sport and moral 
development. The results of their research consistently reveal, that people 
participating in sport, including children and youth, have lower level of moral 
reasoning than their peers who do not participate in sport, and this tendency is the 
stronger the longer is the time of participation in sport. What is especially 
interesting, participants of team sports usually have been obtaining worse results 
than their peers going in for individual sports, calling into question commonly 
shared view that sports such as team games have special educational values. 
Mechanisms which are responsible for these differences are not quite known and it 
is supposed that they can be associated with less pressure from teammates and 
coaches to bend the rules in individual sports, more evident phenomenon of so 
called "game reasoning" in team sports, greater potential of individual sports to 
exercise moral reasoning etc. (B urwe11, C ol e, 1999; J o n e s, M cN am e e, 
2000).  

The role of threats that sport brings to the process of education of young people 
participating in sport is extended by D.M. C o v r i g (1996) with such elements as: 
l) breeding intense interpersonal animosity, for example envy toward those who are 
better and at the same time contempt felt by the better ones toward the weaker peers 
etc; 2) diminishing chances for developing ability of  
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taking other people perspective, because sport competition learns that success and 
satisfaction of an individual are dependent on failure and disappointment of 
another; 3) diminishing chan ces of developing empathy and bearing other people a 
helping hand; 4) promoting and rewarding cheating; 5) teaching children equating 
physical fitness with success.  

Even if the source of at least part of educational dysfunctions of sport could be 
associated with influence of"negative examples coming from the top" - which 
would offer a chance to put a stop to it, through creating different structure of 
competition for children and youth (for example, resignation of announcing 
winners) and intensive promoting of positive role models (for example, laureates of 
International Fair Play Committee awards etc.) - still there are opinions, that the 
real and unavoidable reason of these dysfunctions is simply the factor of 
competition itself, factor which has been an issue of criticism of educationists and 
educational psychologists (one of the most fierced contemporary opponents is A. 
Kohn, an author of a book under meaningful title: No contest:  
The case against competition). Because sport and competition are inseparably 
connected, sport cannot - according to its critics - be beneficial for education, and 
even - as G.B. Leonard dramatically stated: "if sport builds character, it is a 
character good for a criminal" (quoted after: S t o 11,1999, p. 98).  

In defense of sport  

Despite everything has been written above the answer to the question about 
pedagogical values of sport could be affirmative, "yet sport - as claims an 
outstanding Polish educationist S. Wo ł o s z y n (1988) - educates dozens 
thousands of magnificent sportsmen - as competitors and people; we may quote 
thousands of examples of good educational work in sport and positive character-
shaping influence of participation in it" (p. 21), and this is true even with reference 
to people, who, if not sport, would in alllikelihood go to the path of delinquency. 
(There is rich literature on re-socializing values of sport, reviewed by the author of 
this paper in the book: S a s - N o w o s i e l s k i K., 2002: O możliwościach 
wykorzystania kultury fizycznej w resocjalizacji nieletnich. Warszawa: Wyższa Szkoła 
Pedagogiczna Towarzystwa Wiedzy Powszechnej.)  

Most frequently mentioned in the literature beneficial educational effect of 
participation in sport is shaping character. It is joined with sport to such a degree, 
that the saying "sport shapes character" is one of the most popular slogans 
concerning sport. af course, the question of precise qualification what traits of 
character they exactly are and to what extent they are transferred into other life 
situations still remains a challenge for science.  
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At the moment it seems that relatively least controversy arises the question of 

shaping such character traits which we could describe as important to an individual. 
These are traits, which are very useful, if not indispensable, to the effective 
participation in sport, and, consolidated in the personality of an individual, 
contribute to greater efficacy in coping with challenges in other spheres of life, 
especially occupational one. As J. L i P i e c (1987) wrote several years ago: "it is 
taken for granted, that regardless of all negative ailments brought along by 
contemporary life, sport considerably enhances and even initiates a number of traits 
especially useful in it, which, in the future, turn out to be particularly important 
components of attitudes in activities other than sport" (p. 9). These are especially 
such features as: courage, persistence, independence, resistance to adversities, 
ability to postpone of gratifications, self-discipline, orderly mann er, ability to act 
under pressure, determination (L i P i e c, 1987; Wo ł o s z y n , 1988; H e i n e m a 
n, 1990; Dąb r o w s k a, 1993; A r n o l d, 1994; C l i fford, Feezell, 1997; 
Kavusannu, 2001 et al.). The potential of sport in the scope of shaping some of 
these traits and transferring them to other life situations seems to be confirmed by 
some research, as well as biographical data. For example M. S a k o w s k i (1996) 
in his research about the dynamics of personality changes during sports career of 
about 200 sportsmen doing team sports and boxing, found a tendency toward 
decreasing the level of some undesirable trait (for example sloppiness, telling lies), 
and raising positive one s (especially caring for self-development, orderly mann er, 
ambition, self-confidence, self-responsibility and self-discipline). With regard to the 
other kind of data source the statement of Jan Włodarek, one of the precursors of 
body-building in Poland, can be regarded as symptomatic: "I have to say that 
persistence which I gained through trainings, in the future was transferred to my 
learning. It was only thanks to the same stubbornness as during doing my weight 
training that I could complete three different faculties: social sciences, law and 
administration and banking, even that I normally worked and coached youth while 
studying" (quoted after: Ko p ań s ki, 2000, p. 133). SimilarlyWiesław Rozłucki, ex-
team master of Poland in foil, and nowa chairman of the Warsaw Stock Exchange 
said, that from the times of practicing foil during his university years, he has kept 
such a trait as "fighting tiU the end and not giving up in difficult situations" (quoted 
after: Parkiet. Gazeta Giełdy, 6-8 May 2000, p. 40).  

Slightly more controversial issue seems to be shaping those features which are 
described as a moral character (A r n o l d, 1994), that is comprising of such 
features, that are not - as aforementioned - essential for an individual to realize their 
egoistic goals and desires, and which in some situations may even make this 
process more difficult, but are important for other people, because they enable 
behaviors focused on their good, and reflected in attitudes of respect,  
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tolerance, honesty, etc. In spite of much research, which exposed rather negative 
influence of sport on socio-moral development of sportsmen, especially young, 
even their authors do not doubt that in favorable circumstances sport may fulfill a 
very positive role in this matter. RJ.L. B r e d e m e i e r and D.L.L. S h i e l d s 
(1995) even claim that "despite the problems associated with contemporary 
competitive sport, sport is replete with opportunities to encounter, leam, transform, 
and enact moral values ( ... ) [and] may be an ideal setting for introducing children 
to conventional moral thinking" (p. 2). First of all, as K. H e i n e m a n (1990) 
claims, sport creates many opportunities for "shaping and reinforcing ability and 
readiness to normative social actions", and even "is an ideal experimental field for 
them" (H e i n e m a n , 1990, p. 246). The potential of sport in this area comes 
from the fact of very precisely defined social roles played within sport and, equally 
precisely acting, mechanisms of sodal contro!. Both aspects make it possible to 
leam that there are norms which limit absolute freedom of human behavior and they 
have to be observed, otherwise you will risk social sanctions. This "normative 
sensibility" and awareness of social controI and sanctions may be of great 
importance in socialization ofchildren and youth, since it can be transferred to 
wider social re ality.  

Participation in sport is also associated with developing such social abilities, as 
cooperation (especially in team sports) and conforming one's private interests to the 
interests of a social group. Furthermore, D.M. C o v r i g (1996) claims that, for 
young people, sharing of happiness and sorrows, common work and sense of 
belonging to sports community are a source of so intense social experie~ce that 
even school classroom is not capable of providing. Thereby children and youth 
participating in sport are far better predisposed to social development than their 
peers who do not participate in sport. Because of these values participating in sport 
is also associated with great potential of prevention and therapy of social 
delinquency. T. C o 11 i n g w o o d (1997) in his book about at risk youth through 
physical activity quotes a very meaningful example: when one of the Today 
joumalists asked four famous boxers - Muhammad Ali, Joe Frazier, George 
Foreman, and Larry Holmes, "Where would you be if you didn't have boxing?': they 
answered "Dead': "In prison': "On death row': and "Executed': "Fortunately - as the 
author concludes - hardship, discipline, and joy of training had kept them off the 
streets and turned them into contenders wining at life" (p. vi). We could quote 
similar examples from the coaching career of famous Felix Stamm. It has been also 
observed; that in delinquent youth sport can be a moderator between members of 
antagonized youth subcultures, what in a broader social context takes a form of 
developing tolerance toward people of different races, religion etc., what 
aforementioned K. H e i n e m a n (1990) calls a socio-integrating function of sport.  
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Even so superficial overview of opinions and empirical data referring to the 

role of sport in the process of education, confirm accuracy of what J. L i P i e c 
(1987) said, that sport is an "area of clashing the confl.icting tendencies" (p. 6). It 
means that on one hand, contrary to the opinions of pessimists sport as such neither 
interferes with proper course of upbringing, nor on the other hand, enhances it - as 
some of sport apologists are willing to think. It is more justified to say about some 
educational potential that exists in sport, the potential which could be released or 
wasted, depending on socio-moral atmosphere of the educational process, because, 
truly, education through sport will take place only if young people are educated to 
participation in sport. Many suggestions were put forward on how to release 
educational values from sport, especially sport of children and youth (see: 
Bredemeier, Shields, 1995; Clifford, F e e z ell, 1997). There is a common 
consensus that first of all it requires teaching of fair play principles and consistent 
requiring to obey them during training and competition (see: Council of Europe 
Code of Sports Ethics) - absolute observing the rules, respecting other participants 
of sport (not only "our" coaches and colleagues, but especially rivals and judges), 
winning modestly and losing with dignity etc. Examples of many effective sports 
programs based on fair play rules show, that teaching them does not in the least 
mean that narrowly defined goals of sport have to suffer - which many coaches are 
afraid of. (The author has had an occasion to encounter such concerns during 
courses of sport pedagogy for student-coaches.) Many sport educationists and 
psychologists emphasize that defending educational values of sport requires also 
lowering the pressure on winning and normative comparisons, and pointing out 
other values of sport - work on self-improvement, friendship, unique social and 
emotional experiences etc. A lot of research conducted in the sphere of achievement 
motivation theory (T o d, H o d g e, 2001; K a v u s a n n u, R o b e r t s, 2001; K a 
v u s a n n u, 2002 et al.) suggests also, that motivational orientation of sportsmen 
and motivational climate created by coaches may be an important factor 
infl.uencing attitudes toward ethical conduct in sport. There is a general tendency of 
positive correlation between so called ego orientation (disposition to normative 
comparisons, interpreting success in terms of being better than others) and 
motivational climate promoting development of such kind of orientation 
(performance climate) and susceptibility to unsportsmanlike behaviors. Conversely, 
sa called task orientation (dominance of motives of self-perfection, success 
interpreted in terms of self-development) - when it prevails in personality of an 
individual (hoth kinds of orientation do not exclude each other, but are orthogonal), 
especially with low level of ego orientation,  
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they are more likely to adopt attitudes of respecting the rules of fair play and are 
less susceptible to unsportsmanlike behaviors, like cheating or aggression. Because 
a coach, in everything he does -how he motivates sportsmen, how does he defines 
success and defeats, what he rewards and what punishes etc. - influences creating 
motivational climate (and thus developing motivational orientation of "his" 
sportsmen) and moral atmosphere in a sports team. So, to increase chan ces to get 
its educational potential from sport "Coaches need to deemphasize the product, or 
outcome, of achievement behaviour in sport, and emphasize the process, or 
performance, of the athlete within the game setting" (R o b e r t s, 1984, p. 274).  

Conclusion  

As we could see there are many arguments for both, positive as well as 
negative, impact of participation in sport on the process of education. Undoubtedly 
- as C. C l i f f o r d i R.M. F e e z e 11 (1997) have noticed - "In sport we have 
ample opportunities to help young people become the kind of people who will not 
only be successful and respected in the world of sport, but in life as well': because 
"( ... ) Sport and life are connected, not because there are winners and losers in life, 
but because good character matters in both ( ... ) In that sense, moral education in 
athletics - that is, education in excellence of character - can prepare young people 
for life" (p. 94). Taking advantage of chances which are in sport mostly depends on 
people who have direct influence on experiences received by young people from 
their adventure with sport. The European Year of Education through Sport creates 
unique opportunity to remind that in sport there is considerable potential of 
enhancing process of education, and for some young people - especially those from 
neglected educational environments - it can be even the most important means of 
educational influences. But what is even of greater importance, it also creates an 
opportunity to remind, that this potential is not released on its own accord, but this 
must be actively strived for.  
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Reflection in the undergraduate teacher training  

Abstract  

The study brings an outline of pedeutological bases as well as reasons of 
changes in teacher training in the sense of neo-professionalism. The following 
subjects are taken into account: changes to view teacher's profession; foreign 
researches on investigation in teacher training; reflection as a tool of teacher's 
professional development; phenomenological analysis, portfolios and diaries in 
student's reflection; reflection in the process of becoming a teacher.  

Key words: teacher training, changes in teacher training, a teacher as a reflective 
proJessional, reflection in teacher training, reflective techniques, reflective ability oj a 
teacher and student  

Introduction  

An ability to reflect changes implementing them into the area of theoretical and 
professional field is a basis for actualization, modernization as wen as vitality of 
science. Pedeutology - the theory of teacher's profession solves changes in teacher 
training as an actual present problem. These changes are standard for the majority 
of developed countries of the world; this is proved by many international 
documents as well as profound theoretical works. Under our conditions, according 
to S. Svec, "pro-active and straightforward ever-ongoing school reform strategy" is 
necessary; "it reflects relativity of Slovak values, norms and patterns of national 
culture and democracy, taking into account geopolitical as well as social-cultural 
context, too" (5 v e c, 2002).  

Bases of changes in undergraduate teacher training  

Majority of changes in undergraduate teacher training have been justified by 
changed needs that shape societal requirements as to the work of teachers and, in 
particular, by criticism of exi.sting concepts of teacher training.  
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1. As a result of changed societal needs, the understanding of teacher's 

professionalism is cardinally altered; also categories of his sodal status are under 
reformation. Teacher's conception as the one who passes on knowledge as well as 
interprets scientific systems to pupils is being abandoned, so it is his century-Iong 
accepted role - to provide for a transmission of vetitable cognitive structures to 
pupils. In frame of changes, his formative role is being emandpated, too, from an 
"indoctrinator" of both cultural and moral norms and an exponent of sodetal moral 
appeal. Under this frame how to understand a teacher, his role, on one hand, was 
narrowly determined as passing on the cultural heritage to young generation. On the 
other hand, there were no distinct formulations of his actual tasks which were to be 
fulfilled towards pupils. In the last decennium, a trend to neo-professionalism in 
teacher's profession began. According to these views, teacher's professionalism is 
broader understood as so called model of broad professionalism; its character is 
defined as refłective (refłecting) professional (H a v l i k, 1998). As a result of the 
above, professional expertise is being changed and enhanced both as to the 
knowledge from pedagogy, psychology, sodal sdences and also as to the 
development of capabilities. Reproductive capability is replaced by a capability to 
master the application of gained knowledge in a school re ality.  

The field of teacher's activity is enhanced espedally through an emphasis on 
development of sodalization processes as well as the overall cultivation of child's 
personality (5 p i l k o v ci, 2002). In sense of a broad professionalism, teacher's 
educational and teaching work is not understood as two dosely linked activities but 
as one activity only; this is neither inwardly nor formallY separabie while formation 
is more important than education and teaching cannot be non-formative (Z e l i n a, 
1996). Teacher's role is characterized as facilitator of the child's personality 
development, what brings a bigger and broader formulation of responsibility for 
each pupil, for his cognitive, psychomotoric and affective development towards 
pupil's personal maximum. This creates higher demands on the part of teacher's 
competendes dependant on his professional, personal as well as ethical 
preparedness. Changed and enhanced are the demands on his/h er ability to refłect, 
analyze, re-evaluate and modify his activity, to be able to reason for his 
understanding of teaching, to master discussion as well as to cooperate with 
colleagues, parents as well as with wider milieu.  

The broad professionalism model means to seek for teacher's new professional 
identity based on new values of teacher's profession what means a challenge to 
teacher training (5 p i l k o v ci, 2002). In the new sodological categoties of 
professions, teacher's profession is ranked among so called helping professions 
(psychologist, psychotherapeutic, sodal worker) derived from anthropological 
sdences - pedagogy, psychology and sociology. For teacher training it  
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has real consequences whieh prefer as its focus pedagogieal and psychological 
sciences in opposition to formerly prevailing (and presently existing in teacher 
training) academie ones. The focus of teacher training anchored in the frame of 
pedagogieal and relative disciplines is at the same time "prevention" against 
understanding the pedagogic modeling of subjects as a second extreme, Le. 
pragmati<:: tendencies. $ v e c (1999, pp. 13-15) writes on five paradigms as the 
basi!> for suggestions on perfecting undergraduate teacher training based on alumni 
model as teacher training point of departure. These models are: an alumnus as a 
good employee, an alumnus as an associate professor, an alumnus as an innovator, 
an alumnus as a reflective professional and an alumnus as a fully functional 
personality.  

Attempts to professionalize teacher training are linked to criticism of some 
tendencies in teacher training.  

2. Criticism of existing concepts points mainly to overcoming of one-sided 
behaviorist approaches of teacher training understood as putting emphasis on 
training of definitely and specifically fixed professional skills. In their extreme form 
they may lead to technocratic, pragmatic or mechanieal understanding of teacher's 
profession (S p i l k o v ci , 2002). Not only training content is focused because these 
trends show tendency to decrease institutionallevel of training as well as 
degradation of teacher's profession to such that can be fulfilled by a skillful 
practitioner, and in its final consequence, it leads to societal status descent. 
Reflectivity is neither distinctively built nor developed at teachers with this training 
because the main method of professionalism building is an epistemic ground as 
well as transmissive character of work.  

Conceptions coming out of the academic understanding of undergraduate 
teacher training became a criticism target. They place the focus of the subject 
preparation strietly based on the system of a given scientific area out of whieh 
currieulum for teacher training is derived through certain reduction. Such teacher is 
consequently not fu1ly recognized expert in those disciplines (normallya 
combination of two, sometimes three subjects) but he is not matched with his 
teacher's profession to whieh he has not yet grown mature through profound study 
of educational sciences ($ t e c h, 1998). That usually diminishes both pedagogie 
and psychologieal training as well as practieal part of the training. Thus, there is 
lost a possibility to con<;:eptually link the knowledge of given subjects both wit11. 
conditions and sequences of school reality and specifics of children in a given 
development period. Researches proved remarkable tendencies to monologist as 
well as little communieative methods with absence of reflection in teacher's work at 
teachers who completed such a way of training (V e rl o o p, W u b b e l s , 2000).  
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Both pedagogieal and psychologieal discussions criticizing either academism or 

pragmatism in training are based on the personalistic as well as sodal 
constructivistic approach. They are typieal for international pedeutologieal 
researches in the ninetieth of the 20th century (S c h u t z et al., 2001). They 
however also point to the peril of overrating the standards that shape graduate's 
profile while graduate's skills are mechanieally derived from them. Tendencies to 
standardize approaches to a creation of a unified so called skill-oriented model of 
teacher training with strictly identified skills are criticized because:  
- the inner integration of declared skills and competences with knowledge as wen as 

shaped stands are not reached;  
- they do not satisfactorily reflect the changing school reality and through their 

compulsoriness they slide to rigidity in some time;  
- they do not take into account humanistie dimension of teacher training with 

emphasis on both personal and ethieal dimension besides developing the 
professional one.  

Professionalism without ethical, moral conviction and personal prerequisites as 
wen as permanent reflection of professional re ality does not create sufficient 
ground for teacher's profession (K a s li c o v li, 2002).  

We emphasize as very important for a training of a reflective professional to 
develop his refłective capability during the training. It is sort of meta-capability 
sui generis that leads students to perceiving their own process of becoming a 
teacher. Or, in accord with authors (M a n s f e l d e r - L o n g a y r o u x et al., 
1999; B a i n et al., 1999), it is a meta-cognitive capability enabling self-reflection 
of a human in development process.  

Analogieal phases or levels can be found in such understood teacher training. 
For comparison:  

Process models of autonomy teaching in teacher training  
 

Model author  l'" stage  2nd stage  3'd stage  

Blaakman- Vermunt  Meta-cognitive  Regulative stage  Activity stage  
(1983)  stage    
Schon (1983)  Theory  Practical experience New theoretical  

  reflection  model  
Kolb (1984)  Abstract  Reflective  Pactual experience 

 conceptualization  observation   
Wright (1992)  Thinking  Reflection of one's  Aimsand  

  own cogitation  performance  

Learning is a continual reflection as wen as confrontation with surroundings; 
however, cognitively centered schools narrow down or reduce learning  
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processes to a world of objects. The interpersonal and especially intrapersonal 
world is put aside (D a r g o v a, 2001).  

However, a teacher is to live and help children live not in a knowledge-filled 
world of objects only but also in the world of human beings as well as with himself. 
D o u s k o v a (2000) lists dominant features of authentic interaction in teacher's 
work:  
- intellectual, emotional and volitional potential;  
- self-reflection as well as auto-regulation ability;  
- creative teaching approach as well as readiness to take a risk;  
- high professionalism;  
- pupil-centered value orientation.  

On the relation to target programs of education, S v e c (2002) points to re-
constructivist model of teaching field of study as an innovator. This model both 
projects and grounds teacher training in the requirement that they become a source 
of renewal and innovation for school reality. This training should not adapt itself to 
the lagging re ality of traditional schooling with conventional ways of thinking 
among teachers, but it should pro-actively make use of the latest knowledge and 
foresightedly project. Undergraduate training that uses reflection as a permanent 
tool of self-development as well as the training of a teacher as reflective 
professional is related to the above explained model.  

Conditions for realization of innovative changes in 
undergraduate teacher training  

Present teacher training in both our country and in other countries of Europe 
can be characterized as rapturously changing as well as reflecting a lot of changes. 
These used to be and are influenced by intervention of thoughts, theories and 
concepts proved in the West-European pedagogie-psychological context. Those 
were and are personal changes too, changes in thinking as well as deliberation of 
those teachers who train teachers. Trends in sense of innovative procedures had 
many times more or less spontaneous shape. In order that innovations may become 
functional, that they survive initial "boom': they must me et several requirements, 
while teacher training teachers must for himself make elear and reflect these views 
(K a s a c o va , 2002, p. 36):  

1. They should be theoretically grounded, credible, purposeful and, at the same 
time flexible, that is open to changes of running scientific revising - theoretical 
context;  

2. They should correspond with trends that are prevailing and being deelared by 
a given institution, or in a broader context of national goals - institutional context 
represented by undergraduate training;  
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3. They should be "nourished" through personał involvement of the teaeher - 

innovator, who should not forget permanent refleetion of his eonvietions based on 
both eooperation with eolleagues and a permanent dialogue - personał experience 
and personał involvement;  

4. They should have an existing base in form of pedagogie reałity, as a starting 
point, means and goal of innovation - pedagogie application.  

These four preeonditions we try to develop also in this pondering on refleetion 
in teaeher training.  

Reflection as conceptional part  
of undergraduate teacher training - international experiences  

Internationalliterary sourees of the last years give a sufficient number of both 
theoretical and applieative studies as wen as outeomes of researehes on refleetion in 
undergraduate teaeher training. There are several wide-ranging approaehes on how 
to grasp refleetion in undergraduate training while most authors make differenee 
between a refleetion as pondering (leads to ability of meta-eognitive thinking) and a 
refleetion as self-refleetion (leads to a eonseious self-development as wen as to a 
eonscious proeess ofbeeoming a teaeher).  

The conception of reflective practiee was worked out by A.D. S e h 6 n 
(1983) already in 1983 publishing his key book Refiective practitioner: How 
professionals think in action in London. His eoneept is based on students' self-
refleetion in a proeess of teaeher trainiI1g and learning teaeher's eapabilities as wen 
as skills. Aeeording to the author, refleetion faeilitates integration of gained theory 
and praetiee through refleeted praetical experienees. Student refleeting his 
pedagogie experienee go es baek to his reactions and aetions pondering over them, 
finding reasons for his aetions. Through that he has a possibility to uneover what to 
intensify in his knowledge through further theoreticallearning. This eoneeption is 
like a spiral proeess from theory over praetical experienee, its refleetion and 
analysis baek to prospeetive theory.  

The outlined problems have also become a subjeet of international researehes in 
the eighties. They do it in the beginning mainlyon basis of verifieation of reflection 
application (originally as a therapeutic teehnique) in programs of teaeher training. 
In Finland, O j a n e n and V 11 j s 11 n e n (1992) examined both individual and group 
teaehers' refleetion. The researeh traeed how to develop refleetive abilities of 
students especially in time and through pedagogie praetiee. Later the researehers 
proved that refleetive program develops both theoretieal and praetical aspeets of 
teaehers' personality.  

Korthagen (in M e u l e n k a m p, 2002) in Holland published too, that teaeher 
training is rriore effeetive if students are led and stimulated to in detail  
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reflect their experience. Kaganova compared 27 teaching programs in 1992 (N e z v 
a l o v a, 1998) and on basis of comparative studies she emphasized necessity to 
involve reflective programs into teacher training already from the first grade. 
Students who finished reflective programs of teacher training met adaptation 
problems less frequently in comparison with others as well as they held more 
realistic view of teaching.  

Johan von W r i g h t (1992) from the University of Helsinki was involved in 
the reflection process development as well as self-reflection in learning. He aimed 
his attention to the functions of self-reflection as well as of reflections of intentions 
and other people opinion. He argued that through the use of phenomenographical 
methods by reflection and its analysis, we can clarify metacognitive thinking 
development. He claimed that both ability to metacognitively think and reflective 
skills are possible to develop. He distinguishes two levels of reflection. The first 
one is present in mind of a man since pre-school age (reflective beginner - new 
entrant) and it unintentionally works during the development of an individual. At 
that time the notion ''I'' is of individual substance. A man reaches the level of a 
reflective expert through the development of his "l-concept': through intentional 
self-consdousness. The notion "l" gets sodal character. Self-reflection according to 
Wright has a broader meaning; he distinguishes a reflection on the level 
of"consciousness" as well as a self-reflection on the level of"intentional awareness". 
He studied phenomenopraphical analysis of particular psychical processes 
development through self-reflection and he also was interested in the kind of mental 
process on whose grounds self-reflection grows. He asked whether reflectivity can 
be cultivated or whether it is possible to practise reflective skills. He shortly 
distinguished four phases in reflective skills development:  

l) getting experiences;  
2) a reflection of experiences: "What did l learn?" "What did l feel?" - as long 

as we do not understand experiences in the following perspective: why 
drcumstances are perceived in a given light and how can we utilize them in future;  

3) conceptualization of new views and their utilization for creation of more 
adequate concepts for the content of a given question as well as productive theory;  

4) practicing of the revised theory and looking for a new feedback 
(Wright,1992,p.65).  

We find sympathetic in author's approach espedally the fact that he considers 
reflectivity development possible already in children's age and usefulness of this 
method he justifies by the development of metacognitive thinking. He lifted up the 
necessity to differentiate between the two kinds of reflection as it is usu-  
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ally understood, namely: reflection as thinking (consideration) and reflection as 
self-reflection. "Reflection about one's own knowledge or intentions involves an 
element which is absent from reflections about the surrounding world. Self-
reflection presupposes, in the language of mental models, a 'metamodel': in order to 
reason about how I reason, I need access to a model of my reasoning performance" 
(W r i g h t, 1992, p. 61).  

The reflections of students and teachers learning processes were focused by 
Mansfelder-Longayroux, Verloop and Beijaard (1999)from Leiden University in 
the Netherlands. They used phenomenographical analysis of students' portfolios. 
The built on a threefold reflective model:  

1. Pre-reflective phase means that individuals expect and accept one correct 
solution of a problem.  

2. Quasi-reflective phase means that individuals realize existence of valid 
knowledge but in knowledge not everything is sure. They realize the existence of 
various possible solutions but they expect confirmation through the objective truth.  

3. Reflective phase means that individuals know how to come to their solutions 
of problems, they are able to reason for them and in a discussion, they accept 
arguments of others. They understand that the right solution is dependant on their 
agreement.  

They were backed by a saying of Wright that the basis for a good teacher 
training is to understand that students reflect their experiences in a process of 
learning to learn others. The highest quality in cognition concepts is the devel-
opment of understanding of self- understanding, self- recognition as the decisive 
step to understand re ality.  

Reflection in students' portfolios was put to phenomenographical analysis from 
four views. Based on results they tried to form a system of categories for portfolios 
analysis which should be used to evaluate students. They were interested in the 
following questions:  

1. What is the content of students' reflections in portfolio?  
2. What is the ground of students' reflections in portfolio?  
3. What is the ground of experiences which students reflect in their portfolio?  

4. What is the ground of practical knowledge reflected in portfolio? Mansfelder-
Longayroux et al. (1999, p. 212) distinguish three kinds of reflective thinking: 
cognitive, critical and narrative approach.  

Cognitive approach deals with how students and teachers make decisions as 
well as what knowledge and processes are employed in the process of decisio n 
making.  
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Critical approach to reflection stresses the importance of teacher's thinking on 

social-political problems in education.  
Narrative approach (telling story) emphasized teachers' sayings about 

themselves, how they understand things and phenomena, what questions they ask, 
what they discuss in relation to their work improvement.  

Australian authors B a i n , B a 11 a n t y n e , P a c ker and M i 11 s (1999) 
dealt with the reflection of students of teaching during their practice. They used 
journal writing as the tool for reflection. They emphasize the use of journal writing 
to facilitate the reflection, to deepen personality understanding as well as to 
stimulate critical thinking. Specifically in teacher training reflection gets a wide use 
as the decisive element of teachers' professional growth (also:  
M e ul e nk amp, 2000).  

L a B o s k e y (1993) exposes a useful structure for a tabular as well as ground-
centered reflection in teacher training. He recommends it as a research tool during 
investigation of reflective journals. Structure grounds in four dimensions (aspects) 
which students should embrace:  

1. Purpose - stimulus for reflection that may be difficult to discern, inner 
motivation for reflection, a need to restore the control over the situation or a wish to 
better understand the task.  

2. Context and coherences - structural means as a tool for reflection, partners 
or observers, time and pIlice assignment.  

3. Story - process of emploYffient during an activity which is to be reflected 
as a frarne of situation from processual point of view: arguments expression, an 
end of analysis and passing to generalization, attitudes such as: open-mindedness, 
responsibility and warmth.  

4. Content and its meaning - aim of reflection that can be a practical problem, 
a theoretical clarification of integration of both in an optimal situation.  

The meaning of reflection authors see in success to develop in students ability 
for immediate feedback through this way; they willlearn to use it themselves right 
during pedagogic activity. A teacher provides for a constructive feedback while 
resisting their naive sayings and helps them discover alternative perspectives. He 
functions as the most important partner during encouragement of their reflective 
writing development (B a i n et al., 1999, p. 70).  

N e z v a l o v ci (1998) summarized advantages of the reflective teacher training 
according to international authors in the following points:  
- A written reflection helps abstract.  
- Reflection requires analysis, synthesis and evaluation of knowledge rather  

than reproduction of other authors' ideas.  
- Reflection involves regular, periodical, formative teacher's feedback.  
- Reflection is a ground for individual evaluation of a student.  
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The author of this study in cooperation with K a ri k o va (1999) and Heinzova 

examined development possibilities of students' self-understanding through 
refiectivity development program among 2nd grade students of elementary school 
teaching. The research has proved that refiective techniques improved their real 
self-understanding confronted by the standard test of Kudlickova. At the same time, 
a significant value of statements themselves for both research and self-reflective 
purposes was proved.  

The employed program consisted of seven self-refiective techniques based on 
verbal statements as wen as on self-drawn analysis thematicaily directed to oneself 
as a teacher. Through a procedure of constant comparison, some significant 
phenomena were proved following a specification of extreme groups.  

On basis of detected phenomena repeatedly present in given sampIes, we 
deducted possible inferences corresponding with the hypothesis that the selection of 
study from point of view "primarity against secondarity" will in extreme 
occurrences result in both forms and content of refiective self-expression and 
significantly partakes in the process of becoming a teacher.  

l. The form of drawing among secondary choice students is poorer; it reflects 
a weaker topic concern as well as hesitation in its expression. It results in both use 
of colors and in its content. The form of drawing among primary choice students 
shows better color variegation, the drawing holds typical features of topic interest, it 
affects more harmonicaily, steadily, and the area is proportionally used.  

2. The content of then drawing "I as a teacher" among secondary choice 
students shows a tendency to "go astray" from the topic. Child's figure disappears 
in their drawings as wen as their own I dives way to symbols. The used elements as 
symbols show to be both aggressive and unsure. Among fust choice students the 
content is displayed by an expression of attitude to children, a more specific topic 
shape, it involves both figures and actions; it pictures situation and emotional thrill.  

3. Phenomena expressed in the reflective questionnaire show acharacter of 
indifference among secondary - alternative choice, there absents emotional type of 
expression, they eschew speaking about themselves, they write less. The content of 
their responses is reduced to a short, sometimes one word response; they are 
marked out by disinterest in finding answers to a question. They involve less 
positive meanings. Primary choice students express real experiences, in some 
occurrences strongly personal. Prom their perspective of phenomenographical 
analysis there occur positive experiences from childhood as wen as  
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positive personalities of teachers. They rationalize negative remembrances pro-
tectively directing them to a positive personal goal.  

Conclusion  

Based on study ofboth internationalliterature research and our own results of 
researches as wen as on practice of a university teacher it is possible to postulate a 
presumption that reflection in teaching as wen as in teacher training is not just an 
a'la mode trend. It perhaps is a way through which we can approach to that what is 
a goal of aU personalistic pedagogie theories as wen as practical approaches: to 
create a school in which children will experience a happy childhood with teachers 
whose work will be their vocation.  
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Information technology and medial education in the 
contemporary school  

Abstract  

This article concerns to the problems of introduction information technology 
and media education into contemporary school. Different factors connected with 
the introduction and arguments based on the cognitive sciences are presented.  

Key words: medial education, computers aided education, information technology in 
education, cognitive theory  

Conditions  

Ubiquitous utilization of the Web and telecommunication systems is ac-
companied by social and cultural transformations. Mass media have dominated 
social communication. Significant1y affecting our consciousness they have a 
bearing on millions of people in the process of their making decision. A possibility 
that media may manipulate the public is real. The more we are getting dependent on 
the information delivered by media, the sharper and more crucial the process is 
becoming.  

The influence of media is constant. lt occurs at work, at home, during the time 
of relaxation. lt provides entertainment and fun, but most of all it provides 
information indispensable for an individual to function. Such a rapid expansion of 
information technology is due to the fact that computers have made it possible to 
widen up human mental capability. This quality results in growing importance of 
modern information technology in knowledge-oriented society.  

The growth of cognitive research coinciding with massive computerization 
causes considerable changes in both educational practice and theory. The school, 
which introduces information technology, makes an individual even more 
susceptible to the influence of other media. The child, who is at home  
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associated with television, and also more and more often familiar with a computer, 
at school is made acquainted with technical aspects of computing. This way they 
create and strengthen specific behaviour which in consequence leads to 
psychological habits that are far from social expectation and acceptance. What also 
foliows are drastic changes in a human brain structure which results from diverting 
the received information into different channels in the brain, e.g. visual. Therefore, 
massive introduction of computers to schools influences teaching and learning as 
weli as the proces s of upbringing.  

Information technology education versus media education  

The massive occurrence of computers at schools has resulted in the growing 
conviction that this medium has unlimited capabilities as for making use of it in the 
process of education. This belief, which is rooted in the 60s, has been bringing 
about numerous speculations over what kind of consequences for education the 
modern technology might lead to. Excessive hop es concerning the computer were 
partly caused by advertising campaign lead by huge corporations making enormous 
profits from selling products connected with information technology. Also political 
elites, perceiving information technology as a perfect source of economic success 
and welfare, have contributed to this. The success achieved by Ireland and Finland 
stands a perfect example. Alas, it is neglected that the reason for the success was 
not merely introducing computers into schools, but what really mattered was 
making significant changes in the whole system of education, which were 
accompanying the transformations in these countries economy.  

Perceiving education through globalization and creation of informationoriented 
society has drawn pub lic attention to the necessity of teaching how to make good 
use of information technology and its tools. At the beginning of the process of 
introducing computers to schools it seemed that it would be just enough to improve 
significantly education effects in the short term.  

Yet, the very first try to introduce computers to schools brought about am-
biguous feelings. Instead of expected high level of education effects there was their 
deterioration, such as in England in the mid 80's. Demand for information 
technology specialists was rising in highly industrialized countries. Stli relatively 
smali increase in education results did not deter further computerization of schools.  

After having made some minor changes concerned the quality and organization 
of the process of education, IT education on a massive scale was commenced. 
There was fast development of various forms of education, further education and 
self-education in IT, which objective was merely to te ach how  
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to use computers and other accompanying equipment. In consequence school 
education became completely dominated by technical aspects of computing. The 
process was flourishing especially well as school education was dominated by 
verbal methods of conveying information, and learning facts by heart. Behavioral 
theory of teaching, which is the basis for this education, assumes developing 
sophisticated skills through acquiring simple components of these skills in 
sequence.  

Focusing on teaching computing had a good point, though. It accelerated the 
process of popularization of IT in society as well as raised the interest in this 
technology in the whole educational system. This first stage, consisting in 
equipping schools with computers and other IT tools, was vital both to be given 
social consent to allocate considerable public funds for this purpose, and to 
convince teachers to make use of the new technology. As this undertaking 
paralieled political elites' out1ooks, the technological model of computing edu-
cation earned mass acceptance, while the issue of modernization of the process of 
education as well as education of teachers in teaching and upbringing was 
neglected.  

Thus established model of IT education, having dominated schooling, di-
minished the importance of media education and the necessity of thorough changes 
in education. Therefore initially educational systems in different countries paid little 
attention to the new phenomena, such as:  
- consequences of mass information, increase of electronic communication 

capabilities;  
- changes taking place in the structure of society resulting from abandoning 

tradition and authorities, which is characteristic for a civilization oriented on oral 
and written communication;  

- the appearance of electronic language in the domain of culture.  
This unawareness of the new phenomena was connected with the parallei 

processes within education itself. From the one hand, the reluctance of a traditional 
school towards the new technologies, resulting from a lack of knowledge of the 
opportunities which the very technologies offer within the educational 
administration and teachers. On the other hand, limited funds for educational 
purposes. As introducing modern technologies called for reforming the process of 
education, e.g. new ways of evaluating school efficacy, it was easier and cheaper to 
limit information technology to the IT classroom, instead, thus creating a kind of 
ghetto isolated from the rest of the schoo!.  

Let's ponder some phenomena following mass exploitation of information 
technology in knowledge-oriented society. This very technology places a great 
emphasis on visualization, its dominating the written and spoken word. As a result, 
the dominating picture creates a new quality of behaviour and psycho-  
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logical habits, and also becomes a critical point in the process of processing data in 
the brain. For instance, receiving visual information emphasizes the particularity, as 
it is specific to a particular object or a perceived event, that is to what is visualized. 
The research on efficacy of the reception of information from the media, which was 
carried out by me in the end of the 80's, shows that the students with a lower IQ 
tended to use visual information more often, whereas the students whose IQ was 
high were rather indifferent to visual information, or even in some cases they found 
it interference. The results are consistent with human tendency towards realization 
of visual information, linking it with objects, attributing it to mimetic 
representations, and towards considering it as components of the craft of imitating. 
The problem of imitating will be dealt with later on, while discussing the relations 
between mime in culture and media education.  

In verbal communication perception of its contents occurs at some specific 
time, which is consistent with the description of auditory phenomena. It can be 
assumed that verbal description consists of a collection of data in a sequence. 
Whereas during a visual presentation of an object there are series of simultaneous 
components which have a vital influence on information perception.  

While synthesising a picture presented by a medium, the student has in front of 
his eyes the object as a whole. In the case of verbal communication it is quite 
different - during the process of synthesis the learner deals at best with shortening 
of memories (J a k o b s o n, 1989, p. 83). Therefore the time needed to acquire the 
contents of the picture is three to four times longer than the time for acquiring the 
contents conveyed verbally.  

The process of shaping subconscious by the media takes place not only because 
of the accessibility of various issues, but also throughout consolidated social habits. 
Interacting with a computer the child learns how to make use of short commands, 
e.g. open, close, or icons (E c 0,1996). Young people losing interest in traditional 
ways of communication is the fact which is becoming more and more real. It is at 
least worth consideration that a 12th grader in the USA surfs the Internet for 4 hours 
on average. In accordance with that we should expect cultural changes in society, 
which consequently may influence functioning of individuals.  

A massive supply of news, and visual information especially, creates a demand 
for life skills different from the hitherto existing ones. More important are 
becoming such skills as critical thinking, which enables verification of information 
obtained from electronic media, and the ability to distinguish facts from 
assessments or subjective opinions ..  

Education supported by informationtechnology is in school practice far apart 
from developing the skills mentioned above. Its focusing on computing  
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itself causes increasing criticism of school and academic circles. The opponents 
emphasize that despite greater costs of technology and numerous expensive 
endeavours connected with organization, the expected results haven't been achieved 
so far. Information technology is getting obsolete extremely fast, so the costs of 
equipment and educational programes are increasing. As a result, the rightness of 
taken actions is in doubt. According to American data, mere connection of all 
schools and libraries in the USA to the Internet will amount to 100 billion dollars 
within 5-10 years (Internet l).  

Because of the lack of precisely stated school objectives, apart from teaching 
computing itself, the influence of the information technology education on 
functioning of the contemporary school is apparently insignificant. This fact is also 
confirmed by research carried out in Poland (S i e m i e n i e c ki, 2003). 
Technology getting obsolete so quickly is the re as on why young learners have a 
little chance to make good use of all the information technology skills they will 
have acquired in the process of learning, when they finally get to the final class. It 
has become apparent that there is the necessity to restore the equilibrium in 
education, when the issue of the media would not be reduced to merely manual 
operating them. Postponing of the analyses of the cultural repercussions connected 
with introducing electronic media significantly changes the social context of 
education. We should remember that the child who has grown up in isolation from 
human society does not have the opportunity to develop the norm of intelligence 
related to human society, nor the speech or any higher emotions. Studies of children 
who were kept isolated from other people and their peers confirm that proper 
development is possible only within society, where culture created by hum ans 
determines common values, and forms the basis for a human to comprehend the 
surrounding world. Therefore any processing of information that occurs in human 
brain has some cultural association.  

Cognitive science versus information technology and media education  

Let us analyse the culture issue of media education in the context of neu-
robiology. Taking into consideration different concepts we can distinguish at least 
two especially important for the matter: one of them is constructivism, the other one 
is cognitive science. Constructivist concepts, which are being more and more often 
employed in education, have become important tools for educational research as 
well as for creating the contemporary vision of school. Researches carried out by 
Heinrich Pestalozzi, Jean Piaget, Lev S. Vygotsky and others drew our attention to 
the relationship between knowledge and culture, and human development. It is 
assumed that there are two aspects of culture influence on intellectual development 
of a human:  
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- thanks to culture we are able to create our own thoughts and thus our knowledge;  
- culture we live within enables us to commence process of thinking.  

Lev Vygotsky's idea that culture is the most essential ingredient of an in-
dividual's development has become a vital element of constructivism. It has played 
an important role in studies of human behaviour. Each child is developing within a 
socio-cultural background, hence their development influenced by learning, which 
in turn is backed by technology, will affect the ultimate effect of school functions. 
This leads us to a conclusion, which is very important for making information 
technology education ubiquitous. During this process the teacher concentrates 
mostly on assisting learning based on culture. This argument indicates the need to 
extend IT education to media education, which is a cultural field of technology.  

Another conclusion is that education deprived of the function of spreading 
culture, or restricting it is becoming nothing more than a tool to consolidate the idea 
of a man-robot. In result it leads to the effect which is just exactly reverse to what is 
expected and desired in contemporary society.  

Cognitive theory, which is still building up its perspective and particular 
approach to problems of contemporary humanism, consists of several, sometimes 
contradictory, views on cognitive processes. Without getting into detail we can 
distinguish two approaches within cognitive science. One, called "hard cognitivity': 
is oriented to a computer metaphor and an algorithmic model of human mind, the 
other one - "soft cognitivity': is focused on the body, and so called a materialized 
mind model (L a k o f f, 1987, pp. 339-340). Within both of these theories we can 
distinguish five common basic elements:  
- human cognitive activity is presented in categories of representation (cognitive or 

intellectual),  
- comprehension of human intellectual activity requires a computer, which serves 

not only as a tool for carrying out experimental research, but also as a model of 
min d functioning,  

- conscious and rational processes characterised in categories of processing 
information are put first,  

- a science dealing with cognitive processes is distinguishable from others because 
of its interdisciplinary character,  

~ it derives from Western European philosophy of cognition (G a r d n er, 1989, pp. 
18-19).  

For a long time cognitive theory has placed less importance on the influence of 
emotional, affective, historical and cultural factors on cognitive activity. It resulted 
from the attempt to avoid too great complexity of the problem dealt with. As a 
result, "the hexagon of cognitive sciences" elaborated by Gardner  
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in 1978 (ordered by Alfred P. Sloan Foundation) and published in State oj the Art 
Report included only following sciences: psychology, philosophy, linguisties, 
anthropology, neurology and artificial intelligence. However the dynamie 
development within cognitive science has led to new concepts. One of them refers 
to the gene theory called culture genetics or memetics mimetic. The term "meme" 
was first introduced to scientific language by a biologist R. Dawkins in 1966, who 
defined it as a basic unit of cultural transmission, i.e. imitation. It is worth quoting 
Dannet's statement, who assumed that memes represent ideas, behaviour, style or 
habits which are spreading among people within a specific culture. A man has an 
unusual gift for emulating and duplieating memes. And thus memes create our 
cultural evolution. Being replicators memes have three aspects connected with:  
- the information they convey and with the information carrier on which the 

information is saved,  
- the effects which the information has on environment,  
- the effects which influence the environment as a direct and indirect reason  

for multiplieation of replicators.  
What derives from the argument above are a few comments important for 

education making so ubiquitous use of information technology nowadays. First of 
all, school exclusively basing on education which prefers merely operating a 
computer creates a specific cultural information whieh leads to only one form of 
educational socio- type. This is the reason for growing scepticism towards the 
importance of the influence of information technology on education. Also re-
searches carried out in Poland indicate that information technology classrooms have 
a minute influence on school functioning (S i e m i e n i e c ki, 2003). The current 
condition of IT education in schools resembles the one 20 years back, described by 
S. P a p e r t in 1980, where an IT classroom is a peculiar ghetto, separated from the 
rest of the school.  

An important issue is to realize the fact that the technology applied in education 
is not culturally neutral. Alas, M. W. Appel as well as many other researchers are 
right assuming that technology causes in the person dealing with it a specific type 
of thinking whieh has a technical nature. The more emphasis is put on merely 
operating the computer, the more deprived of creative and ethieal thinking is 
educational process. Research, carried out by me, indicates that placing emphasis 
on merely computer operating has resulted in pushing on the margins all the activity 
focused on developing in pupils critieal thinking and moral actingo Leaving the 
current programme of IT education without any changes will create conditions for 
depriving social environment of its humanistic qualities.  

The roughly presented relations between the technology introduced to school 
and cultural development indicate the necessity of verification of  
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school educational programmes, and introduction of media education to IT 
programme, as well as the necessity of focusing attention on interdisciplinary 
research of neighbouring areas of cognitive science and media.  

It can be assumed that it is impossible to change the biased nature of hitherto 
existing IT education without the element of culture enclosed in media education. 
Another conclusion is the necessity to coordinate neurobiological research and 
media education in the field of culture.  

Finally it is worth drawing our attention to the fact that the researches on the 
consequences of media influence on people have been hitherto carried out on a base 
of behavioural and psychoanalytic theories. Present1y, this kind of approach is 
insufficient. Without a new cognitive-constructive perspective it will not be 
possible to create a coherent theory of communication, and employ its conclusions 
into educational practice. It is high time the "how-does-it-work" approach gave way 
to "why-does-it-work-this-way" approach.  
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Silesian teachers in the face of European integration  

Abstract  

The aim of education in the uniting Europe is to teach people of different 
cultures, religions and nationalities how to live together in peace. In the political 
aspect, it means bringing about rapprochement between nations.  

In Polish circumstances, Europeanism in the school context means carrying out 
activities aimed at making pupils realize the existence of the European Union, as 
well as its objectives and guiding rules. European education assumes that the 
European Community should be perceived not only in the institutional, economic 
or poHtical perspective, but mainly in the human one, as related to ever tightening 
bonds within the frameworks of the OId Continent that build an integrated 
community. However, the consciousness of the on-going changes can hardly be 
acknowledged as prevailing and well founded, since the probing research reveals 
that the knowledge of European problems among present and future PoHsh teachers 
from the Upper Silesian region is only fragmentary. Such a state of affairs should 
be a subject of retlection, especially in view of PoIand's imminent accession to the 
European Union.  

Key words: European integration, European Union, teacher, Europeanism, European 
dimension oj education  

Introduction  

At present Poland is at the stage of an intensive implementation of programs 
adapting it to the solutions effective in the European Union (B e e r n a e r t , C o n r 
a d, 1993). Education is undoubtedly one of the domains determining the possibility 
of rational transformations in the remaining areas of the state functioning. Although 
it is characterised by a significant conservatism and its effects are noticeable in 
Iong-term cycles only, its importance for sociallife is fundamental (D z i c h, 1997, 
p. 41).  

The research carried out by me in the area of the Silesian Province (wo-
jewództwo s1ąskie) was supposed to answer the question, how present and  
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prospective teachers, as people creating the school reality, perceive the process of 
European unification and its implications for education. Below, I have presented 
the most general conclusions from the research conducted in 200 l and 2002. The 
survey making the essential part of the empirical investigation covered 1486 
respondents (both teachers and teachers-to-be) properly representing the general 
population in respect of its significant sodal and demographic features.  

1. The attitude of teachers and students with a 
teaching major to European education  

The aim of education in the uniting Europe is to teach people of different 
cultures, religions and nationalities how to live together in peace (B e e r n a e r t , 
Van D i j k, S a n d er, 1993). In the political aspect, it means bringing about 
rapprochement between nations. The so defined educational task, approved as an 
axiom, is accepted by three fourths of teachers and student!>.  

The attitude towards European integration and the European Union itself 
originates from the respondents' knowledge on the subject. The highest number of 
respondents from both examined groups describe their knowledge on the Union as 
sufficient, with teachers having generally a greater knowledge. When we 
additionally take into consideration the results of a test on EU (the test included a 
list of twe nt y simple questions concerning symbols and the most elementary issues 
related to EU), it seems reasonable to conclude that teachers have a better grasp of 
political, sodal and economic processes of the contemporary Europe. (It follows 
probably from the fact that teachers gain their knowledge on the European Union in 
connection with the duties fulfilled, whereas students either do not have in the 
course of their studies any subjects pertaining to European problems or the program 
or duration of the classes they participate in is insufficient.)  

The general attitude towards EU is an issue of enormous importance for other 
areas. In the respondents' opinion, teachers who give the strongest endorsement to 
the integration are those with the shortest period of service, whereas teachers with 
the longest, over a 20-year period of professional experience, favour it to the least 
extent.  

The problem frequent1y discussed among teachers is that of EU educational 
standards. Like any other elements of systemic, general and inevitable nature, they 
encounter some resistance of"educational body': nevertheless they do not destroy 
more or less positive attitude of two thirds of respondents towards the education 
provided according to new rules. However, the students' attitude to actions aimed at 
establishing the EU education model in Poland is definitely  
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different from that of the teachers~ The students perceive the teachers as less 
favourably disposed to considered transformations than they themselves admit it. 
Among the teachers, the difference is definitely less er, although advocates of the 
changes are also in the minority here.  

The reason for the above is undoubtedly the teachers' attitude to EU, as 
conditioned by many aspects. The key issue here is the ability to adapt oneself to 
new conditions, i.e. a specific professional flexibility. It follows from the research 
that teachers will tend to have difficulties in adapting themselves to EU conditions.  

Both the teachers and the students perceive in the same way the consequences 
of Poland's integration with EU in the field of education. In both groups, over half 
of the respondents maintain that the results will be advantageous. The favourable 
changes will be related in the first place to such domains as: skill upgrading, access 
to professional literature, legal protection, pay and working conditions. Teachers 
expect advantageous changes to be less frequent in the spheres of professional 
advancement, the scope of responsibilities, relations at work and the work period 
required for retirement.  

2. The professional condition of Polish teachers in the 
days of the European integration  

Undoubtedly, the perspective of European integration determines the process of 
self-determination of the professional teacher group. It is important for teachers' 
professional state of mind since it will have a powerful impact on their professional 
position and economic conditions for years to come. Among the surveyed, the most 
numerous group is represented by teachers who are not able to state clearly if they 
perceive European integration in education as a threat or a chance. For one third of 
those surveyed, the integration in education is a threat, whereas every fourth 
teacher perceives the process as chance for them.  

In the opinion of one third of the teachers and a half of the students, the 
planned integration with EU positively affects the teachers' level of motivation for 
work. Every third teacher and every sixth student are of a different opinion. In this 
case the disproportion is significant and it follows from the result that at present the 
teachers show less motivation for fulfilling their duties than indicated by the 
students' belief.  

In spite of such an attitude to their professional duties, Polish teachers envy 
their colleagues from UE their working conditions and pay, while showing hardly 
any interest in the methodical side of their work. The above follows from the 
teachers' trust in their own abilities and effects of their work as well as  
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from their conviction that Polish educational system ensures a proper level of 
teaching. On the basis of study results, we may also say that the belief in edu-
cational progress within the Union's frarne of reference is half as strong among the 
teachers as arnong their future colleagues, while their conviction on the continuous 
nature of future changes is much stronger. It follows from the above that people 
who currently work as teachers are less inclined than students to stress the 
progressive nature of what is going to happen in the future because otherwise they 
would have to question the quality of their own work.  

Considering the above observations, one must inevitably relate them to the law 
level of pay, which is the most frequent reason for embitterment among teachers. A 
vast majority of respondents believe that teachers' economic status is poor, 
therefore it cannot positively affect their sense of social security, and hence the 
level of satisfaction from the profession they practise. Another bad symptom is the 
fact that most of the respondents do not believe that Poland's accession to EU will 
improve teachers' economic status. Among those who believe in positive changes in 
the material sphere, the students prevail, as they hope that in the future, they will be 
able to live at a decent level by their work as teachers.  

Conclusion  

The research project was crowned by a verification of the set hypotheses. It 
must be stressed that the vast majority of them were confirmed by the figures 
obtained, figures which are an exemplification of the respondents' thoughts, 
opinions and knowledge. As it has already been mentioned, the higher level of 
European knowledge arnong the teachers as compared with that of the students is a 
bit surprising. The results of empirical studies reflect the definite state of min d of 
both present and future teachers, so it is only right to ask a question, whether and 
how the current integration process, as intertwined with the educational re ality, is 
reflected in their consciousness? On the basis of the research conducted, we may 
say that this is the case, although it is difficult to perceive any enthusiasm in their 
attitude. Should we be disturbed by this? Well, not really, although we should wish 
that children and youth in Poland had as guide s contemporary coryphaei, not only 
equipped with a proper volume of knowledge but also believing in their mis sio n, 
capable of teaching and bringing up children in the beliefthat words merely model 
characters, whereas exarnples have the power to build them.  

The study results reveal that representatives of the teaching profession, the one 
commonly believed to be the most humanistic among intellectual professions, 
should contribute still new, precious values to the legacy of our region.  
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However, this will not be the case unless their environmental perception go es out 
beyond the existing perspective and reaches for new objectives. Such an objective, 
the most topical one in the public aspect, is Poland's participation in the European 
Union's structure.  
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Creative drama in both school and 
after-school musical education  

Abstract  

The author exposes theoretical substantiation as well as practical utilization of 
new integrative musical-dramatic activities which have become a part of the latest 
textbooks and methodical handbooks of musical education in Slovak elementary 
schools. He brings forth basic information on the method of creative drama as well 
as its application in both school and after-school musical education.  

Key words: creative drama, interpretation, socialization, musical activities, musical-
dramatic activities, communication, theatralization, experience learning, conftict, 
tension, cooperation, poly-esthetic formation, moral education, creativity, children's 
theatre  

1. Creative drama - basic expressions  

The idea to utilize elements of theatre in educational processes is not a new 
one. Its present renaissance primarily draws from medieval closed theatre; 
however, it first relates to Jan Amos Komensky's (Comenius) efforts. During his 
stay in Hungarian city of Saros Patak, he worked out his book Orbis pictus in a 
dramatic way and, under the name Schola ludus, he stage-managed it with local 
students. Komensky's goal was not to picture a dramatic conflict but to dialogize 
curriculum. However, linkage to American pragmatic pedagogy is more significant. 
Coming out of these ideas, Winifred Ward worded basic goals of the method called 
Drama in Education in her book Playmaking with Children from 1947 as follows:  
- any child should be given a chance for controlled vent of emotions;  
- children should be given possibility for self-realization;  
- children should have chance to independently think expressing their thoughts  

without fear;  
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- they should experience various models of behavior and relationships in model 

situations that exclude risks of real life.  
Brian Wa y (1996) enriched these goals especiany by the use of experience 

learning. Eva M a c h k o v ci (1980) tried to define this method; she also suggested its 
name - "dramatic education" (while the term "creative drama" is preferred today). She 
especiany emphasized wholeness development of child's personality, a possibility to 
both practically and exemplarily embrace social roles, means of communication, models 
of human interaction, group dynamics.  

Creative drama also relates to personalistic theories of education, for instance by its 
emphasizing non-directive education, experience, authenticity of both pupil and teacher, 
of new quality of their attitude when teacher is "the first among the equal" (Lat: primus 
inter pares). Creative drama and open pedagogy are bound together through conviction 
that people (and therefore children too) are unique beings, feelings are equally 
important as knowledge and the prerequisite of personality development is freedom. 
Naturally, creative drama is mainly linked to theatre. There is, however, one basic 
difference: theatre points outwards - to a spectator; creative drama is directed to a 
playing subject, e.g. to a child, which takes shifts through the play progress; it socializes 
itself. Formcreative goals (mise-en-scene) are most important for theatre; formative 
(educational) goals are most important for creative drama (dramatic play). In theatre, all 
serves the goal (spectators as wen as critiques success); in creative drama, both process 
and outcome, both goal and the way to it, are equally important.  

,.,. Content and goals of creative drama  

Two basic circles form the content of creative drama:  
a) human being and his attitude to environment:  

- a child discovers its inner sources, develops and tries to control them;  
- it learns to become sensitive to others, it discloses environment;  
- it enriches both itself and others through group interaction;  

b) dramatic art:  
- it gets acquainted with drama structure through own experiences;  
- it learns the meaning of word, gesture, visual aids as wen as music when creat-  

ing a complex picture of re:flected re ality taking part in its creation;  
- it tries out various behavior models as wen as social status while playing roles.  

The goal of creative drama can be derived from its content; it should be human 
being:  
- wen informed in him/herself as wen as in the world;  
- competent, actively and responsibly using his/her abilities;  
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- able for self-development and adaptation, resilient in changes;  
- conscious of his/her possibilities and limits.  

1.2. Basic principles of creative drama  
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Improvisation - a performance not prepared in advance. It emerges from an ad 

hoc idea; it is a reaction to unexpected impetuses what remodels practical life. It is a 
play without scenario, not bound to a written text, therefore children in all age 
categories can master it. It excludes audience and, especially in its initial phases, it 
does not permit critique and evaluation of ideas. During improvisation, children  
- discover themselves, their ability; they get rid of their uncertainty and stage fright;  
- they examine various ways of mutual communication;  
- they learn to perceive feelings of others, understanding as well as tolerating  

them;  
- they get new pieces of knowledge through nursing, not through memorization;  
- they feel joy over experimenting with objects, stories, own body, voice, melody 

while realizing their uniqueness as well as value.  

Interpretation - a meaning explanation of the content of text, of action or of 
musical piece as well as of research results or of different ambiguous activities. It 
supports divergent thinking because it allows variety of equal solutions. It may be 
put together with improvisation - if it precedes improvisation, this is about a 
directed process in which we operate in a certain framework of rules, style, 
character, art technique, tone-space. If it follows improvisation, it may verify 
previous improvisations. During interpretation,  
- children find various possibilities to explain reality expressed in either literary 

model, or in an art work, or in a song, or in a musical composition;  
- they find parallels between both experienced and mediated information trying to 

grasp them on basis of their experiences and convictions;  
- they perceive art as a possible interpretation of their own personality;  
- they leam how to def end their convictions while respecting others.  

1.3. Creative drama ina system of education  

Creative drama belongs to esthetic-educational subjects, and it is closely linked 
to dramatic art. It borrows procedures typical for theatre from it: it works with 
interpersonal attitudes and situations through which they exhibit  
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together with "reincarnate" into different roles, it makes use of confliet situations 
integrating also other Muses like literature, motion, musie, visual art, but it also 
works with esthetie views. Neither art nor creative drama relies on rational 
knowledge only; they also use subconscious and intuition. Dramatie education can 
exist as a separate subject (especially in England); in that instance it integrates our 
traditional subject such as musical and art education which then becomes to 
function as its both chill-out and motivational addendum. We can see in this fact 
one of the reasons of insufficient application of this method in musical art mainly. 
More frequently, we find creative drama as a cross currieular method, as a medium 
enabling integration of art subjects in dramatic story in partieular. During results 
presentation for public (children's theatre, production), creative drama overlaps into 
after-school education. Here a danger arises: theatre criteria will be given 
precedence to educational ones while creative work will transform into a tiring one 
which tends to fulfilI the directorial ambitions of the stage group leader.  

An environment of traditional class does not help creative drama since it 
reflects teacher's dominant position. When considering modification of such little 
motivating milieu, the following principles are recommended:  
- a smaller room that gives a better voice contact and it also gives intimacy as well 

as it supports inner assurance to children of young school age in particular. 
Inadequate is either a dining room, or a gymnasium, or a traditional theatre hall 
with an "opera glasses" stage;  

- necessity of privacy, no observers;  
- to remove desks (those can be utilized in a different context: the space under  

them, in them, over them, creating various groupings, corners ... ); - a 
carpet is inevitable for at least a part of the floor;  
- a possibility to shade as a presupposition for creation of imaginative world,  

and of releasing fantasy;  
- accessibility of musical instruments, puppets, masks, fabrics, paints, brushes, 

papers, inspirational images;  
- a circle arrangement (respecting limits, of course, for example while singing).  

Creative drama naturally lays its specific requirements upon the teacher who is 
the decisive factor in every educational system. Here we cannot hide ourselves 
neither behind the authority of classification nor knowledge nor age superiority. A 
teacher continually builds his authority through a creative confrontation with pupils. 
His strength can be found in arguments, not the arguments in strength. If he is to le 
ad towards creativity, he himself must be creative, but his ideas must not limit the 
children. Besides teaehing eompetences, the theatre-related competences are 
required: mastering speech teehnique (in musie, playing an instrument), an ability 
to improvise, creative reaction to impuls es,  
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the use of non-verbal communieation as weli as motion, an ability to "theatricaliy" 
think, to perceive latent confliets, to choose an appropriate artwork for his group 
(class) or to direct their interest upon really good dramatie literature.  

Creative drama brings a complex of the foliowing principles into the edu-
cational process:  

1. Theatralization - an exercise of some theatre elements such as dialogization, 
playing of situations and roles in them, working with various kinds of requisites 
(real, substitutionary, imaginary), public presentation of work results what requires 
creation of certain dramatie forms. Ali that is not theatre because the goal is not to 
create a preventative piece; the goal is to influence a child as weli as a gro up.  

2. Preferring an experience - it is a creation of such a pedagogic situation in 
whieh certain activity becomes to be an inner need and inevitability. Literature, 
pieture or musie is a means of communication. In its first plan there is feeling, 
experience, nurturing, rationalization while cognitive goals are hidden, they appear 
as though unwittingly. The teacher has not a function of an almighty mover, a 
center of events, and a matrix to be copied; rather he stimulates, facilitates, together 
with children he looks for as wen as he ranks ideas.  

An experience is authentie, often complex; it simultaneously gives various 
kinds of sensual associations. Participants are lonely in their feelings even during 
mutual experiences in a group since an experience is not transferabie and, quite 
often, it cannot be satisfactorily expressed. A dramatic play works with an 
awareness of such risk, it gives the children an opportunity to understand their 
originality without hiding it. In a traditional school, however, originality, differ-
ence, dissimilarity is the source of ignorance as weli as bullying.  

3. Conflict ..:. a ground of drama, an initiator of action, a catalyst of thoughts.  
In every dramatie action there is a tension, a thrill, coming out of the relations 
among the play participants, out of the need to decide even when knowing the lack 
or ambiguity of information - that in fact is a real life simulation. Such a tension as 
weli as consequent conflict does not exist in a traditional school; information is 
unambiguous (proved as weli as approved), solutions are advanced through a 
teacher even if they are uncovered by pupils themselves, it always is in accord with 
a textbook. To say it with Kasikova: "Tension is the third dimension; it is what 
drama really is about - not a story but a promontory edge. Teacher's task is to bring 
children to this edge and to leave them there: they must wrestle to find way to 
safeness" (K a s i k o v a, 1995, p. 27). In order that tension creates dramatie effect, 
it must be alternated by its counterpart - by relax. It points to another aspect - 
rhythm as a part of conflict. It is a bearer of dramatieness, polarity, unrest, but it 
also is a ground of security sense as weli as trust in a group.  
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We therefore count with opinion conflicts in creative drama, a teacher even 

supports them and he himself initiates them. At the same time, he builds in children 
an ability to respect different opinions, to be both assertive and emphatic at the 
same time.  

4. Multidimensional character of a product - theatre is a synergy of various 
media, what then transfers into educational process where there acoustic, visual, 
tactual, olfactory and gustatory stimuli mutually act together with both verbal and 
non-verbal communication as well as "language" of intonations, emphases, breaks. 
A complex experience penetrating deep into subconscious of participants is created.  

5. Team character of work - theatre is a team work and the result is dependent 
on mutual cooperation, respect and trust of all those taking part. In creative drama, 
an influence of so called "better" pupils (of those faster reacting and better 
remembering) is eliminated and individuals with wild fantasy as well as those 
manually skilled find their place.  

Let us try to conclude by a recapitulation:  
Dramatic education (creative drama, Drama in Education) is a summary of 

various exercises and expressions in which children play fictive roles in dramatic 
plays through improvisation and interpretations; in them they test various life 
situations without consequences. They experience sort of another life; they enter 
into a different re ality. That is why creative drama is directed inwards a gro up (an 
individual) and it basical1y is not aimed for public display;  
- they examine various ways of mutual communication, they leam to empathy;  
- they gain self-confidence because their pedagogue do es not try to change  

them to his own picture but he develops them as whole original beings;  
- they get new information in such a way that they experience them and feel at once 

as important for life.  
Creative drama brings into the educational process specific features from the 

area of theatre in particular. It does not give way to talented children only as it finds 
activities to develop each one's skills.  

2. Musical-dramatic activities  

2.1. Musical activities traditionally understood  

Musical didactics,. out of which Slovak textbooks and teaching method of 
musical education come out, divides musical activities as vocal-intonational, 
musical-motoric, instrumental and perceptual. Other grouping takes in the musical 
expressions of children; it divides activities as reproductive and productive. 
Besides, musical knowledge is a part of musical education, understood  
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as basics of musicalliteracy. Such grouping reflects the principles of activity-
oriented musical education which brought mighty impuls es in the 70s, but it 
nevertheless represented traditional understanding of school based on encyclopedic 
knowledge and on centralism of teaching schedules and plans emphasizing 
rationality. Present trends pint to a complex personality development, to plurality, 
cooperation, subjects' integration emphasizing experience and processuality. These 
challenges cannot be fully answered in frame of today's musical activities; they lack 
activities that would integrate all others in themselves and moreover, they would be 
open for impuls es from other, especially esthetic-educational subjects. From 
among arts, such an integrative ability has mainly theatre and that is why we 
considered it logical to introduce procedures of creative drama into musical 
education being a dramatic activity.  

These are activities in which musical and verbal expressions are integrated, 
together with art and motoric expressions in ethical education intentions through 
creative drama and experience learning. They therefore are a superstructure, a 
synthesis, an opportunity to again unite what used to be homogenous in children's 
world, even with no respect to lessons taught.  

Divergent tasks are preferred in musical-dramatic activities; their solutions 
children produce in partner cooperation with the teacher based on improvisation. 
Musical activities do not pursue musical-educational goals only; they are a part of 
dramatic story in which children play their roles and the means of communication 
becomes to be music. They often have acharacter of projects overlapping 
boundaries of a teaching unit, but, in case of a musical theatre, the boundaries of a 
school class too, so becoming to be a connective element between school and after-
school musical education.  

2.2. Musical-dramatic forms of activities  

Even though we support the opinion counting it impossible to determine exact 
boundaries between musical activities, we nevertheless give a few criteria for 
musical-dramatic activities to fulfill:  

a) inspiration by theatre: it means that music becomes here a part of a more 
complex entity, a performer (a group) creates certain character through musie 
entering into certain relations with others what means communication through 
musie;  

b) elements of creativity: creativity and its development is an immanent part of 
these activities, not facultative as it is in a traditional school;  

c) their result is music in any form, possibly in connection with word, picture, 
motion ... No cloze, no crossword, and no knowledge quiz;  

d) musie is a subject of a dramatic processing; through a change of its ex-  
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pressive means its effects change. We do not deal with a musical illustration, 
embellishment of action - on the contrary, musie reacts to dramatic situation or it 
creates that.  

Forms of use of these activities reach from the exercise over etudes, roles' and 
dramatic plays to projects and musical theatre.  

2.3. The content of musical-dramatic activities  

In musical education, these activities are closely linked to creativity devel-
opment. The aim of creative choir activities is to develop and fix intonation 
education; it is an improvisation in a limited tone space (mode), but it also is a 
rhythm improvisation, rhythm "conversations': each time, of course, in a given 
story frame. In instrumental activities, improvisation based on feelings com es first 
together with utilization of modality, bitonality, aleatorics, tone clusters, later 
modes are used, sound and "dramatie" attributes of intervals, tembral similarity and 
difference of instruments. The highest classes can take on improvisation in a given 
mode or on a harmonie motif. In the area of perception, we look for music to 
literature or graphic arts; we simulate musieal producers as well as we try 
connection of musie and motion, through scenic action in integral units.  

1st grade  
Creation of own area - tone space - for improvisation. Songs on two tones.  

Playing an echo: similarity and identiealness. Change of expression and tempo as a 
means to characterize the story. Musical instruments are dramatic figures. Musical 
expression of a contrast in the story.  

2nd grad e  
Improvisation in three-tone space. Scenery on tree tones. Connectedness of 

tempo and content. Creation of space through musie. Sound characteristies of 
figures. Various interpretations of a song and its consequences. A simple story with 
an integration of both vocal and instrumental improvisation, of playing the echo, of 
a question and answer. An attempt to re ach scenie solution.  

3rd grade  
Improvisation in an area of four (five) tones. Shifting of the motif, musie 

characteristic. Playing a lost melody. Intuitive adding of melody according to 
harmony source. Change of metric structure (even - odd). Stories on fairy-tales 
figures from the textbook (Mopkovia). Rhythm as a means of characterization. A 
simple story to use the play for the lost melody. Integration of dramatie versed text, 
music and motion.  
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4th grade  
Improvisation in six-tone spaee. Change of key - a means to eharaeterization in 

eonneetion with changes of tempo and rhythm. Song instrumental support. A song 
as a means to eharaeterize a figure. Musie as an initiator of aetion. Musie 
dramatization of a simple story from an animallife. Integration of musie and 
motion, spaee and art solution.  

5th grade  
Development of skills gained in previous grades. Harmony in a dramatie 

funetion. Making use of folk songs and ballads in a drama meaning. Musical-
dramatie interpretation of the musie heard. Musical dramatization of a fantasy folk 
fairy-tail while using funetional interpretation of folk songs.  

6th grade  
Musical interpretation of a dialogue. Instrumentation as a means of musical 

eharaeteristies. Musieal-dramatie participation on motif (Ravel: A ehild and magie). 
Musical-dramatic adaptation of either a folk or artificial fairy tail. Utilization of 
various funetions of music for presentation. Story enhancing through musie. Music 
expression through graphie and pieture-like means.  

7th grade  
Musie expression by motion. Musical-motorie story. Selection of suitable music 

for aliterary text. Painted music - resounding pieture. Musieal-dramatie expression 
of literary motif with an expressive message (H.Ch. Andersen, o. Wilde, S. 
Exupery). Author's formation of musical staff. Publicity and presentation of either 
own musie or loan musie.  

8th grade  
Creation of scenie musie on seleeted motifs. Musieal-dramatic projeets. 

(Musorgskij: Pietures from an exhibition, Botto: A yellow lily ... ). Setting a text to 
musie (a monolog, dialogue) as a part of musical-dramatic piece. Musiealdramatie 
interpretation of appropriate eompositions (Korsakov, Musorgskij, Debussy, 
RaveL.). Musical-dramatic eomposition and story making up with distinetive 
ethical message and its aetualization (U. L6fgen: Harlequin). Publicity of work 
results.  

9th grade  
Musieal-dramatie projeets (Gershwin, Paris, Jazz, spirituals ... ). Complex 

musical-dramatie eomposition of a story using various musical styles and genres 
(Biblieal story about Lazarus ). Author's modifieation of a story. Participation  
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on musical part using improvisation. Utilization of various functions of musie in 
mise en scene. Attempts to set more demanding dialogues to musie.  

Ali mentioned requirements are necessary to be understood as general.  
They are no standards whose fulfilling somebody monitors. The fulfillment of 
content is determined by cooperation of teacher and group while we consider 
process to be the primary. In no case we present sort of obligatory practicing of 
musical theatre and its public presentation. We at the same time presume that a 
creative teacher together with children will seek for new themes to be worked on. 
Creative drama (in musical education as well) is to help children be well informed 
in their own problems - and those are individual.  

2.4. Creative drama in after-school musical education  

Despite all possibilities and motivation, creative drama in school is limited by a 
teaching lesson. Especially during more demanding musical-dramatic pieces and 
projects there arises a real danger for a teacher that he shortens or omits initial 
phase aiming to reach the final result because there is not enough time to sort and 
evaluate children's ideas. Children are not able to quickly adapt for a different style 
of work (especially when other lessons are taught traditionally), they are not relaxed 
and sufficiently motivated. It results in a low production of ideas, the so-called 
better pupils are preferred again or ideas are simply given by teacher from 
"outside". Lastly, in the musical education textbooks any form of after-school 
activity is assumed, especially when we decide to work on a presentation. In 
musical theatre we see continuation and completion of school musical-dramatic 
activities. Such activity holds distinctively polyesthetic, integrative character 
because it compels children (a teacher as well) to answer questions:  

What shall we play? - a selection of a text, its modifications; integration with 
literary education.  

Why shall we play that? - our message, interpretation; integration with ethical 
education.  
What room, costumes, masks in? - integration with graphic education. What 
sounds, what music do we need? - integration with musical education.  

When the story took place, in which country, - integration with history,  
geography.  

Who will make requisites? - integration with handicraft teaching. How 
shall we move? - integration with physical (motoric) education.  
How to make use and "change" finished items? - a development of fantasy, 

imagination.  
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These considerations, besides others, open the problem of training future 

teachers. Unless every future teacher (but also practicing teachers through either 
postgraduate or specialized study) completes such or similar training in creative 
drama, unless its methods each one actively tastes, we remain only on a 
theoreticallevel at faculties of pedagogy and teaching will not become an exciting 
experience for teachers (and also for pupils), discovering, but it will remain a 
difficult, boring (and poorly paid) job.  

Our long-time experiences with the application of creative drama in musical 
education give us the right to claim that this method leads children (and teachers as 
wen) to an enhanced activity, it improves their communieation abilities, it motivates 
to self-reliance, it develops divergent thinking, it strengthens self-confidence. In 
musieal education, it motivates and develops creativity; it enables children to 
participate in small pieces composition as wen as bigger ones and scenie musie too. 
It is true that due to present system of educational portioning into precisely 
determinate lessons, we hit the time barriers. However, musical-dramatic activities 
create ground for integration of various subjects as wen as for projects' creation. 
Yes, when using classieal procedures we may do more, more songs, dances, heard 
pieces; but without creative partieipation of children, without their emotional 
response. Is it really most effective way to say:  
A blind man is that one who does not see? Or in its ultimate meaning we see it is 
more effective, efficient and meaningful to prepare such conditions that a child may 
feellike a blind man, to put him/herself into his feelings in order to let him/her come 
alone to know what a blind man can be provided by someone who can see. To have 
a good sight does not always mean to see. Perhaps Antoine de Saint Exupery is 
right:  

"We can see best by heart only. The essential eyes cannot see:'  
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Communicative approach to teaching programming  

Abstract  

Till contemporary period there have been many different theoretical ways, 
which deal with the content and quality of teaching. Their common aim is to 
consider improving the quality of teaching to students and also pedagogues. 
Communication approach to teaching (further CAT) is based on the optimization of 
the amount and retention of knowledge and the character of subject matter achieved 
by means of improvement of students' motivation and applying the utilization of the 
knowledge in a real context. The purpose of this article is to suggest applying the 
CAT method mainly used during teaching foreign languages in teaching 
programming by means of Pascal programming language. It is recommended that 
the reader of this article attempts to apply the presented pieces of knowledge in 
teaching programming languages when reading the following chapter. Then, he 
(she) will be able to understand the following chapters better.  

Key worels: communicative approach, teaching, programming  

1. Communicative approach to teaching  

American linguiśt Noam Chomsky was ipvolved in the foundation of this 
method at the beginning of 50s. He ~ed its main ideas (N e u n er, K r li g er, G re 
we r, 1981) based on the fact that a language is not only a system of linguai' 
constructions but that its. structure is richer. Authors who followed his work also 
added the subject of relationship between communication and society to irivestigate 
abstract abilities of individuals. The purpose of teaching languages is the creation of 
so called communication capability - ability to successfully transfer infonn.ation 
while considering given knowledge and situation among participantsof 
Cbmmyp.ication, then the ability to use given lingual system reasonably and 
efficiently (N u n a n, 1991). Communicatively qualified  
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speaker gains further knowledge and capabilities during acquiring language 
construction, which make him possible to realize whether the message is suitable 
for a particular situation or how it is possible to comprehend the message and its 
consequences (B r u m f i t, J o h n s o n, 1979).  

Communication capability has 4 sides (so called categories) - grammatical 
(sentence structure, vocabulary, grammar, fundamental matters of syntax and 
semantics), sociological-linguistic (understanding the context, object of com-
munication and relation among participants of communication), discussion item 
(understanding single parts of the message, their mutual interlacing and meaning 
for a given situation) and strategie (different strategies of controlling the 
communication course, e.g. actions during its initiation or termination).  

Modern linguistics fully respects the meaning of mutual relations within 
society, communication and language. The research is more and more focused on 
recognition of the language and communication as the indivisible parts of the given 
social and cultural environment rather than considering the language and 
communication as isolated phenomena.  

The CAT considers the meaningful contents and relation to the real life as the 
most important teaching property. This principie refuses activities that are created 
like isolated groundwork to wark with selected lingual phenomena that would not 
be applied in a real context. Teaching languages should not be focused only on 
obtaining encyclopaedic knowledge, but it should be focused on the practical 
application of the knowledge (which is also a part of positive motivation). That is 
why CAT considers memorizing ofbig amount of information (vocabulary, 
grammatical rules and etc.) as undesirable without possibility to examine instantly 
their usage in activities based on communication.  

Language is not only created by formal syntactical entries collated to single 
constructions and description of their meaning, but the information about using the 
given construction during representation as well as its inclusion into a process of 
communication are its indivisible parts. That is why special attention is paid to a 
motivation and support of students' creativity, their cooperation and upbringing 
them to an independent thinking. Preparation of textbooks, instructional materials 
and selection of the suitable teaching methods are subordinate to driving the 
creativity of students. Major emphasis insists on superior pedagogic-psychological 
education of teaching staff. In addition, the function of pedagogues in a teaching 
process is definitely one of the most important factors in education. Traditional 
approaches as well as alternative approaches emphasize the key role of teaching 
staff in educational programs. It is possible, however, to find out the differences 
between CAT and traditional approaches when considering the role of pedagogues, 
especially in fields in which mentioned approaches strongly distinguish.  
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One of the fundamental differences between traditional and alternative ap-

proaches consists in the way of teaching new pieces of knowledge. The teaching 
model so called "jug and empty glass" is applied during traditional teaching 
approaches. This model is based on "filling" the completed information to students. 
Piece s of knowledge are presented as definite and do not usually initiate any 
discussions. As a result, it worsens the students' interest and deepens their passivity. 
In this case, the role of teacher is defined as the guarantee of the truth - the source 
of knowledge that students are force to adopt.  

The alternative approaches prefer the so called "principle of a hunter" model 
where students are considered as hunters who try to trace and catch a bag 
(represented by pieces of knowledge). Pedagogues provide students with the means 
(tools) for hunting, thus, determine the way of hunting. Therefore, the pedagogue is 
considered as the guarantee of the method. This model improves students' activities 
and their involvement in teaching process. The pieces of knowledge are accessible 
to critical appreciation and students have sufficient space to express their opinions 
in e.g. a constructive discussion. The utilization of this model develops the 
independence and positive motivation of the students better.  

Teachers consider the principles of the CAT during preparation of tuition for a 
semester and for particular lessons. Then the teachers organize the distributions of 
students in the classroom, watch students and influence the students' activities 
progress. At the end of the lesson teachers discuss the results and correct and 
discuss mistakes made during the course of the tuition. In addition, teachers may 
present other possible solutions to the problem. Thus, the pedagogue (teacher) acts 
as an advisor within the group. His (her) task is to make the comprehension of the 
problem easier by me ans of examples or feedback.  

The CAT often uses methods that are not directly based on teaching by teachers 
such as staging. The pedagogues' aim should be the excitation of the students' 
internal motivation while using any teaching method. The contribution of the 
students' inborn cognition abilities or social needs should be considered as well. In 
the ideal case, the teachers' intention (external stimulus) should stimulate the 
students' effort to satisfy their needs (internal motivation) in such way when 
students consider the teachers' intention as their own one - the external stimulus 
becomes the internal one. The proven fact is that the intern al motivation is more 
suitable for teaching process when considering students' activity, practical 
utilization of the obtained knowledge and the retention of the knowledge. The 
development of the positive motivation to study (motivation based on students' 
interest), sufficient satisfaction of students' needs, etc. are necessary to maintain the 
good quality of teaching process for a long time. The  
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influences of teachers' personality, opinions and attitudes to teaching are not 
negligible when considering the students' personalities development process.  

The another example of the difference between the CAT and traditional 
approaches is the approach to evaluation, which is the strong internal and external 
motivation factor. Traditional approaches usually use so called sodal relationship 
standards, where the individuals' performance is compared to the performance of 
the others. The level of performance is usually declared by a mark taken from a 
mark scale. This evaluation system has two main imperfections. Weaker students 
can rarely experience the feeling of success, which is important motivation factor 
(permanent comparison with better students can even lead to a frustration followed 
by the los s of being interested in studying). In addition, it is hardly possible to 
determine whether the knowledge development process has been achieved.  

When using the CAT evaluation method the final evaluation is often declared in 
percentages which allow better resolution of the quality of performance. This 
evaluation is always supplemented by a verbal evaluation considering so called 
individual relationship standard which compares the current students' performance 
to his (her) previous individual performance. It does not compare the students' 
performance to the performance of the others. Therefore, it eliminates the main 
imperfection of the previous method of evaluation. The evaluation system should 
also consider the way of getting the bases for the evaluation itself. When using the 
CAT method, students often create language c~nstructions on the basis of"test - 
fault" method. Thus, the bases for the evaluation are collected solely during 
specially prepared verbal or written tests (exams). The evaluation of the students' 
work during individuallessons is above all the important diagnostic tool for 
directing the way of teaching in the future.  

Instructional materials are very important during teaching process as well.  
There are the suitable teaching methods and the teachers' influence that affect the 
activity of students and their positive motivation. The CAT divides the instructional 
materials into 3 categories: materials based on text (textbooks using the parts of 
authentic texts and pictures trying to make the tuition closer to the real life), 
materials based on tasks (didactic games, staging, simulations, talks and other 
task-oriented activities), real-life materials - materials taken from the real 
everyday life, e.g. menus, newspapers, letters, shopping lists, timetables, etc., visual 
handouts such as maps, photographs, symbols, etc., real object such as musical 
instruments, etc.  

The CAT uses a wide spectrum of methods. We have already mentioned some 
of them. They are based on the three fundamental principles: communication 
principIe (methods that enable communications closer to the real life 
communications; the best methods are the ones which develop the independ-  
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ence and creativity of students), task principIe (selecting methods according to the 
character of the students' tasks; the tasks are designed with regards to the real life in 
order to achieve their meaningfulness), the principIe of meaningfulness - partly 
includes the previous two principles. Practical utilization of the obtained 
knowledge together with the students' interest and life preferences are important 
factors when selecting a teaching method.  

The prindples mentioned above suggest that the majority of the CAT methods 
are based on communication between students themselves or between students, 
teachers and instructional materials. The traditional approaches' methods such as 
explication are used as well but they are not the fundamentals of tuition. The CAT 
mainly uses methods requiring the communication between students, didactical 
games, staging (role playing), dramatization, problematic and autodidactical 
methods. The basis of these methods is the creation of a situation resulting in the 
communication regarding the finallanguage construction. This situation is created 
by means of suitable instructional materials, e.g. real objects or instructional texts. 
The materials taken from the real life or the exposure to the real situation (e.g. tests 
in alaboratory) are preferred. As a result, the student performs two kinds of 
activities - functional communication activities·(acquiring, sorting and comparing 
information, performing commands, etc; this is for the assumption of the basic 
functions of the language structures) and sodal interaction activities (dialog, 
discussion, etc. which develop communication strategies, students' independence, 
cooperation and morally-volitional characters of a student).  

The tuition less on plans contain intended aims (as the part of the educational 
programs of the lesson) and specification of the activities. The best teaching method 
and the course of activities are selected on the bases of the tuition plans mentioned 
above. Then, the type of input data is selected (e.g. instructional materials, creating 
a situation). Particular tasks are based on the type of input data. Then, the roles of 
teachers and students taking part in activities, distribution of students in the 
classroom, the way of monitoring and directing the tuition and the expected results 
of activities are selected on the basis of the selected method. It is necessary to 
consider whether a particular activity can fulfil expectations and whether can be 
adjusted to the individual differences between students and, if necessary, can 
provide feedback on e.g. the understanding of subject matter. Practical realization 
(e.g. tuition preparation requirements, directing the tuition, instructional materials) 
is important as well. An attention is paid to the activity integration level when 
considering a particular lesson and relation to the other activities. Suitable teaching 
methods have high level of importance during building the students' personalities, 
their moral characters, responsibilities and the way of sodal integration after 
graduation.  
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Selection of suitable teaching methods and their implementation in the tuition 

plans as particular actions are very complicated processes which depend on many 
factors. The processes are mainly characterized as an effort to improve the 
attractivity and objectivity of tuition, making tuition closer to the real life and 
maximize the practical utilization of the obtained knowledge.  

2. Conditions of using the CAT during teaching programming languages  

When considering previous chapter the CAT can become one of the alternatives 
during teaching programming languages that can enforce students' interests and 
independence in this field. Applying of the CAT methods used during teaching 
foreign languages to the teaching of programming languages such as Pascal is 
difficult due to many different interpretations of CAT resulting in difficult 
specifications.  

At first, it is necessary to consider the differences between programming 
languages and naturallanguages (e.g. English language), find out the analogy 
between them, analyze them and state basic equal and different properties. These 
properties define the possibilities of application of particular methods. This process 
is necessary for the preparation of instructional materials and defining the 
educational program with regards to the CAT. The English language and Pascal 
programming language were chosen for the description purpose in this article.  

What will be the bases of experiments of using the CAT during teaching Pascal 
programming language? The Pascal programming language was designed to 
provide the tool for teaching programmers. Pascal maximally respects the methods 
of so called structured programming. Due to the design of Pascal as a didactic tool 
it was desirable that it used objective and comprehensive constructions. The English 
language has been used to design lexical elements (key words, etc.) of the Pascal. 
Therefore, Pascal is similar to the English language in particular fields.  

1t is possible to find out similarities or even coincidences with regards to 
lexicography, syntax and semantics. Pascal contains many lingual constructions 
directly derived from the English language. Some lexical elements (e.g. key words, 
standard identifiers) consist of one-word expressions designed by me ans of direct 
transcription of the English expressions or the adjustments of the English words 
(e.g. by the abbreviation of the key word var). Such adjustments improve the 
arrangement of the source code and make the understanding of the code easier, 
especially when students can speak English at least at elementary level. These 
constructions take the semantic content from their equivalents in  
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naturallanguage as well. The more complicated constructions have been taken from 
the English which correspond to the English language construction such as the 
structure and meaning of if, then, else conditional expression.  

A naturallanguage uses standardized lingual constructions for the expression of 
different functions (e.g. requesting information or making an order in a restaurant) 
and for the communication control. It is possible to create constructions used for 
solving particular kinds of problems using Pascal (e.g. acquiring data from an IIO 
device or computing the n-th root of an integer number) as well as recognize the 
constructions used for communication control (the number of such constructions is 
significantly lower in comparison to the English language).  

A program in an arbitrary programming language can be considered as a 
customized writing of lingual constructions originally created in a natural language. 
It is possible to find out syntax and semantics in any programming language. The 
syntax defines the set of allowed symbol combinations that determines formal 
writing rules in a programming language. The semantics describes the meanings of 
the syntactic structures. As a result, it is possible to recognise a particular form of 
vocabulary and grammar of the programming language that may be analogous to its 
counterparts in naturallanguages.  

Therefore, we can expect that it is possible to apply the CAT methods used 
during teaching English to teaching Pascal programming language. On the other 
hand, it is necessary to consider the differences resulting from the focused 
specialism of Pascal in expression options and specific relationship of the 
programming languages and real life.  

Now let us have a closer look to the differences. Selecting and understanding 
the fundamental differences between teaching both languages are very important for 
the selection of suitable methods and instructional materials. There is the apparent 
difference in origin of the both languages when comparing the English and Pascal. 
The English language is naturallanguage with its real social and cultural 
background. It has been developing for a long time and the development is 
supposed to continue in the future. On the contrary, Pascal programming language 
is so called artificiallanguage - the language created by humans in order to fulfil 
specific requirements (similar to Esperanto). It is not an originallanguage of a 
society. The origin itself does not influence the usage of the CAT methods.  

The significant difference between these two languages is the number of lexical 
elements and syntactic constructions. This difference determines the expression 
means extent of the languages. The English language has significantly more 
extensive vocabulary and grammar due to its origin. The English as a 
naturallanguage covers aU the aspects of the human existence. On the  
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contrary, Pascal programming language was designed in order to meet special 
requirements. Hence, its expression facilities are limited, it is not designed to 
express emotions. The role of a computer in social communication is important 
when determining the individual Pascal teaching properties. The basic premise is 
that the computer is not a "live entity': which is able to be conscious of itself. It has 
not got its own personality and trains of thought. The characteristic property of the 
computer as a participant of communication is passivity. It is able to respond to the 
external stimuli (e.g. keyboard typing). For example, the stimulus for the source 
code compiler is the compile command (the computer responds using compiler 
metalanguage, not using Pascallanguage). For example, the input data typed using a 
keyboard is stimuli for the running program (the computer responds by its way of 
running or by text symbols or texts defined by a programmer in a naturallanguage). 
As a result, Pascal acts as a "unidirectional" language.  

Let us have a look at problems resulting from the differences and which should 
be considered when using the CAT during teaching Pascal. The usage ratio of the 
naturallanguage and the target language (the English language and Pascal) is 
different when using the CAT. The English language teaching supports the 
communication efforts from the very beginning. The translation to the mother 
tongue when used anywhere and anytime is useful for teaching but its usage is 
limited to minimum. On the contrary, the communication during teaching 
programming in Pascallanguage is held in the native language even when it 
contains the part of target language. The Pascal compilers are not able to decode 
information given in a naturallanguage. Thus, students are forced to use the target 
language during programming. The aims of the CAT during teaching Pascal should 
be the increase of programming language representation during the interaction 
whiting a user groups (making the communication to computers more intensive), 
enforcement of the programming language as the main communication mean 
achieved by the utilization as activities used during communicative English 
language teaching.  

There is question that considers possibility of using a programming language 
for mutual communication within students. The Pascal has different specification. 
For example, the entry task defined in a naturallanguage is more suitable. It is 
theoretically possible to stimulate mutual communication within students in a 
programming language by me ans of e.g. simple task entries during students' 
activities which couldbe used for syntax and semantics training without using a 
computer. This method has two main problems. The problem of creation of the 
sufficiently motivating situation that would force students to communicate in a 
programming language and the problem of sufficient Pascal knowledge that 
guarantees the instruction processing with low errorless level so that it does not  
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make the tuition slower due to misunderstanding. When errors occur during 
activities it should be possible to tackle the wrong discussion steps.  

Communicative foreign language tuition also tries to apply the target language 
during tuition organization. Thus, e.g. instructions for work with instructional 
materials (opening books, etc.) or distribution of students into groups are given in 
the target language. Frequently repeated instructions (e.g. creating workgroups with 
a particular number of members) can be transferred using non-verbal 
communication by means of specially prepared symbols (pictures, gestures, etc.). 
These symbols are often more persuasive and less time consuming in particular than 
verbal instructions. They also can be used as the supplement to the verbal 
instructions. The lesson management performed by means of Pascallanguage does 
not seem to be effective. The non-verbal communication usage is directed by the 
same rules as the one used during teaching foreign languages. The most important 
is the utilization of the same symbols for the same instructions in order to prevent 
students to get confused. It is necessary to follow the directions that make passing 
instructions to students and pedagogues as easy and short as possible when using an 
alternative tuition management methods.  

The specific way of communication with computers during tuition coheres with 
another difference between communicative and traditional approach to teaching - 
students' mistakes. Traditional approach requires absolute correctness. Errors are 
strongly undesirable and they are usually immediately corrected. The CAT does not 
consider errors in an absolute way. It considers them in a particular context. The 
attention is paid to comprehensible and fluent speech during foreign language 
tuition. For example, giving instructions should be correct but the discussion should 
be focused on giving correct information. Grammatically corred expression is not 
the most important thing. This approach to teaching Pascal should be adjusted to 
different students' characters and different computers' properties when considering 
communication point of view. The students have possibilities to correct errors, 
eventually complete the meaning of a wrong or incomplete information during their 
interaction. The programming language compiler is able to detect lexical and syntax 
errors only when parsing the source code. It can suggest the way of correcting the 
error (e.g. "semicolon expected") but it do es not correct the wrong part ofthe given 
information (e.g. wrong syntactical source code structure). It is not able to correct 
semantically wrong constructions (e.g. wrong computation method) at all. 
Therefore, the compiler guarantees the formal correctness of compiled code only, 
but the semantic correctness should be guaranteed by students themselves.  

The compiler requested correction of all of the formal errors present in the 
source code (actually the negative response to students' effort) can have nega-  
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tive influence on students' motivation, it can even frustrate the students and result in 
the loss ofbeing interested in communication.At this point, the teachers' approach 
plays the key role. Correcting the formal errors by the student himself (herself) can 
also have a positive influence due to experienced feeling of success that the student 
is able to cope with formal writing of the source code. Moreover, if the program do 
es not work correctly there is confidence that errors occur in the semantic structure 
of the code only.  

3. Tuition aims  

In order to successfully apply the CAT during teaching Pascal programming 
language it is necessary to declare educational programs according to the CAT 
principles first. The main aim is creation of a communication capability according 
to the CAT theory. It is necessary to find out Pascal tuition fields equal to the four 
categories mentioned in the first chapter and divide them to the more specified 
levels.  

Some communication capability categories will differ for Pascal when com-
paring Pascal and English. A computer takes part of the communication task where 
the teachers, students and instructional materials are involved during foreign 
languages teaching. The communication capability fields will be narrower due to 
specific role of computers and Pascal during communication. This is due to target 
language orientation of the communication capability. Lower number of lexical 
elements and syntactic rules will result in narrowing of all categories, especially the 
grammatical one. The sociological-linguistic dimension loses the possibility to 
examine mutual relationships between students and computers with regards to the 
target language due to missing such constructions in the source code. There is 
persistent question asking whether the character (structure) of the source code is 
influence d by the students' positive or negative attitude to the Pascal programming 
language or computers. The strategic category is also limited due to strictly 
specified steps used for communication control in Pascal (e.g. executing and 
closing of a program). In addition, the user is not allowed to make any changes in 
comparison to a naturallanguage.  

The educational programs of the CAT used for teaching Pascal are similar to 
those used for foreign languages teaching. Let us enlist them.  

The subject matter oriented aims deal with basic expression issues of the 
Pascal. This field includes vocabulary (e.g. key words, standard identifiers), 
morphological rules that define valid lexical elements creation (e.g. numerical 
data), syntactic principles allowing the lexical elements sorting into correct 
sequences and semantic rules that assign meaning to the lexical elements and their 
sequences. Phonetic pieces of knowledge which are the essential parts of  
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foreign language teaching are not important during teaching programming. It 
applies to the pronunciation of the key words and menu bars items of the compiler 
environment. It is good to remember that teachers should maintain the same 
pronunciation they chose at the beginning of getting used to given construction (as 
described below). This group of aims comprises especially the knowledge 
regarding Pascal itself and common communication strategies (e.g. closing a 
program).  

Lingual and instructional aims consider the students' capabilities utilized during 
program designs. An attention is paid to creative processes used for the solution to 
unknown kind of problems or creation of new solutions to standard problems and 
the development of the students' capabilities that allow students to acquire the 
generalized knowledge resulting from these processes.  

The aims defined on the emotionallevel of interpersonal relationships are 
focused on the target language (Pascal) only marginally. Students usually com-
municate by me ans of a naturallanguage during lessons especially when they 
express opinions of themselves or the others (e.g. evaluation of the quality of 
solution to a particular problem). Hence, the aims on this level are strongly 
naturallanguage oriented during teaching programming. The creation of good 
environment within the group and mutual cooperation support is essential in 
particular.  

The aims defined on the individual tuition needs and on generallevel are in 
accordance with the aim fields used during teaching English. They deal mainly with 
students' individual tuition techniques and general definition of the educational 
programs important for integration of an individual to the society.  

Now let us have a look at the tuition content. Acquisition of grammar and the 
meaning of lingual constructions of Pascal should be indivisibly connected to the 
communication strategies teaching. These strategies deal with the ways of 
control1ing communication with a computer on the level of source code writing 
(e.g. ending program with the end key word) as wel1 as on the level of running 
program (e.g. keeping in touch with the user of the program by means of a 
computation progress bar appearing on the screen). Moreover, these strategies also 
deal with mutual interaction between students during tuition. Methods called 
"programming techniques" can be considered as communication strategies as wel1. 
These methods involve several mutually connected fields which deal with the 
fundamentals of alghoritmization (e.g. the fundamentals of structure-oriented 
programming) and possibilities of solutions to standard problems such as variabIes 
exchange or number sequence sorting. They also involve the skills which make the 
understanding of the running program easier (verbal description of the program 
output etc.) and the rules of writing source code (comments, descriptive identifiers, 
text indentation, etc.). The communi-  
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cation strategies teaching are also in relation with the methods that develop the 
creativity and independence of students. This relation is demonstrated by the 
searching for new solutions to standard problems, making programs more effective 
(lower number of executed commands etc.) or the customization of the computers' 
responds during the task progress. The acquisition of the communication strategie s 
is essential in order to practically use the Pascal programming language.  

Let us focus on the four following primary capabilities (considering a natu-
rallanguage), speaking, listening, reading and writing. The most important is 
writing when considering Pascal programming language. Speaking is significantly 
reduced in the target language. Due to this fact, the tuition of speaking and listening 
is reduced to several recommendations for teachers. The choice between English 
and Czech pronunciation is on teachers' own or on the agreement between students 
and te ach er. It is possible to apply the rule when the words which have not got a 
Czech equivalent (e.g. begin, end) are pronounced regularly (English 
pronunciation) and the words which have their Czech equivalent (e.g. program) and 
the complex words with complicated English pronunciation (e.g. procedure) are 
pronounced by means of the Czech language. The most important rule is not to 
change the chosen way of pronunciation in order to prevent students from being 
confused. If it is necessary to change the way of pronunciation of some elements it 
is necessary to tell it to students in advance.  

The reading tuition in a naturallanguage comprises many capabilities. It is 
possible to apply some of these capabilities during teaching Pascal. For example, it 
is necessary to get students familiar with the existence of two reading techniques. 
The first one is so called detailed reading (scanning). The main aim of this method 
is to understand the source code text as a whole. It is usually used in order to find 
out specific information (e.g. scanning for all commands in the source code which 
handle a particular variable). The second method deals with reading in order to 
obtain general idea about the content (skimming).  

An attention is paid to the writing process itself when acquiring particular 
writing capabilities. Therefore, the attention is paid to the source code development 
from the beginning to the final version. The beginning of the process always 
contains the introduction to the problem (e.g. in the form of a discussion) folIowed 
by an analysis - by collecting and evaluating of the obtained knowledge and the 
design proposals. The source code can be created by the following way: The first 
step is the creation of a raw program skeleton, thus, the programs' behaviour, inputs 
and outputs are defined. The following step is the processing of particular program 
parts until the desirable function is achieved. It is necessary to allow students to 
evaluate their progress ,ar allow them to change the text.  
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The general subject matter field mainly consists of the development of morally-

volitional students' characters, creativity, communication, responsible approach to 
education and other capabilities that improve the students' integration to everyday 
life. When using traditional approach, it is not rare that students achieve excellent 
results during scholastic tests focused on exact knowledge (e.g. syntax and semantic 
of particular commands) and short tasks that do not relate to the real context. On the 
contrary, the application of obtained knowledge during solution of complex task 
taken from the real life is difticult for them. The CAT tries to use the tasks that 
relate to the real life during tuition. These tasks supported by suitable teaching 
methods develop the capability of individual problems analyses, creativities and 
cooperation during their solution.  

Conclusion  

The application of CAT during teaching programming brings many changes to 
the tuition concept, methodology and sodal aspects. The authors' knowledge 
obtained by means of utilization of the CAT during teaching programming proves 
the high efficiency of the CAT when considering students' activity, their 
independent individual initiative and improved task solution results. The diversity 
of such methods helps to upgrade the natural recognition capabilities of the students 
and thus develop their positive motivation. There is significant mutual interaction 
growth. The students unwittingly acquire the piece s of knowledge necessary for 
sodal communication, they also leam how to argue and critically evaluate their own 
ideas. Close cooperation during the task solutions strengthens the sodal bindings 
within students. Dialogs and discussions used during the tuition progress are 
positive contribution for the globallevel of knowledge and allow the worse students 
to participate better in the problem solution.  

Practical utilization of the CAT has higher requirements for the teachers' 
preparation than the utilization of a traditional approach. The main preparation 
difference is during instructional materials preparation. The materials usually have 
to be adapted to the CAT or have to be created from scratch when the tuition uses 
methodology not used by traditional approaches (e.g. didactic games). However, 
some materials (tests, examples, etc.) are easily adaptable and their usage makes the 
preparation less time consuming.  
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50 years of university level teacher training in 

Banska Bystrica  

In September 2004, it will be exaetly 50 years sinee an independent university 
institution for training of future teaehers was born as the predeeessor of today's 
Pedagogie Faeulty. However, the history of teaeher training in Banska Bystriea 
extends baek to the fiftieth of the 19th eentury. A training sehool for teaehers (so 
ealled "preparandia") was open in the aeademie year 1856/57 where also they used 
Slovak for teaehfng besides German and Latin. Already at that time there were 
ideas to open a university, but this endeavor eould not be made due to the then 
socio-politieal situation in the Austrian-Hungarian Empire. Therefore, the 
university level teaeher training in Banska Bystriea began only a hundred years 
later. It was realized in the aeademie year 1949/50 but only through a braneh 
institution of the Pedagogie Faeulty of the Slovak University in Bratislava.  

The first university institution ever was The Higher Sehool of Pedagogy in 
Banska Bystriea, whieh began teaehing in the aeademie year 1954/55. On Sep-
tember l, 1959 it was transformed into The Pedagogie lnstitute following the then 
legislation. It existed till the year 1964 when the Pedagogie Faeulty in Banska 
Bystriea was established eontinuing the aetivities of The Higher Sehool of 
Pedagogy as well as those ofThe Pedagogie Institute. Together with the primary 
sehool teaeher training and general edueation subjeet teaeher training in all the 
forms of study (full-time, part-time as well as post-graduate), there were eenters for 
both language and professional preparation of international students.  

The development of university teaeher training in Banska Bystrica ean be 
divided into two main periods: from 1964 to 1992 when there was only an in-
dependent pedagogie faeulty and from 1992 on when The Matej Bel University was 
founded and The Pedagogie Faeulty beeame its part.  

From 1964 to 1992 the faeulty had been pursuing rieh pedagogie, professional, 
scientifie researeh and publieation aetivity. The faeulty grew materially, 
teehnieally, professionally, and pedagogieally; it developed broad international 
eontaets as well as asserted itself among other faeulties both in Slovakia and in the 
whole of Czeehoslovakia. In 1991, just before the university was founded, it had 13 
departments with 3000 students in both fuli and part time programs. It  
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edueated thousands of teaehers for elementary sehools, high sehools, seeondary 
professional sehools as well as for training institutions.  

The aeademie year 1992/93 was the first one in the existenee ofMatej Bel Uni-
versity. Out of the original pedagogie faeulty, three faeulties gradually emerged 
providing university level teaeher training until now: The Faeulty of Humanities, 
The Faeulty of Natural Sdenees and The Pedagogie Faeulty, MBU.  

The Pedagogie Faeulty MBU, slightly weakened by the division, started to 
write its new history with 83 pedagogues and 1000 students in 1992/93. During the 
12 years it beeame a respeeted teaeher university sehool in Slovakia, whieh has a 
good name as well as broad eontaets abroad. It is both the seat and the presiding 
member of the Union of Teaeher University Sehools of Slovakia. In the aeademie 
year 2003/04 there are 3768 students trained there, among them there are 992 full-
time students and 2773 part-time (extramural) students, whieh are taught both at the 
eampus and in seven eonsultation eenters throughout the Central Slovakian region. 
It eomprises almost one third of all university students. The teaehing proeess is 
ensured through ten departments. 102 pedagogues and 7 sdentists work for the 
faeulty.  

The mission of the Pedagogie Faeulty MBU is shaped by its main task to 
edueate new workers in professions oriented towards work with people as well as to 
extend their sdentifie knowledge. The faeulty holds aeereditation of the following 
study fields whieh are realized every year:  

Bachelor's Study Programs: - 
Tutorage  
- Sodal Work  
- Voeational Training Master  
- Evangelieal Theology and Mission.  

Master's Study Programs:  
- The First Stage of BE Teaehing  
- General Edueation Subject Teaehing in spedalizations: Slovak Language and  

Literature, Mathematies, Musie, Arts and Physieal Edueation, Evangelieal 
Christian Edueation, Pedagogy, Psyehology, and Ethies.  

- Pedagogy in speeializations: Sodal Pedagogy, Pre-Sehool and Leisure Pedagogy.  
- Evangelieal Theology  

Doctoral Studies:  
- Pedagogy, Pedagogie Psyehology, and Theory of the First Stage of BE Teaehing.  
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Since the academie year 2001/02, the learning has been organized under the ECTS 
credit system. Besides the said study programs, the faculty implements various 
forms of the lifelong teacher training. Every year there are about 300 students 
enrolled in these minimally three-term long courses.  

The faculty has the right to realize rigorous exams and to award academic titles 
"Doctor of Pedagogy" as well as "Doctor of Philosophy"; it also holds the right to 
perform both habilitations for assistant professors as well as inaugurations for 
professors in the fields of pedagogy, pedagogie psychology, and the theory of the 
first stage of BE teaching.  

Scientific research activities involve basie as well as applied research in the 
field of teaching theory of each discipline: pedagogy, psychology, and evangelical 
theology. The faculty is engaged in grant projects cooperating with partner 
universities in Slovakia and abroad. In 2003 its pedagogues were involved in 44 
projects, out af whieh 10 were international. The faculty regularly organizes sci-
entific conferences with international participation; there were 9 international 
actions prepared in 2003. In order to present the results of the scientific research 
activities of its workers, the faculty annually publishes a collection called '~CTA 
UNIVERSITATIS MATTHIAE BELU - Pedagogieka fakulta': Scientific mono-
graphs and university textbooks are published continually. For instance, in 2003 
faculty's pedagogues published 57 book titles, out of which 19 are monographs and 
21 are university textbooks.  

The Pedagogie Faculty also pursues arts activities in the area of musie, par-
ticularly of choir singing, as well as in the area of fine arts, partieularly the ex-
positions of fine art products. The choir "Mladosf' propagates faculty's renown 
abroad in particular. Every second year the faculty organizes the international choir 
festival "Akademicka Banska Bystriea':  

The faculty's future depends on pursuing of new study forms, especially of 
distance learning, as well as on further development of information-communication 
technologies, whieh will support pedagogie process and make the performance of 
all faculty activities more effective. The faculty gets ready for opening some study 
programs in English and for the process of international accreditation in order to 
better penetrate into the international educational market. Present good results as 
well as elear development objectives of the faculty show that the Pedagogie Faculty 
MBU in Banskci Bystriea will be able to celebrate its anniversary solemnly, and 
with pride, in well-done work.  
 
 


